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ABSTRACT
SOCIAL INTERACTION AND CARDIOVASCULAR
REACTIVITY OF TYPE A AND TYPE B MEN
February 1983
John Thomas Peters, B.S., Boston University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Patricia A. Wisocki
This investigation was an exploratory effort to develop a
methodology for the quasi-naturalistic sociophysiological study of Type
A and Type B persons during interaction. Thirty male managers from a
large company were observed in dyads in a work-relevant competitive
bargaining task. Having been typed as A or B with the Structured
Interview of Rosenman and Friedman, subjects were evenly divided into
dyads of Type A's interacting with other Type A's, Type B's with other
Type B's, and Type A's with Type B's. Interactions were videotaped
while heart rate and blood pressure were recorded.
While conventional levels of statistical significance were rarely
observed, nevertheless the data were, in most respects, consistent with
previous observations in the literature. Furthermore, some notable
trends were observed which suggested some provocative hypotheses for
future research with greater numbers of subjects: (1) In naturalistic
competitive situations, Type A's will exhibit more hostility than Type
B's, but not necessarily more competition. Also, Type A's interacting
with other Type A's will evidence stronger discriminative control over
vi
each other's Type A behavior than persons in other kinds of dyads. (2)
In such situations, high-frequency-Type A responders paired with each
other will escalate hostility over time; low- frequency-Type A
responders paired with each other will cooperate more and more, and
decrease their Type A responses over time. (3) In time-limited
negotiations where compromise is difficult, Type B's will show an
initial pattern of increasing a-adrenergic stimulation with a decrease
in vagal stimulation, followed by a continued increase in a-adrenergic
stimulation with increases in vagal stimulation. Type A's will show
this same basic pattern, but with a pattern superimposed on it of
initially increasing b-adrenergic stimulation followed by a decrease in
b-adrenergic stimulation. These physiologic patterns will be
coincident with a passive coping style on the part of Type B's and an
active coping style on the part of Type A's, and these differences may
be tied to the pathogenic link between Type A behavior and heart
disease.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is one of the greatest epidemics of our
time. Since the second decade of the twentieth century, its incidence
has increased to the point where some estimates suggest that over 100
million Americans have some degree of coronary artery disease, and that
in 3 percent of American adults over 30 years old, coronary heart
disease has become manifest (Friedman & Rosenman, 1974). These
statistics underscore the importance of increasing our understanding of
the etiology of cardiovascular disease, the better to inform our efforts
at prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation.
The study reported in this paper represents part of a growing
effort to understand a major risk factor in coronary heart disease,
namely, the Type A behavior pattern. It is an exciting effort because
no other specific psychosocial phenomenon has been so clearly implicated
in physical disease. This was a study in descriptive sociophysiology,
aimed at the interface between interpersonal and cardiovascular events.
The first chapter of this paper will outline background information
about coronary heart disease, summarize much of what is known about Type
A behavior, and review in some detail the research on cardiovascular
reactivity associated with Type A behavior. Subsequently, the purpose
and hypotheses of this study are presented in detail.
1
2Background
The particular cardiovascular problems relevant to the present
study are coronary artery disease and coronary heart disease. Coronary
artery disease (CAD), or atherosclerosis, is a disorder without manifest
symptomatology which is characterized by thickening and deterioration of
the coronary arteries, which supply the heart with its vital nutrients.
At some point, this arterial degeneration may progress in such a way
that symptoms do appear, and/or identifiable damage is done to the heart
itself. Typically, this is the result of decreased circulation through
the coronary arteries, so that the myocardial blood supply is
insufficient for the heart's needs. When symptoms do appear, CAD is
considered to have evolved into coronary heart disease (CHD) (Friedman &
Rosenman, 1974).
Among the most common manifestations of CHD are angina pectoris and
myocardial infarction. Angina pectoris, or angina, is literally a "pain
in the chest." In this condition, there is no permanent damage to the
myocardium (heart muscle) from the blood flow insufficiency, and the
pain rarely lasts more than a few minutes. Typically, episodes are
associated with mental or physical stress. Sometimes, however, blood
flow may be interrupted to the point where an area of the heart muscle
actually dies, in which case a myocardial infarction (MI) is said to
have occurred. Sudden death may or may not result.
Around 1950, it was widely held among cardiologists that deposits
of cholesterol on the intima, or inner lining of the arteries, were the
primary cause of atherosclerosis, and that these deposits were primarily
3controlled by the intake of fats in the diet (Rosenman, 1978a). Since
that time, epidemiological studies have identified several risk factors
in cardiovascular disease; the list now includes high serum cholesterol,
hypertension, smoking, weight, age, family history of heart disease,
diabetes, sex (men are much more frequent victims), and even lack of
exercise (e.g., Keys, Aravanis, Blackburn, van Buchem, Buzina,
Djordjevic, Fidanza, Karvonen, Menotti
,
Puddu, & Taylor, 1972; Stamler &
Epstein, 1972). However, taken together all these risk factors account
for fewer than one-half of the new cases of CHD (Epstein, 1979).
Clearly, other things must be operating in the pathogenesis of this
disorder.
A careful examination of epidemiological evidence has implicated a
different kind of risk factor or factors. It has been noted that the
epidemic of heart disease began in the 20th century (Michaels, 1966;
White, 1974); that the "standard" risk factors were highly associated
with CHD primarily in industrialized societies; that in industrialized
societies the highest CHD incidence occurred in urban areas (Jenkins,
1971). There are empirical grounds, then, for considering psychosocial
factors in the etiology of CHD.
Among the admittedly very few who started systematically to attend
to psychosocial factors during the 1950s were two San Francisco
cardiologists, Ray Rosenman and Meyer Friedman. Having observed serum
cholesterol levels fluctuating during periods of stress, they combed the
medical literature for descriptions of a "coronary personality," and
also looked closely at their own patients (Friedman, 1978). Their
observations led them to formulate a description of a coronary-prone
4behavior pattern which they later dubbed the Type A behavior pattern
(Friedman & Rosenman, 1959).
Definition of Type A Behavior
Although the literature on Type A behavior is full of discussions
of what amounts to a Type A personality, it is important to remember
that the Type A behavior pattern is actually conceptualized as behavior
in response to certain environments, to challenging or stressful
conditions (Jenkins, 1978b). The Type A person is seen as one who is
chronically struggling to obtain unlimited numbers of things from his
environment in the shortest time possible and against the opposing
efforts of other persons or things in that environment. Type A
behavior, when elicited, is behavior that is purported to be hostile,
competitive, and impatient. The non-atherogenic Type B behavior pattern
is characterized primarily by its lack of Type A responses. Thus, while
a Type B person may be ambitious, he is not excessively competitive; he
may work conscientiously, but he does not feel the need to compress more
and more into less and less time; he may be anxious, but he is not
hostile or aggressive. Type B behavior is not hostile, not competitive,
and not hurried (Friedman, 1969).
Assessment of Type A Behavior
At present, there are many methods of assessing Type A behavior:
most are self-report (e.g., Bortner, 1969; Gordon, Gertler, Diller,
5Laetma, & Gerstman, 1974; Wardwell and Bahnson, 1973; Vickers, 1973); a
few are behavioral (e.g., Bortner & Rosenman, 1967; Friedman, Brown, &
Rosenman, 1969; Schucker & Jacobs, 1977); and one is psychophysiological
(Friedman & Rosenman, 1960). The most widely employed and validated
methods are the Rosenman-Friedman Structured Interview (SI) and the
Jenkins Activity Survey (JAS) (Jenkins, Rosenman, & Friedman, 1967).
Both of these procedures were developed in the course of the Western
Collaborative Group Study (WCGS), an 8 1/2 year prospective epidemio-
logical study of over 3000 men conducted in the San Francisco Bay area
during the 1960s. This study has produced the strongest evidence to
date linking the Type A behavior pattern to the incidence of CHD. The
Structured Interview originally was not intended to be a standardized
assessment procedure, but was instead developed as a way of collecting a
behavior sample so that Rosenman could type the subjects in the WCGS
(Rosenman, personal communication). The JAS, on the other hand, was
intended as an efficient, economically viable self-report instrument
which could be computer-scored. It was developed empirically as a means
of discriminating Type A and Type B subjects as rated by the Structured
Interview (Jenkins, 1978a). However, as it has turned out, the
Structured Interview has proven to be a much more valid assessment
procedure than the JAS. For the WCGS data, both the Structured
Interview and the JAS are significant predictors of CHD endpoints, but
the JAS accounts for only about one-quarter of the variance in CHD
incidence that is accounted for by the interview (Brand, Rosenman,
Jenkins, Sholtz, & Zyzanski, in press). The Structured Interview is the
best available measure of Type A behavior for predicting CHD prevalence
6and incidence (Dembroski, 1978), recurrent MI (Rosenman, Friedman,
Jenkins, et al
.
,
1967), angiographical ly determined atherosclerosis
(Blumenthal, Williams, Kong, Schanberg, & Thompson, 1978), and sympa-
thetic nervous system arousal to performance challenge (Dembroski,
MacDougall, Shields, Petitto, & Lushene, 1978). Thus, the Type A
pattern is best defined operationally by responses to the Structured
Interview (see Appendix A for a copy of interview questions).
The output of the Structured Interview— the SI— is a global rating
of the subject's behavior which typically is at one of two levels of
precision. The most global is the simple A/B dichotomization. At a
somewhat higher level of differentiation is a 4-point scale: Al
,
A2, X,
and B. Subjects are identified as Al or A2 depending on whether the
Type A characteristics are observed at an extreme or moderate level,
respectively. If the person exhibits a relative lack of Type A charac-
teristics, he is categorized as B. For those few people who cannot be
scored in one of these categories, the rating of X is provided,
indicating equal levels of Type A and Type B characteristics.
The most comprehensive and systematic evaluation of the reliability
of the SI has recently been done in the Multiple Risk Factor Interven-
tion Trial - MRFIT (National Institutes of Health, 1979). Interrater
agreement in major categories (A/B dichotomy) was 85.5 percent on a
sample of 3110 subjects, using seven raters and two independent
auditors. On a stratified probability sample of 169 interviews,
reassessment was done at intervals of from 5 to 24 months. Intrarater
agreement for the 2-point scale was 81.7 percent, and for the 4-point
scale, 68.6 percent. Given these results— and given that no convincing
7dose-response relationship was observed between a 4-point scale and CHD
incidence in the WCGS (Feinleib, Brand, Remington, & Zyzanski, 1978)--at
this point in its development the 2-point scale is best to use for
testing hypotheses.
Epidemiological Data on Type A Behavior
The empirically-based descriptive information available about Type
A subjects 1 is based on data from both Si-assessed and JAS-assessed
subjects. In view of the differences in validity between the two
assessment methods, this mixture of data is problematic. However, a
great many of the studies using just the JAS utilized only those
subjects with extreme scores on the JAS, and agreement between extreme
scores of the JAS and the SI is much higher than the overall agreement
between the two procedures, i.e., it rises to over 90 percent (Jenkins,
1978a). Therefore, there is more validity to the results from these
studies than might at first be assumed. Also, the descriptive informa-
tion is based largely on men, most notably white, middle-aged, middle-
class, employed men, with an increasing number of college-student
subjects as well. These limitations impinge on the general izabil ity of
the observed characteristics of Type A's, which will be summarized
briefly.
"Type A subjects" or "Type A's" will be user to refer to persons
categorized as Type A according to some accepted measurement procedure,
e.g., the SI or JAS. Despite apparent trait connotations, this language
is meant primarily to refer to persons who fairly consistently engage in
Type A behavior across certain kinds of challenging situations.
8From epidemiological investigations, it has been observed that Type
A's evidence an increased prevalence of CHD-up to seven times that of
Type B's (Friedman & Rosenman, 1 959); increased CHD incidence- twice
that of B's (e.g., Rosenman, Brand, Sholz, & Friedman, 1976); and
greater likelihood of recurrent infarction (e.g., Jenkins, Zyzanski, &
Rosenman, 1976). The Type A pattern is associated with more advanced
coronary atherosclerosis than the Type B pattern when the
atherosclerosis is determined by angiogram (e.g., Frank, Heller,
Kornfeld, Sporn, & Weiss, 1978; Jenkins, Zyzanski, Ryan, Flessas, and
Tannenbaum, 1977). The Type A pattern appears to be more prevalent
among men than women, although it is also correlated with CHD prevalence
and degree of atherosclerosis among women (Waldron, 1978). Type A
behavior does not seem to be associated with race when controlling for
occupational level (Zyzanski, 1978). JAS scores are somewhat correlated
with occupational level (e.g., Howard, Cunningham, & Rechnitzer, 1977)
and, when young people are included, with age—i.e., ages 20-65 (e.g.,
Shekelle, Schoenberger, & Stamler, 1976). Although there is some
association between Type A behavior and traditional risk factors such as
serum cholesterol and smoking, the relationship between Type A behavior
and CHD incidence is independent of this association (e.g., Haynes,
Feinleib, & Kannel , in press; Rosenman, Brand, Jenkins, Friedman,
Straus, & Wurm, 1975).
Components of Type A Behavior
Obviously, a dichotomous classification such as that afforded by
9the Structured Interview leaves much to be desired. At this level of
discriminate! ity, it is difficult to establish links between specific
aspects of behavior and pathophysiological processes. Furthermore, it
is impractical to use such a global assessment in intervention studies,
since it is difficult to target specific aspects for change and since
such a global measure is likely to be insensitive to specific changes.
Component analyses of the behavior pattern are clearly necessary. Some
work along these lines has already been done in terms of behavioral,
neuroendocrine/biochemical
, and cardiovascular correlates. This work
has set the groundwork for the present study, so it will be summarized
briefly.
As far as behavioral components are concerned, a re-analysis of
some WCGS data showed the following rated components to be most
predictive of 62 MI cases as compared with 124 controls: (1) potential
for hostility; (2) anger out ("When you're angry, do you show it?");
(3) competition with peers; (4) vigorous voice; (5) irritation at
waiting in line; (6) explosive voice modulation; (7) feeling time
passing too rapidly (Matthews, Glass, Rosenman, & Bortner, 1977). It
has also been demonstrated with college students that when environmental
challenge is salient, Type A's are more aggressive (e.g., expressed
hostility after being harassed in efforts at task completion), more
time-urgent (e.g., exhibited rapid pacing of their activities, estimated
time intervals as shorter, etc.), and more hard-driving (e.g., worked
harder on a treadmill as measured by aerobic consumption) (Glass, 1977).
All these data are quite consistent with the Type A construct as
originally described.
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On a neuroendocrine and biochemical level, several observations
have been made. Relevant reviews can be found in Dembroski, Weiss,
Shields, Haynes, and Feinleib (1978); only highlights will be mentioned
here.
First, some responses have been noted which quite possibly are
connected with atherogenesis and/or CHD:
1. Compared to Type B's, extreme Type A's (Type Al ) show lower
levels of serum growth hormone while in their typical work
milieu. Growth hormone has been shown to lower serum
cholesterol (Friedman & Rosenman, 1974), one of the major CHD
risk factors.
2. Type Al's have higher levels of serum triglycerides just prior
to and for many hours after a meal high in fats. These
subjects also typically shown increased clumping of red blood
cells during the postprandial hypertriglyceridemic cycle (see
No. 4 below)
.
3. Most Al's show hypercholesterolemia (increased cholesterol in
the blood serum)
.
4. Al's tend to show increased platelet aggregation and faster
blood clotting times after stressful exercise. These factors
could be involved in the formation of an occlusive clot in the
coronary arteries which could lead to an ischemic event such
as MI.
Note that among the major components of the plaques that line the
arteries in atherosclerosis are cholesterol and triglycerides (fats)
(Friedman & Rosenman, 1974).
11
Second, some responses have been observed which are indices of
sympathetic nervous system function; for example, when examined in their
typical work milieu, Al's show higher levels of urinary norepinephrine,
and when studied in a competitive task they show higher serum norepine-
phrine. (Interestingly, infusion of norepinephrine can lead to intra-
vascular platelet aggregation in a dog's heart.) Increased sympathetic
activity, such as the catecholamine responses cited here, is probably
associated with changes in cardiovascular function, which changes could
be key events in precipitating acute CHD events. For example,
sympathetic arousal is associated with increased cardiac output and
peripheral vasoconstriction. These phenomena likely impose increased
workloads on the heart muscle. If the coronary arteries are partially
occluded by atheroslerotic plaques, then the blood flow through them may
not be adequate to meet the needs of the myocardium when it is under
such increased workloads. This blood supply insufficiency could lead to
the ischemic pain of angina or the necrosis of MI. Also, increased
sympathetic discharge might play a part in setting off potentially
disastrous cardiac arrhythmias or even coronary vasospasms (Glass, 1978;
Williams, 1978).
This summary of physiology has been presented to establish firmly
the likelihood of specific pathways between some behavioral components
of the Type A pattern and cardiopathic endpoints. Though neither those
components nor those pathways have been determined, it was hoped that
this study would aid the search. Certainly the evidence described of
greater autonomic reactivity in Type A's suggests that studies of the
psychophysiological reactivity of Type A's may be fruitful, especially
12
in terms of cardiovascular responses. In turn, such studies could help
isolate specific behavioral ends of the pathophysiological chain that
leads to cardiovascular disease. Toward this end, data have been
collected on A/B differences in both resting and reactive cardiovascular
physiology.
Cardiovascular Physiology at Rest
There have been several studies reporting various kinds of data on
resting physiology. Among epidemiological studies on non-student
adults, blood pressures are the most typical cardiovascular data.
Shekel le, Schoenberger, and Stamler (1976) collected data on over 4100
white persons in an industry-based CHD risk factor screening program in
Chicago. They defined hypertension as systolic blood pressure il60 mmHg
or diastolic blood pressure >_95 mrnHg or being under current medical
treatment for hypertension. Using this definition, they found
prevalence of hypertension unrelated to JAS Type A score except among
women 45-64 years old. In this latter group, the average JAS Type A
score was approximately 2 points higher among hypertensives than
normotensives. The behavioral significance of this 2-point difference
is moot.
In the Framingham study, Haynes, Levine, Scotch, Feinleib and
Kannel (1978a) found the Framingham Type A scale not correlated with
systolic or diastolic blood pressure in either men or women free of CHD,
except in male white-collar workers under 65, whose Type A scores
correlated with diastolic blood pressure, r = .17. Howard, Cunningham,
13
and Rechnitzer (1976) examined 236 managers (presumably males) from 12
Canadian companies; they found resting differences in systolic and
diastolic blood pressures between interview-typed Al's and the remaining
subjects (A2, B3, B4). Differences were approximately 13 mmHg systolic
(£= .0001 ) and 6 mmHg diastolic (£ = .004), with Al's higher in both
cases. On the other hand, Dembroski, MacDougall, and Lushene (1979b)
studied 64 adult male outpatients, half of whom had documented CHD.
These investigators found no A/B differences in resting heart rate or
diastolic blood pressure, but, interestingly, found Type B patients had
significantly higher systolic blood pressures than Type A's.
In most experimental studies on college students in which baseline
physiology is reported, A/B differences have been minor or absent. The
Structured Interview was used by Dembroski and associates to identify
Type A and B undergraduate males; no differences were found in resting
heart rate, systolic or diastolic blood pressures (Dembroski,
MacDougall, & Shields, 1977; Dembroski, MacDougall, Shields, Petitto, &
Lushene, 1978). In another study on a similar population, the same
research team found no baseline differences in heart rate, diastolic
blood pressure, or digital pulse volume (Dembroski, MacDougall, Herd, &
Shields, 1979a). In Manuck's laboratory, no resting systolic pressure
differences were observed in male or female subjects typed on the basis
of the Sales inventory (Manuck, Craft, & Gold, 1978), and no resting
differences in systolic or diastolic blood pressures, heart rate, or
pulse pressure (SBP - DBP) were seen in males typed by the JAS (Manuck,
Craft & Gold, 1978; Manuck & Garland, 1979). Scherwitz, Berton, and
Leventhal (1978) used both the SI and JAS to assess male undergraduates.
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There were no A/B differences, regardless of assessment procedure, on
heart rate or systolic or diastolic pressures. Likewise, Lott and
Gatchel (1978) found no between-group differences in systolic or
diastolic blood pressure or heart rate, stroke volume, or calf blood
flow when forming groups with the JAS. In addition, Van Egeren, also
using the JAS to select Type A's and B's, found no baseline differences
in heart rate in either males or females (Van Egeren, 1979b), and no
differences in either ST or T-wave amplitudes among males (Van Egeren &
Thornton, 1979).
The few A/B differences in resting cardiovascular physiology in
college students have been found in only two laboratories. Dembroski,
MacDougall, Herd, and Shields (1979a) found interview-determined Type
A's to have significantly higher systolic blood pressure (119 mmHg vs.
114 mmHg), though they questioned the clinical significance of these
differences. Dembroski, MacDougall, and Shields (1977) found Type A's
evidencing significantly greater heart rate variability at rest than
Type B's. Finally, Scherwitz, Berton, and Leventhal (1978) found rest
period differences between A's and B's as identified by the Structured
Interview, but not by the JAS; A's showed higher digital pulse amplitude
(suggesting vasodilation) than B's.
In sum, what few data there are demonstrating resting differences
between Type A's and Type B's are mixed: some suggest greater
cardiovascular activation in A's; some suggest the opposite. While any
true differences may be more subtle than methods used to date have been
able to detect, most of the evidence supports the thesis that Type A and
B persons do not differ in cardiovascular physiology at rest.
15
Cardiovascular Reactivity
If the notion of Type A behavior as a response to specific stimuli
such as challenge is valid, then it would be reasonable to hypothesize
that this differential responsivity is reflected at the physiological
level as well as the behavioral. A growing body of research is
supporting this hypothesis by examining the cardiovascular reactivity of
Type A and B individuals to various laboratory stressors. Most of these
studies have been done with college students. Stressors have included
various cognitive and psychomotor tasks and a cold pressor.
Price and Clark (1978) presented 48 males with a time-estimation
task, difficult math problems, and easy spelling problems, while
measuring heart rate and spontaneous fluctuations of skin resistance.
Whether Type A and Type B groups were selected with the Bortner Short
Form or the JAS, there were no differences during tasks on either
physiological measure. Likewise, during a mental arithmetic task,
Sherwitz, Berton, and Leventhal (1978) found no A/B differences on blood
pressure, heart rate, or digital pulse amplitude. On the other hand,
Manuck, Craft, and Gold (1978) administered a complex concept formation
task to undergraduates assessed with the Sales questionnaire. In one
experiment, they found significant systolic pressure differences among
males (A's - 135.2 mmHg, B's - 126.1 mmHg), but not among females. This
finding was replicated twice with males. In one study both the Sales
questionnaire and the student JAS (Krantz, et al , 1974) were used to
select subjects. During the task, Type A's had higher systolic
pressures than B's (142.8 mmHg vs. 134.3), though there were no
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diastolic pressure or heart rate differences (Manuck, Craft & Gold,
1978). In another study, JAS-identif ied Type A's showed greater
elevations over baseline of systolic pressure than did B's (approxi-
mately 8 mmHg vs. 4 mmHg) (Manuck & Garland, 1979). These measures of
changes from baseline reflect differences in cardiovascular reactivity.
Dembroski, MacDougall, Shields, Petitto, and Lushene (1978)
presented three tasks to 50 males: difficult anagrams, a TV Pong game,
and a choice reaction-time task. Combining physiological measures
across tasks, there were significant A/B differences in changes from
baseline. When subjects were grouped according to the Structured
Interview, Type A's showed significantly greater elevations in systolic
pressure (15.1 vs. 7.8) and in heart rate (8.0 bpm vs. 2.4 bpm) , but not
in diastolic pressure. When grouped according to the JAS, Type A
subjects showed significantly greater elevations in systolic pressure
(14.4 vs. 8.6) and diastolic pressure (7.4 vs. 4.1), but not in heart
rate. While these findings help substantiate A/B differences in
reactivity, they also support the notion that the SI and JAS are
measuring somewhat disparate phenomena (MacDougall, Dembroski, &
Musante, 1979).
Dembroski and colleagues have examined cardiovascular response to
choice reaction-time tasks in other studies. In one case, both A and B
males, as defined by the interview, showed significant systolic pressure
increases during the task, but A's evidenced significantly greater
increases than B's (20.9 vs. 10.2). Type A's also demonstrated greater
heart rate increases than B's (13.2 bpm vs. 2.6 bpm). Although there
were no between-group differences in diastolic elevations, the Type B
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subjects showed significant increases over baseline in diastolic
pressure (4.0 mmHg), while the Type A's did not (Dembroski, MacDougall,
& Shields, 1977). In another experiment, interview-determined Type A
males again showed greater increases than Type B males in both systolic
pressure and heart rate (Dembroski, MacDougall, Herd & Shields, 1979a).
The cold pressor task, a traditional laboratory stressor, has been
used in a few studies on Type A behavior with mixed results. Using the
JAS to form their groups, Lott and Gatchel (1978) did not find any A/B
differences in either systolic or diastolic pressure responses to this
task. Nor did Scherwitz, Berton, and Leventhal (1978) find blood
pressure, heart rate, or digital pulse amplitude differences on the cold
pressor between Type A's and B's, whether they were classified by the
JAS or an abbreviated Structured Interview. However, Dembroski,
MacDougall, Herd, and Shields (1979a) used the full SI to measure the
behavior pattern, and found that only Type A subjects had significant
increases in systolic pressure in response to the cold pressor task.
Type A subjects who had received particularly challenging instructions
also showed the only significant heart rate increases to this task.
Beyond the Individual
In general, the results of the studies described in the preceding
paragraphs point to the conclusion that the cardiovascular systems of
Type A individuals are more reactive to certain kinds of stressors than
those of their Type B counterparts. Yet there is something missing from
these studies. Tasto, Chesney, and Chadwick (1978) have argued that a
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multidimensional assessment of Type A behavior is necessary to further
the understanding of just what elements of the pattern are truly
coronary-prone. Yet they, like the investigators cited above, have
addressed only intrapersonal dimensions. However, the very definition
of the Type A construct is largely interpersonal in nature, including as
it does the concepts of hostility, aggression, and competition. As
indicated earlier, Glass (1977) and his coworkers have adduced a
considerable amount of evidence buttressing the relationship of these
interpersonal components to the Type A construct.
In fact, the component which has received the greatest validation
in terms of its relation to cardiovascular disease has been one of these
interpersonal components, namely, hostility. Earlier, the findings of
Matthews, Glass, Rosenman, and Bortner (1977) were described; they found
MI cases best discriminated from controls by variables such as
"potential for hostility" and "anger directed outward." More recently,
Haynes, Feinleib, and Kannel (in press) have found self-report hostility
measures to be independent predictors of CHD incidence in the Framingham
study, especially among white collar men and working women under 65.
Furthermore, Williams, Haney, Gentry, and Kong (1978) have shown scores
on the Cook-Medley scale of the MMPI to be significantly related to
angiographical ly-determined atherosclerosis. Two other studies have
shown that rated hostility and competitive drive during the Structured
Interview are also significantly related to blood pressure changes in
response to stress (Dembroski, MacDougall, Herd, & Shields, 1979a;
Dembroski, MacDougall, & Lushene, 1979b).
If interpersonal behaviors are critical to the Type A behavior
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pattern and perhaps even to the pathogenic process in CHD, it then makes
sense to study the cardiovascular reactivity of Type A subjects in
interpersonal situations. There is considerable precedent for such a
tack in the psychophysiological literature.
Cardiovascular Reactivi ty During Interactions with Non-Type A Subjects
Some of the early investigations of physiological responding during
interactions began in the context of attempts to understand the effects
of subject-experimenter interactions on individual differences in
physiological measures. An extensive series of studies by Reiser and
his colleagues (e.g., Reiser, Reeves, & Armington, 1955; Weiner, Singer,
& Reiser, 1962) led this group to conclude that cardiovascular responses
(blood pressure and heart rate) were a function not just of particular
stimuli presented to subjects but of the interaction of subject and
examiner. In fact, they found such responses more dependent on certain
qualitative aspects of the interaction, characterized by Singer (1974)
as "engagement" or "involvement," than on the content of the
communication. This finding is strongly consistent with the notion that
behavioral "styli sties" during the Structured Interview are more
important to the determination of a pathophysiogenic behavior pattern
(i.e., Type A) than are the contents of the subject's answers (Rosenman,
1978b). In fact, many of the Type A styli sties overlap, at face value
at least, the kinds of behaviors that would rate high on engagement.
Reporting the results of one of these earlier studies, Weiner (1962)
described those subjects who were most reactive in terms of heart rate
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and blood pressure while telling TAT stories to an examiner. The
majority of them were resentful about being in the experiment and were
also performance-oriented and competitive, wanting to do better than
other participants. These attributes are highly suggestive of
Dembroski's (1978) stylistic variables of hostility and competition
during the SI.
Another research context for examining cardiovascular reactivity
during interactions was the study of clients during psychotherapy (e.g.,
Anderson, 1956; Boyd & DiMascio, 1954; Malmo, Boag, & Smith, 1957).
Such investigations introduced a methodology in which a naturalistic
behavior sample was collected from a reciprocating dyadic interaction--
i.e., responses during a psychiatric interview. Heart rate was
generally found to covary with the level of variously rated stress
across interviews.
Interviews designed to be stressful have been employed repeatedly
as stimuli for cardiovascular responses. Murray (1963) described an
interesting study of college students subjected to vigorous attack by a
"talented lawyer" in a debate concerning their personal philosophies of
life. Subjects were subsequently given the opportunity to retort.
Although heart rate rose while subjects were being criticized, it rose
much higher when it was their turn to criticize. Also, heart rate was
correlated with Murray's two measures of "manifest drive, or need
achievement": vocal -verbal intensity and task-involvement. Note the
correspondence between Murray's behavioral variables related to
cardiovascular responding and some of the Type A components.
A different sort of interaction was developed by Williams and his
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associates, who mixed several components together in varying combina-
tions. In one of their prototypic investigations, they examined the
effects on blood pressure of three different counterbalanced components:
a word-association test, presentation of six TAT cards, and an interview
revolving around the subject's personal life, his relations with family,
friends, and at work (McKegney & Williams, 1967). In this study, only
results for diastolic pressure were reported; highest pressures were
observed during the personal interview. A subsequent extension of this
investigation found that the content of the interview was less important
than the nature of the interaction. During one condition, the inter-
viewer presented questions on an index card and then looked at the floor
while the subject responded. During another condition, the interviewer
asked the same questions directly, maintaining eye contact and
interacting "warmly and appropriately" with the subject. Diastolic
pressures were significantly higher during the direct contact interview
(Williams, Kimball, & Williard, 1972).
The studies reviewed here are a small selective sample of work done
on cardiovascular responding during interactions. They were presented
to support the contention that examining the influence of interpersonal
interactions on cardiovascular variables is viable and potentially
fruitful. In fact, there have been some very recent incursions into
this area with Type A and Type B subjects, with mixed results.
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Cardiovascular Reactivity During Interaction
With Type A and Type B Subjects
Using a personal, "stressful" interview much like that of Williams,
a Swedish research team examined 30 pairs of middle-aged male twins with
varying degrees of CHD (Theorell, deFaire, et al., 1979). They
administered two relatively uncommon measures of Type A behavior: the
Activity Scale from the Thurstone Temperament Schedule (Thurstone, 1949)
and 20 adjectives from the Gough Adjective Check List which have been
found significantly related to Structured Interview ratings (Rosenman,
Rahe, Borhani, & Feinleib, 1976). Both measures have higher
correlations with SI ratings than does the JAS (Chesney, Black,
Chadwick, & Rosenman, in press). Neither Activity Scale scores nor ACL
scores were significantly correlated with relative changes during the
stress interview on any physiological measure, including heart rate,
systolic and diastolic pressures, and digital pulse amplitude.
Scherwitz, Berton, and Leventhal (1978) examined the heart rate,
blood pressures, and digital pulse amplitude of male college students
during a very abbreviated version of the Structured Interview, which was
presumed to be a challenging interpersonal situation. There were signi-
ficant differences on all measures between average rest period values
and values taken one minute after the interview, but there were no
differences on any measure between Type A and B students.
A more rigorous look at reactivity during the SI was taken by
Dembroski, MacDougall, and Lushene (1979b). They gave the SI and an
increasingly difficult seven-question American history quiz to 64
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middle-aged adult male patients, approximately half of whom had a
history of MI. None had hypertension. Blood pressures were taken every
60 seconds during a 4-5 minute adaptation period, every 90 seconds
during the SI, and once during the quiz. Heart rate, measured
continuously, was scored for the 30-second interval prior to each blood
pressure reading. Baseline values were the average of the last two
readings during the adaptation period, and change from baseline was
calculated for the first, middle, and last interview readings and at the
quiz reading. No differences were observed in heart rate, but for both
systolic and diastolic pressures there were significant A/B differences
at the middle and last interview readings and at the quiz reading.
Taking advantage of sophisticated laboratory facilities, Van Egeren
developed an ingenious paradigm for examining JAS-selected Type A and B
college students in interactions. While subjects played a mixed-
motive game with an opponent, a computer controlled the initiation of
trials, recorded game responses, heart rate, and digital pulse ampli-
tude, and analyzed the data. In most of these studies, the subject
appeared to play against a confederate, but actually played against the
preprogrammed computer. Opponents were separated by a curtain, so they
could not see each other; they interacted through control panels and a
TV screen which displayed the results of each play. Game payoff
matrices were such that when both players cooperated, both earned a low
payoff. When one competed and one cooperated, the competing player
earned a high payoff and the cooperating player a low payoff. When both
competed, both lost heavily.
During one experiment (Van Egeren, 1979a), subjects played against
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programmed strategies that were cooperative 80 percent of the time or
competitive 80 percent of the time. JAS Type A scores were signifi-
cantly correlated with heart rate response measures when trial outcomes
(i.e., payoffs or losses) were displayed during play against a
competitive strategy, but not against a cooperative strategy. This is
consistent with the concept of Type A behavior as a response to a
challenging situation.
A second study (Van Egeren & Thornton, 1979) added two additional
conditions to this cooperative/competitive paradigm, one in which there
was an unavoidable delay before the confederate's response, and one in
which the subject could cope with or avoid the delay. Data analyses
focused especially on ST-segments and T-waves of the electrocardiogram
because of the documented relationship of these measures to early stages
of CHD. Decreases in amplitude of these measures reflect increases in
sympathetic innervation of the ventricular tissue. Results showed
significant A/B differences on both measures. Type A subjects tended to
show decreases in T-wave amplitude regardless of interaction condition.
They also evidenced decreases in ST amplitudes during interactions with
unavoidable delays, regardless of whether the opponent strategy was
cooperative or competitive. These results suggest that Type A college
students may possess "some more easily aroused pathway between the
social environment and the ventricular muscle" (p. 11).
It will be noted that in every study of social interaction and
cardiovascular responding discussed thus far, the focus has been on the
physiology of just one member of the interacting dyad, while the
behavior of the other member was more or less standardized. Van Egeren
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(1979b) has gone a step beyond this in an investigation in which he pit-
ted actual subjects against each other in a mixed-motive game protocol
similar to that described above. The dyads in one group consisted of
two Type A subjects, in another were two Type B's, and in a third were
a Type A and a Type B. Again, subjects were separated by a curtain and
interacted through a keyboard which afforded them five response options
during play: cooperate, compete, reward, punish, or withdraw. Heart
rate and digital pulse amplitude were measured at baseline, before each
trial, and during displays of trial outcome. Van Egeren observed that
Type A-Type A dyads, compared to Type B-Type B dyads, competed twice as
much, punished three times as much, withdrew twice as much, and coopera-
ted and rewarded less. Generally, Type A's paired with B's acted like
B's, and Type B's tended to act the same with A's or other B's. There
were no A/B differences in heart rate, but on pretrial pulse amplitudes
averaged over trials, Type A's showed more than twice the vasoconstric-
tion of Type B's. Thus, there were interesting behavioral and vascular
differences between Type A and Type B college students that were
consistent with the Type A construct.
Need for the Present Study
Although the results of the psychophysiological studies on Type A
behavior and social interaction were somewhat mixed, there was enough
strong evidence to underscore the importance of examining social-
cardiovascular relationships in interpersonal contexts. Van Egeren'
s
work represented an important move in this direction. However, as
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ingenious as his research was, there was obvious need for both
replication and extended work in this area. Some consideration of the
limitations of earlier studies will clarify the direction taken in the
present investigation.
First, consider the nature of the interactive tasks employed in
past endeavors. Most have been in some sense unilateral, typically
involving some sort of interview of the subject. Van Egeren's (1979b)
single exception to this consisted of a structured game in which sub-
jects did not see or speak to each other, interacting only through a
control keyboard. There seemed to be clear value in pursuing this line
of inquiry with a different task, one which is more relevant to, even
isomorphic with, those naturalistic situations which are hypothesized to
provoke the Type A response. One of the most important and obvious set-
tings purported to be atherogenic is the work setting (French & Caplan,
1972; Howard, Rechnitzer, & Cunningham, 1976, 1977; Jenkins, 1976;
Waldron, Zyzanski, Shekelle, Jenkins, & Tannenbaum, 1977). Therefore,
it made sense to develop an interactive task that is work-relevant for
the subjects studied. None of the tasks in any of the Type A literature
met this criterion (cf. Carver & Glass, 1978; Friedman, Byers, Diamant,
& Rosenman, 1975; Glass, 1977); so a new one had to be constructed.
Second, consider the assessment of Type A behavior that had been
used. Only one study on interaction and physiology used the full
Structured Interview to determine the behavior pattern. As has been
indicated earlier, this is by far the most valid way of measuring Type A
behavior. Also, the correlations of all other instruments with the SI
are low (r' s i. 32) (Chesney , Black, Chadwick, & Rosenman, in press), the
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relationship to CHD of all except the JAS is unknown, and even for the
JAS, percentage of agreement in classification with the SI only ranges
from 56 percent (Matthews & Saal
, 1978) to 75 percent (MacDougall,
Dembroski, & Musante, 1979). Given the present state of development of
Type A assessment procedures, future investigations were deemed best
conducted with the SI method.
Another important consideration was the subject population. The
WCGS, on which the predictive validity of the pattern as assessed by the
SI is based, was carried out on a sample of white, middle-aged, middle-
class, working men. Only two of the Type A studies on interaction used
such a population, and they got conflicting results. As Ward (1981) has
pointed out, the age of subjects is also important since the Type A
pattern may not be fully developed in college undergraduates, and the
ability of Type A behavior in young adulthood to predict CHD incidence
in middle age remains unknown.
Other considerations relevant to an extension of Type A socio-
physiology had to do with the responses measured during the interaction
itself. Only Van Egeren (e.g., 1979a, b) had measured the interpersonal
behavior of subjects during the interaction in order to provide some
descriptive information on what such behavior is like. Unfortunately,
he did not collect blood pressures. Blood pressure measurement was
important to collect for at least two reasons: (1) it facilitates
comparison of reactivity to a social stressor with reactivity observed
in studies using standard laboratory stressors; (2) hypertension per se
is a well-accepted risk factor in CHD (e.g., Epstein, 1979; Rosenman,
Sholtz, & Brand, 1976) and blood pressure responsivity has been iden-
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tified as a strong predictor of CHD incidence in a 20-year prospective
study (Keys, Taylor, Blackburn, et al., 1971).
The Present Study
The present exploratory study was designed with consideration of
the issues discussed above. It was a substudy woven into a major
ongoing research project on the multidimensional analysis of Type A
behavior at Stanford Research Institute International
-SRI (Project No.
7335). Type A and Type B subjects were observed interacting with each
other in A-A dyads, B-B dyads, and A-B dyads. The Structured Interview
was used to assess behavior pattern because of its superiority over
other techniques, and an employed adult sample similar to the WCGS
population was utilized so that results could be more readily
generalized to the population affected by CHD. An interaction protocol
which was relevant to the work setting of the subject sample was
employed. The behavior of both members of the dyad was recorded on
videotape and coded in order to compare the interpersonal behavior of
Type A's and Type B's. Major behavior categories included Competition,
Manipulation, Hostility/Aggression, Disconfirmation, Cooperation, and
Neutral Problem Description. Cooperation and Neutral Problem
Description were classed as non-Type A behaviors; all others were
classed as putative Type A behaviors on the basis of their consistency
with the Type A construct. During the interaction, the heart rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressures were monitored. More specific
procedural details are articulated in the Methods section of this paper.
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This study was primarily exploratory in nature. It was hoped to
generate a viable methodology for studying cardiovascular reactivity
during a stressful, work-relevant, competitive interaction. It was also
hoped to generate hypotheses that might profitably be pursued in sub-
sequent studies. An original interaction task was developed, as was a
behavioral coding system for categorizing subject responses during this
task. Although the number of subjects was small because of limitations
in the subject pool and in experimenter resources, the aim was to see
what kinds of interpersonal and cardiovascular responses might be gene-
rated by this methodology. If the data appeared to confirm or extend
the existing knowledge-base regarding Type A behavior, it was believed
that further refinement and validation of the methodology would be
justified.
While this was an exploratory study, nevertheless some specific
hypotheses were formed, as follows:
1. The behavior of Type A's with Type B's is characterized by
higher percentages of HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION (hereafter referred
to as HOSTILITY), COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, and DISCONFIRMA-
TION responses than is the behavior of Type A's with Type B's
or Type B's with Type B's.
2. Average pre-task-to-interaction increases in systolic blood
pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate will be
greater for Type A's interacting with Type A's than for all
other subjects.
3. Scores for the putative Type A interpersonal responses
(HOSTILITY, COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, and DISCONFI RMATION
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were calculated for the 90 seconds before each physiological
measure was sampled during the task. It was hypothesized that
the correlations between these scores and the respective
physiological measures are greater among Type A's interacting
with Type A's than among Type B's with Type B's.
4. The conditional probability of a Type A response by one
subject, given an immediately preceding Type A response by his
opponent, is higher for Type A's interacting with Type A's
than for Type B's with Type B's.
It must be noted that the methodology of this study was not
designed as the most rigorous, tightly controlled method possible for
testing the above hypotheses. For example, more control over the
interaction behavior of subjects could have been achieved if one subject
in each dyad had been a confederate with preprogrammed responses.
However, given the dual purposes of hypothesis testing and generating,
some compromise was necessary. There have been no naturalistic studies
of Type A behavior to see what are, in fact, the actual in vivo
behaviors of Type A persons. Though this investigation was not exactly
naturalistic, it allowed for relatively free interaction between
subjects, given the conditions of the task. It was thought that the
observations of such a situation would be useful in pointing the
directions for future research which might better describe the
behavioral and physiological pathogenic components of the Type A
behavior pattern.
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects
Thirty adult male volunteers between the ages of 35 and 66 years
served as subjects in this study. The mean age of subjects was 50.4
years. All except for two (one Type A and one Type B) were white collar
employees of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation in Sunnyvale,
California. One subject was a clerical worker and one a technician at
the same company. All subjects were participants in a larger study
entitled "Epidemiological Analysis of Type A Behavior" conducted jointly
by Lockheed and the Behavioral Medicine Laboratory at Stanford Research
Institute International in Menlo Park, California. All subjects
reported being in good health at the time of their participation.
Approximately one to six months before participating in this study
subjects were administered the Structured Interview by an interviewer
trained by Dr. Ray Rosenman. The interview was videotaped and indepen-
dently rated by three judges as falling into one of the following six
categories: Type Al
,
Type A2, Type XA, Type XB, Type B3, or Type B4.
These categories were assigned a scale value of 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1,
respectively. Each subject was given a numerical rating based on an
average of the three judges' ratings. For purposes of this study,
subjects with a consensus rating among the three judges of Al
,
A2, or XA
and subjects with an average rating greater than 3.5 were designated
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Type A. Subjects with a consensus rating of XB, B3, or B4, and subjects
with an average rating less than 3.5 were designated Type B. From a
larger pool of subjects categorized in this way, there were 15 available
Type B's. Therefore, 15 other Type A's were randomly selected from the
larger pool for assignment to groups in this study. The author was
blind to the classification of all subjects until all data were reduced.
Subjects selected in this manner were sent a letter (Appendix B)
soliciting their participation in this study. The letter was followed
up by a phone call in which their experimental session was scheduled.
Design
Three kinds of dyads were formed of five pairs of subjects each.
One group included Type A subjects paired with other Type A's (A-A
dyads). A second group included Type A subjects paired with Type B
subjects (A-B dyads). The third group consisted of Type B's paired with
Type B's (B-B dyads). Within each group, pairs were formed on the basis
of scheduling availability and lack of familiarity with the other member
of the dyad. The author and all other personnel who worked with the
data reduction were blind to the typing of each dyad.
Setting and Apparatus
Data were collected at the SRI field laboratory at Lockheed, an
unobtrusive trailer located on the grounds of the plant. The experi-
mental "chamber" was a plain room approximately 10 feet by 10 feet,
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equipped with two chairs at right angles to each other. Situated
low table in front of these chairs was the physiological monitoring
instrument, a Vita-Stat Model 900D portable automatic blood pressure
device. The Vita-Stat was designed to allow the blood pressure and
heart rate monitoring of two subjects at once using standard microphone-
auscultatory methods. Heart rate determinations were made on the basis
of a sampling of interbeat intervals during the course of cuff inflation
and deflation. Determinations were made in approximately 20-30 seconds
and were displayed on a digital readout facing away from the chairs in
which the subjects sat. At no time could subjects see the output from
the Vita-Stat until data collection was concluded.
Across the room from the chairs was located videotaping equipment
which included a Sony Model VO-9000 U-Matic 3/4-inch cassette video-
tape recorder, a Sony Model AVC 3250 DX black and white camera ensemble,
and a Sony video monitor.
A digital clock was situated on top of the Vita-Stat, displaying
running time in minutes and seconds. This clock could not be read by
the subjects. However, a standard clock with sweep second hand was
situated between the subjects in their full view for their reference
during the interaction task.
The arrangement described here allowed the videotaping of the
subjects during the interaction task, and at the same time captured on
the videotape the digital output from the Vita-Stat and the digital
clock placed on top of the Vita-Stat. Thus, subjects' behavior and
physiological readouts could be anchored with reference to the time
registered on the clock.
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As a safety precaution, a full-time nurse trained in CPR was always
available in the nearby Medical Dispensary, under the medical
supervision of Gunnar Sevelius, M.D., Dispensary director.
Procedure
Upon arrival at the field laboratory, subjects were greeted in an
ante room, introduced to each other, and given an informed consent form
to review and sign (Appendix C). Then subjects completed a brief
medical questionnaire, based on the Cornell Medical Index and designed
for the larger epidemiological study on Type A behavior alluded to
earlier (Appendix D).
When finished with this paperwork, subjects were led into the
experimental room and seated. The Vita-Stat inflatable cuffs were put
in place on the non-dominant arm of each subject, consistent with
American Heart Association guidelines for placement. This arm was then
strapped to the arm of the chair using Velcro strips in order to reduce
movement artifact in the physiological readings. Care was taken to
insure that the subjects were comfortable in this arrangement. The
non-dominant arm was used so that the subjects would be free to write on
their respective Fact Sheets, described below.
Following hook-up, two initial readings of blood pressure and heart
rate were taken, while the subjects were told to "sit quietly and rest
for a moment." Then, the following instructions were read to the
subjects:
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As you know, this is a study on behavioral risk factors in
heart disease. You are about to enage in a competitive bargain-
ing task, during which your cardiovascular functioning will be
monitored. In this task, each of you will adopt the role of a
manager from a different department. You, (subject's name)
will represent Department S, and you, (other subject's name),
will represent Department T. You may use Lockheed as the
parent company.
I am going to start by giving you some Background Informa-
tion sheets (see Appendix E) which will describe your respective
roles. All the information you need to conduct this task is
contained on these sheets. The rest is up to you and your own
cleverness and imagination. Please take two minutes now to read
these sheets.
When subjects were finished reading the Background Information Sheets,
the experimenter said,
Good. Now I am going to give you a clipboard with a pencil
and an additional Fact Sheet (see Appendix E). Please take two
minutes to read this fact sheet and answer the questions on it.
Let me know just as soon as you are ready to proceed.
Subjects were then given the Fact Sheet together with the Fixed Asset
Budget Allocation Form (Appendix E). The Fact Sheet summarized perti-
nent facts about the task situation and asked subjects to write down the
basic strategy they planned to use, what their goal for the negotiation
was, and what their monetary targets were. This was designed primarily
to secure their involvement in the task and to be sure that all subjects
had considered some comparable basic aspects of what they were going to
do. In addition, they were reminded that if they reached an agreement
in the negotiation, they would complete the Budget Allocation Form and
sign it, verifying their commitment to whatever they had successfully
negotiated.
When the subjects had completed the Fact Sheet, the experimenter
continued:
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Good. Now when I tell you to begin, you will have ten
minutes to complete the task. You may use the clock therebetween you to pace yourselves. In addition, I will tell
you when there are five minutes, two minutes, and one minute
left. Remember, your goal is to get as much money as possi-ble in this context.
Now, before we begin, I would like you to sit still and
rest quietly with your eyes open for about five minutes. I
will tell you when to begin.
At this point, the experimenter turned on the Vita-Stat, which was
set to take readings at one-minute intervals. The interval between
readings commenced at the time a reading was displayed, and the next
cuff inflation began one minute later. Since the inflation-deflation
cycle lasted an average of about 30 seconds, the entire period from
readout to readout lasted an average of about 90 seconds.
Once the Vita-Stat was turned on, an adaptation period of six
minutes was observed (cf. Meyers & Craighead, 1978). Thus, four read-
ings of systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP),
and heart rate (HR) were taken during this period. After the fourth
reading, the timer on top of the Vita-Stat was set and the subjects were
told to begin.
The first blood pressure reading occurred on the average at appro-
ximately 60 seconds into the interaction. These first 60 seconds com-
prised the first epoch. There was some variation in exactly how long
the cuff took to inflate and deflate, since the higher a subject's SBP,
the longer it took to inflate; and the greater the difference between
SBP and DBP, the longer it took to deflate. Therefore, there were
between six and eight readings for each interaction. Only the first six
were used to define the epochs of the interaction.
More specifically, each epoch was defined as the 90 seconds
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preceding each of the first six physiological readings during the inter-
action. The first reading usually occurred less than 90 seconds into
the task, in which case the first epoch was defined as the time from the
commencement of the interaction to the first reading. As mentioned, the
first epoch averaged 60 seconds in length. By definition, all
subsequent epochs were 90 seconds long.
Each interaction lasted an average of 10 minutes and 40 seconds.
There was some variation in the time at which subjects were told to stop
depending on when the last blood pressure/heart rate reading occurred;
this reading occurred between 10 and 11 minutes into the task. Subjects
were told to stop right after this last reading so that there would be
approximately 90 seconds of recovery time before the first recovery
reading. After the last physiological reading, subjects were told:
"Stop now. Please rest quietly now with your eyes open for the next few
minutes." Then three recovery period readings were taken from the
Vita-Stat.
After the last recovery reading, subjects were asked to take two
minutes to complete the Debriefing Questionnaire (Appendix F). During
this time, the Vita-Stat was turned off. When they had completed the
Debriefing Questionnaire, the cuff was removed from each subject's arm;
subjects were debriefed and allowed to ask questions and then thanked
and dismissed.
Interaction Task
Several criteria were deemed important to meet in the interaction
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task. First, as indicated earlier, it seemed most appropriate to use a
work-relevant situation. Second, in order to set the occasion for Type
A responding, the task presumptively had to be challenging, pulling for
competitive behavior but allowing for and rewarding cooperative
behavior. Third, it had to allow subjects to remain stationary to mini-
mize movement artifact during physiological recording. Fourth, it was
necessary for the task to be brief. Brevity was a limitation imposed by
the method of determining blood pressure employed here. Repeated cuff
inflation over a long period of time can become fatiguing, irritating,
even painful to subjects. It can also affect the validity of readings
because of the cumulative effects of cuff pressure on the distensibil ity
of the arteries. In pilot work with hypertensive married couples,
Ewart, Taylor, and Burnett (1979) found that a 10-15 minute problem-
solving interaction was sufficient to generate realistic conflict in a
dyad and collect enough blood pressure readings to facilitate a
sociophysiological analysis of the situation. Hence, it was decided to
use an approximately 10-minute interaction task.
Several different sources were consulted in the literature on
conflict resolution, negotiation and bargaining, management training and
evaluation, human relations training, and even marital conflict (e.g.,
Frederiksen, Jensen, & Beaton, 1972; Kahn & Kohls, 1972; Marrow, 1972;
Patterson, Hops, & Weiss, 1975; Pfeiffer & Jones, 1970-1978; Schlenker &
Bonoma, 1978; Wall, 1975). Unfortunately, most published procedures on
which data were available had one or more serious limitations for the
purposes of the present study. Either they required too much time, from
hours to days (e.g., Levi & Benjamin, 1977), or they required extensive
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manipulation of subjects' pre-task history (e.g., Stern, Sternthal
, &
Craig, 1975) or they required inappropriate numbers of subjects (e.g.,
Gutenberg, 1979) or they required too much physical movement (e.g.,
Tjosvold & Huston, 1978) or they were irrelevant or seemed too contrived
for this population (e.g., Knox & Douglas, 1971).
However, there were some promising ideas in some marital conflict
(e.g., Birchler, Weiss, & Vincent, 1975; Olson & Ryder, 1970) and dyadic
participation studies (Carment, 1968; Koomen & Sagel
, 1977). In these
cases, differences of opinion and position were either subtly manipula-
ted or simply assessed just prior to the interaction, and the task was
to resolve differences as much as possible within a limited time frame.
At the same time, several specialists in organizational develop-
ment were consulted for their ideas about an appropriate task. Several
cited variations of a negotiation game called Streaker, in which two
parties haggle over the price of an antique car. This game bore several
resemblances to some successful tasks from the literature and was
anecdotal ly reported to be effective and efficient at eliciting active,
involved responding among graduate business students and managers in the
field. Therefore, it was decided to develop a variation of this
procedure, with content more related to the work setting at Lockheed.
The task involved subjects taking the role of managers--roles that
were presumed familiar to most of them— and attempting to negotiate for
as large a share as possible of a limited pool of financial resources
within the company. It was possible to compete or cooperate with each
other, though there was strong task demand for competition.
A first draft of the task script was drafted with the help of the
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Lockheed Personnel Director, who was familiar with the job descriptions
of many of the people in the larger original subject pool. He helped
provide specific details and figures to make the situation as realistic
as possible for Lockheed employees, while keeping it general enough to
apply to all subjects.
This draft was pilot tested on ten dyads composed of professional
staff and interns in the Psychology Department of the Palo Alto Veterans
Administration Medical Center. A revised draft was then composed, based
on observations of these ten interactions and feedback from the parti-
cipants. This revision was piloted on five dyads of Lockheed middle
management employees, selected by the Personnel Director for their job
similarity to many of the subjects in the original pool. Final revi-
sions were made based on this latter phase of testing. The task was
entitled the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task (FANT) (see Appendix E).
Behavioral Coding System
A task generating interactive behavior requires a system of coding
that behavior for subsequent analysis. Several interaction coding
systems are briefly reviewed in this section.
First, coding systems used in the various negotiation tasks cited
above were considered. Unfortunately, most of the measures used with
these tasks were outcome-oriented. For example, where money was being
negotiated, profits and losses were computed either trial-by-trial or at
the end of the negotiation (e.g., Deutsch & Krauss, 1960). Time of
agreement and total number of agreements were combined in a measure of
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resistance to compromise in some studies (e.g., Tjosvold & Huston,
1978). Others utilized latency and duration of verbal responses as
measures of participation in an interaction (e.g., Koomen & Sage!
,
1977). Carment (1968) added to these an observation of who spoke first
in the dyad, and also coded whether the content of each utterance was in
support of or opposed to the speaker's original opinion, or irrelevant.
None of these various measures yields much information about the
ongoing behavior of participants in the interaction. Even so-called
"process measures" were derived in a summary form, that is, they contri-
buted to an overall picture of the nature of the interaction without
giving any details about the actual sequential stream of behavior.
Pruitt and his colleagues, for instance, derived some indices of pres-
sure tactics, information exchange, heuristic trial and error, under-
standing the other's priorities, and cooperative atmosphere to describe
the general nature of the negotiations they studied (Carnevale, Pruitt,
& Seilheimer, 1981). A few of their particular codes, such as the use
of threat, seemed relevant to the current investigation, and some
similar codes were ultimately utilized (e.g., INTIMIDATION).
Nevertheless, no established measures were found in this literature
which could capture the ongoing stream of behavior. Instead, it was
decided to use some sort of sequential -event recording procedure, as
defined by Roberts and Forehand (1978).
As opposed to event recording or various interval sampling methods,
sequential event recording provides a truly comprehensive picture of an
interaction, in that it codes every response emitted in its observed
sequence. Such a process allows the summary description of all
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behaviors that occur in the interaction, as well as the analysis of
multiple behavior chains and the effects of each participant's behavior
on that of the other. Although sequential event recording is tedious,
the short duration of the present interaction task lessened the impact
of this factor. The major problem was to determine the most appropriate
system for the task.
One of the most widely used interaction coding systems has been in
use for 30 years: the Interaction Process Analysis (IPA) by Bales
(1950; 1970). The IPA system identifies 12 categories of interpersonal
behavior: seems friendly, dramatizes, agrees, gives suggestion, gives
opinion, gives information, asks for information, asks for opinion, asks
for suggestion, disagrees, shows tension, and seems unfriendly. Each
response of each actor is scored, and the percentage of total responses
is computed for each category for each actor. Subsequently, "value
directions" are applied to each actor's role on three dimensions:
upward-downward (roughly, dominance vs. submissiveness)
,
positive-
negative (roughly, friendly vs. unfriendly), and forward-backward
(roughly, task orientation vs. social -emotional orientation).
Bales' system is purported to be an exhaustive coding scheme that
describes interpersonal relationships independently of the content of
the communication. However, it originated in research on problem-
solving among groups of students; these roots are reflected in the
category names (e.g., seems friendly, gives suggestion, asks for
information). As a probable consequence of this original orientation,
the categories do not have much relevance to the Type A construct nor to
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the particularly co.petitive aspect of the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task
in the present study.
In the late 1950s, Leary (1957) developed a classification scheme
for interpersonal behavior primarily occurring in a clinical context.
His Interpersonal Behavior Rating System (IBRS) was based on psycho-
dynamic concepts and was organized around two presumptively orthogonal
dimensions: aff il iation-disaff il iation ("love" and "hate") and power or
ascendancy ("dominate" and "submit"). Each communicational act was
rated on these two dimensions and categorized into one of four quad-
rants: hostile power (the "hate-dominate" quadrant), friendly influence
(the "love-dominate" quadrant), hostile compliance, and friendly accep-
tance. For example, "boast" was placed just to the hateful side of
dominate, whereas "teach" was placed just to the loving side of
dominate. In spite of its wide application to the study of psycho-
therapeutic interactions (e.g., Mueller & Dilling, 1969), its clinical
orientation does not make it suitable for coding some of the subtleties
of a competitive interaction in a business context.
Benjamin (1974) has developed an extension of Leary' s method, the
Structural Analysis of Social Behavior (SASB). It is considerably more
complex, being subdivided into three parts, or "surfaces." The first
group of behaviors, or "surface," involves focus on another person; the
second involves focus on self. These two groups are interpersonal in
nature and consist of 72 different response categories. The third group
is comprised of "intrapsychic behaviors," e.g., "happy-go-lucky," "put
self down," "fantasy," etc. There are 36 codes on this latter surface.
Each of Benjamin's surfaces is, like Leary 's system, built on two
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axes: aff il iation-disaffil iation and interdependence-independence.
There are thus eight interpersonal and four intrapsychic quadrants.
Coders first locate the quadrant in which an observed behavior belongs,
and then identify the particular content or topic and match it with
detailed code definitions.
Being built on the psychotherapy and child development literatures,
the SASB involves decisions about the focus of a response (e.g., self or
other), the degree of affiliation and of interdependence, and develop-
mental level. As with Leary's system, this decision sequence does not
have immediate relevance to the behaviors of theoretical interest in the
present study.
Taking a different approach, Stiles (1978) developed a taxonomy of
verbal response modes (VRM) for general application. This system uses
three dichotomous rules of classification to identify eight categories
of utterances: disclosure, question, edification, acknowledgement,
advisement, interpretation, confirmation, and reflection. Each of these
categories, or modes, has a characteristic grammatical form and inter-
personal intent. Form and intent are scored separately, since a single
response may have the form of one mode and the intent of another (e.g.,
"Would you close the door?" has the form of a question and the intent of
an advisement). In addition, three "role dimension" indices are scored,
depending on the proportion of a person's utterances in particular
clusters of the mode categories. These dimensions are similar to Bales'
value directions and consist of attentiveness, acquiescence, and
presumptuousness.
Although the VRM taxonomy has a very efficient set of rules for
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classification and is purported to be exhaustive, its categories were
designed to be independent of the semantic and paraungual aspects of
interactional speech. Since assessment of the constructs comprising the
Type A behavior pattern, such as hostility and competition, often hinges
on the content and style of delivery of a verbal response, the VRM
system was judged inadequate for present purposes.
In a research program aimed at developing various procedures for
measuring interpersonal communication, Wish and his colleagues construc-
ted a coding system which they applied to a sample of "natural" speech
(videotaped scenes from the "American Family" television series) (Wish,
D'Andrade, & Goodnow, 1980). The original system of 44 different codes
was reduced to 25 codes on the basis of observed rate of occurrence.
These codes included, for example, simple event report, judgmental
assertion, noncompliance reaction, answers question, requests attention,
disapproves self, approves others, and the like. Together with the
Bales IPA codes, the codes of Wish's speech act classification system
(SACS) were factor-analyzed and yielded five factors: asking vs.
informing, initiatory vs. reactive, dissension vs. approval, forceful
vs. forceless, and judgmental vs. nonjudgmental
.
Some of the individual codes from this system did seem germane to
the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task, but a major problem was in the non-
exclusive nature of the codes, i.e., a given utterance could have more
than one code. This is very cumbersome in any detailed data analysis
and interpretation. Many codes did not seem to provide information of
much theoretical import to the present project, containing little
information about semantic content of a speaker's responses. Further-
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more, much detail about the specifics of the negotiation would not have
been portrayed by this system. For all these reasons, the SACS was
rejected for this study, though six specific codes were considered for
adaptation (viz., simple event report, noncompliance reaction, disagree
reaction, agree reaction, requests information, and requests agreement,
commitment, or action).
Subsequently, the marital and family therapy literature was culled
for samples of interaction coding systems. The most simplified of these
was Hawkins' styles of communication behavior (SCB) (Hawkins, Weisberg,
& Ray, 1977). He defined four styles of communication: speculative,
contactful, controlling, and conventional. Speculative verbal behavior
involves expressing internal states and indicating a willingness to hear
from the other person; explicit verbalization is done with little "emo-
tional commitment" to what is expressed. Contactful statements are
similar, but evidence strong feelings behind what is explicated. Con-
trolling responses, on the other hand, convey rejection or inhibition of
expressions of internal realities and do so with a strong emotional com-
mitment. Conventional style also inhibits explicit verbalizations, but
does so with little emotional involvement (e.g., cocktail party banter
about the weather). This system was used to investigate how couples
discuss highly emotional issues about themselves or their relationship.
Unfortunately, its yield would be lean in application to a detailed
analysis of competitive negotiation.
The Coding Scheme for Interpersonal Conflicts (CSIC) was developed
in order to study couples' and families' communication patterns (Rausch,
Barry, Hertel , & Swain, 1974). Each act of interaction is coded with
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respect to the phase of problem-solving in which it occurred, and the
type of action category it represents. Problems are seen as progressing
through three phases: introductory, conflict, and resolution or post-
resolution phases. The CSIC also employed 36 action categories which
were collapsed to major categories. These were the cognitive, resolv-
ing, reconciling, appealing, rejecting, and coercing categories. There
is more relevance in this system to interpersonal conflict than in some
of the other systems- Indeed, it was derived in the context of studying
marital conflict. But its relevance to the Type A construct and the
other literature on Type A behavior during competition was suspect.
Family therapy just is not oriented toward Type A behavior.
A similar problem presented itself with Ericson and Rogers' (1974)
Relational Communication System. The attractive feature about this
system was its focus on transactions
, rather than isolated bits of
individual behavior. Rather than emphasizing the coding of single
messages, it attempts to analyze communication more at a systems level.
However, this system is extremely complex and cumbersome, not only to
code but to analyze. First, a tri-level coding category is assigned to
each utterance, according to who is speaking, the format of the utter-
ance, and the so-called "response mode." Next, these message codes are
translated to a "control dimension," using arrows to indicate one-up,
one-down, and one-across. Then the control directions of individual
messages are combined into pairs of sequential exchanges in an attempt
to describe transactions. The complexity of this is overwhelming.
Furthermore, it pays little heed to the content of messages, which would
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make comparison with other data on Type A behavior very difficult
indeed.
Finally, a coding system was found which seemed pertinent to the
purposes of the present investigation, namely, the Marital Interaction
Coding System-MICS (Hops, Wills, Patterson, & Weiss, 1971). This
instrument contains 29 individual behavior codes, 22 of which seemed
relevant to this study. The MICS has been used to code every discri-
minate behavior emitted by each participant in an interaction in an
ongoing behavior stream. Verbal and nonverbal responses are included.
Extensive work with this system has shown it to have respectable inter-
rater reliabilities (Weiss & Margolin, 1 977)-over 80 percent for the 29
codes— and to provide an adequate summary of behaviors that occur in a
problem-solving session (Marital Studies Center, 1975). Staff from the
Oregon Research Institute with several years' experience in the use of
the MICS reviewed the FANT and the aims of this study and agreed that
the MICS should be applicable. Unfortunately, when videotapes of the
final series of pilot tests done on Lockheed employees were viewed by
the ORI staff, it was determined that the MICS, too, like the other
systems reviewed above, was rooted in its own heritage: the definitions
of the behaviors, conceptually relevant though they seemed, were much
more appropriate for the behavioral repertoires of disturbed families
than sophisticated businessmen. There were too many behaviors elicited
by the task which could not be coded by the MICS.
At this point, then, it became clear that an original coding system
would have to be developed for use in this study. Therefore, the Fixed
Asset Negotiation Coding System--FANCS--was constructed, using some of
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the basic concepts and a few of the code definitions of the MICS as a
springboard from which to jump into the development. Details of the
construction of this instrument and code definitions can be found in
Appendices G and H. With 24 individual codes, there are six major
Verbal Response Categories: HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION, COMPETITION,
DISCONFIRMATION, COOPERATION, NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, and OTHER
RESPONSES. Every behavior emitted in the interaction is coded in terms
of a mutually exclusive code, who emitted the behavior, and the duration
of the behavior. Therefore, a very comprehensive picture of the
interaction can be made available using the FANCS.
Dependent Measures
There were several dependent measures in the study, some strictly
behavioral, some strictly physiological, and others describing
relationships between variables.
Behavioral measures .
1. HOSTILITY: The percentage of total interaction time in which
a subject engages in HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION, as coded by the
Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System (FANCS).
2. COMPETITION: The percentage of total interaction time in
which a subject engages in the FANCS code of COMPETITION.
3. MANIPULATION: The percentage of total interaction time in
which a subject engages in the FANCS code of MANIPULATION
(which is one of the subcodes under COMPETITION).
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4. DISCONFI RMATION
:
The percentage of total interaction time in
which a subject engages in the FANCS code of DISCONFI RMATION
.
5. COOPERATION
:
The percentage of total interaction time in
which a subject engages in the FANCS code of COOPERATION.
6. NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: The percentage of total
interaction time in which the subject engages in the FANCS
code of NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION.
7. OTHER RESPONSES: The percentage of total interaction time in
which the subject engages in the FANCS code of OTHER
RESPONSES.
8. Percent-A: The percentage of total interaction time in which
a subject engages in the FANCS codes HOSTILITY, COMPETITION,
and DISCONFIRMATION added together.
9. Percent-Non-A: The percentage of total interaction time in
which a subject engages in the FANCS codes of COOPERATION,
NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, and OTHER RESPONSES added
together.
10. Proportion-A: The percentage of a subject's own talk time in
which he engages in the FANCS codes of HOSTILITY, COMPETITION,
and DISCONFIRMATION totaled together.
Physiological measures .
1. SBP: Systolic blood pressure, in mm Hg.
2. DBP: Diastolic blood pressure, in mm Hg.
3. HR: Heart rate, in beats-per-minute (bpm).
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Relational variables
.
]
*
^beh-phys 1 0ne of var ious correlations computed between each
behavioral measure and each physiological measure. For
example,
IuqsTILITY-SBP is the within-subject correlation
computed between a subject's epoch scores on HOSTILITY and his
epoch change scores on SBP.
2. Change score: The difference between an epoch value on a
physiological variable and its pre-task value. The pre-task
value is the average of the last two readings in the pre-task
adaptation period (cf. Dembroski, et al., 1979b).
3. £(A|A): The conditional probability that one subject will
begin a statement with a Type A response, given that his
opponent ended his immediately preceding statement with a Type
A response.
4. Slopes: The rate of change from epoch to epoch of various
behavioral measures and physiological change scores, expressed
in units per epoch.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Manipulation Check
Arousal. It was presumed that a challenging task would be somewhat
stressful to subjects and that a measure of this would be the physio-
logical arousal observed as the task began, as compared to the pre-task
levels. Consequently, correlated t-tests were performed to see if the
first task values on each physiological measure were significantly
different from the pre-task values. In addition, correlated t-tests
were used to compare pre-task values with the earlier hook-up values.
The results are shown in Table 1.
Since task instructions were followed by an approximately 5-minute
rest period, it was not known whether to expect increases in physiolo-
gical parameter values between the hook-up observation, recorded before
instructions, and the pre-task observation, recorded after the rest
period. Therefore, two-tailed significance tests were used in this
comparison. On the other hand, it was predicted that there would be an
increase in arousal between the pre-task observation and the first task
observation, so one-tailed tests were used in that case.
There was a tendency for SBP to increase across all subjects
between hook-up and pre-task observations; hook-up mean was 131.2 mmHg,
and pre-task mean was 136.8 mmHg (t=1.97, df=23, £=.06, 2-tailed). But
there was a dramatic increase in SBP over the pre-task level once the
task began, suggesting a physiologically significant arousal value of
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Table 1
Manipulation Check:
Means of Physiological Parameters From Correlated t-tests
GROUPS
PHYSIOLOGICAL
PARAMETERS
COMBINED
GROUPS B/B R/
A
A/B A/A
Hook-up SBPa 131.2(24) b 130. 5(8* 132.7(3) 124. 3(4)
8
134. 4(9)
Pre-Task SBP 136.8 138. 1 138.7 134. 135. 8
Pre-Task SBP* 136.0(28)** 136.
**
4(9) 136.5(4) 130 8(5*
8
137. 9(10)**
First Task SBP 150.4 147. 8 151.8 143. 155 5
Hook-up DBP 79.1 (24
*
79 6(8) 79.0(3) 73. 0(4) 81. 3(9)
Pre-Task DBP 85.3 84 8 85.0 84 3 86. 4
Pre-Task DBP 85.3(28) 83 2(9* 86.3(4) 84 6(5) 87 2(10)
First Task DBP 86.5 88 9 87.3 83 4 85 5
Hook-up HR 76.3(24) 69 3(8) 75.3(3) 77 0(4) 82 3(9)
8
Pre-Task HR 80.1 74 5 81.0 75 8 86
Pre-Task HR 79.0(30)** 74 5(10)** 79.8(5) 75 4(5* 84 8(10*
First Task HR 88.0 84 4 85.6 87 6 93 .0
Note: Asterisks indicate statistically significant increases in the respective
physiological parameter. The increases in SBP and HR from pre-task levels
to the first reading during the task suggest that beginning the task was
stressful
.
a
All hook-up-to-pre-task t-tests are two-tailed.
Numbers in parens indicate number of subjects included in test.
C
A1
I pre-task-to-first-task t-tests are one-tailed.
p < .05
"p < .01
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the task itself: first task mean was 150.4 mmHg (t-5.85, df=27, £=.00,
1
-tailed).
Diastolic blood pressure showed a significant increase from
hook-up to pre-task, with a hook-up mean of 79.1 nmHg and a pre-task
mean of 85.3 mmHg (t-2.62. df=23, £=.02, 2-tailed). On the other hand,
there was not a further increase in DBP once the task had begun: the
first task observation mean was 86.5 mmHg (t=.76, df=27, £=.23,
1-tailed)
The pattern of heart rate changes was similar to those in SBP.
Marginal increases were observed from hook-up to pre-task, with
statistically and physiologically significant increases occurring once
the task had begun. Hook-up mean HR was 76.3 beats per minute, and
pre-task mean was 80.1 bpm (t-1.63, df-23. £=.12, 2-tailed). The first
task mean HR was 88.0 bpm (t=5.12, df=29, £=.00, 1-tailed).
Perceptions of the task
. In the Debriefing Questionnaire, subjects
were asked to describe how they perceived the task, their opponent's
behavior, and their own behavior on several dimensions, using a 4-point
rating scale on which "1" indicated very little or none at all and "4"
indicated very much. Mean values of these ratings across all 30
subjects on each of 12 scales are presented in Table 2. Overall,
subjects' ratings were "moderately high" on these various scales,
averaging approximately 3 on the 4-point scale. Thus, the task was
perceived as fairly challenging, representative of situations they
frequently encountered at work, and relevant to them personally (i.e.,
not only frequently encountered but significant to them). Partners
Table 2
Task Perception Ratings
From Debriefing Questionnaire
RATED DIMENSION MEAN RATINGSa
Task was challenging 2.8
Partner was challenging 2.7
Was involved in task 3.0
Acted challenging 2.6
Representativeness- of
situation 3.1
Relevance of situation 3.0
Representativeness of
own response 3.1
Operant's involvement 3.2
Time pressure 3.0
Opponent was trying
to win 3.1
Characteristics of the task , the opponent , and the subject's
own behavior were rated on a 4-point scale: 'V - little
or not at all, '4' = very much.
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were seen as involved in the task and trying to win. Subjects viewed
themselves as involved in the task as well, and saw their task respon-
ses as representative of their naturalistic behavior. For the purposes
of this study, then, the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task (FANT) was deemed
a valid method of presenting subjects with a challenging, realistic,
and work-relevant situation which tended to elicit behavior similar to
what would be observed in the natural work environment.
Task Behavior
Introduction
.
Unless specifically indicated to the contrary, the data
of individual subjects were analyzed in terms of four groups: (1) B/B
(Type B subjects interacting with Type B subjects; there were 10 of
these subjects, based on Structured Interview typings); (2) B/A (Type
B's interacting with Type A's, based on the SI; n=5); (3) A/B (Type
A's who were interacting with Type B's, according to the SI; n=5); (4)
A/A (Type A's who were with other SI Type A's, n-10). Statistical
analyses were conducted using Release 8.0 of SPSS at the Stanford
University Center for Information Technology. One-way analyses of
variance were run unless otherwise noted. It must be emphasized that
these analyses were conducted more as heuristic exercises than as
rigorous tests of hypotheses or of statistically significant differ-
ences. Except for pre-task observations, the data in groups B/B and
A/A violated the assumption of independence required for ANOVA, since
the subjects in these groups were interacting with each other and their
behavior was certainly dependent on their opponent's behavior; possibly
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their physiology was dependent on their opponent's behavior as well.
Furthermore, the number of subjects was so small as to mitigate the
power of these statistical tests, even had observations been indepen-
dent. Most F values were small and not statistically significant at
the
.05 level. Given the exploratory thrust of this project, these F
values were not deemed of tremendous theoretical significance. More
interesting from the hypothesis-generating point of view are the group
means on the multiple measures employed.
The presentation of the major results of this study is organized
as follows. First, preliminary analyses to demonstrate the initial
comparability of the four groups are described. These cover demogra-
phic, medication, and baseline physiological data. In general, these
analyses showed the groups to be comparable on these various dimensions
before having begun the task. Next, the four hypotheses provided a
framework around which the data could be studied in the following major
areas: the behavior of the individual participants; physiological
responses; intra-subject relationships between task behavior and
physiological changes; the interaction itself (as opposed to the
behavior of individuals). Finally, a regrouping of subjects was done,
based not on SI classifications but on standings relative to the median
percentage of Type A responses observed during the task. Subjects who
engaged in percentages of Type A responses above the median were
R R
labeled Type A
,
with the remaining half labeled Type B . With the
four subject groups (B/B
,
B/A R
,
A/B R , and A/A R ) reformed on this
basis, the data were re-examined in the areas of physiological
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responses, intra-subject behavior-physiology relationships, and the
interaction.
Demographics
.
The four groups were compared in terms of marital sta-
tus, education level, and job satisfaction and found to be comparable
on these measures (see Table 3). The two non-married subjects were
both in the A/A group, but this did not significantly raise the £ value
for this comparison (F-1.27. df-3,26, £=.31). As mentioned earlier,
the educational level achieved by all Type B's taken together was
slightly lower than all Type A's; when spread across the four groups,
there was not a significant level of difference among them (£=1.70,
df=3,26, £=.19). Job satisfaction was also fairly even across groups
(£=1.67, df-3.26, £=.20).
Medications. Groups were also compared in terms of any chemical intake
they had had on the day of observation, including nicotine, caffeine,
over-the-counter medications and prescription pharmaceuticals (see
Table 3). No subjects had consumed any stomach remedies such as
Maalox, laxatives, stimulants, "tranquilizers" such as Compoz, on the
day of observation. In the B/B group, one subject had taken an aspirin
and an antihistamine on the day of testing, but the four groups did not
differ significantly on these drugs (for both remedies, £=.64,
df=3,26, £=.59). Cigarette consumption did not differ across groups
(£=.65, df=3,26, £=.59), nor did coffee consumption (£=.68, df=3,26,
£=.57).
The only significant difference occurred in terms of prescription
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Table 3
si xSI
Pre-Task Questionnaire Responses
VARIABLE ^
B/B B/A A/B A/A
? df
n= 10 n=5 n=5 n=10
Marital Status0 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1 • D 1 9 71 .11 3,26 .31
Education Level 4.7 4.2 5.2 5.2 1.70 3,26 .19
Job Satisfaction 3.3 2.6 3.2 3.3 1.67 3,26 .20
iP Cigarettes Today 1.9 4.0 2.0 1.0
.65 3,26 .59
Cups Coffee Today 1.5 2.2 1.8 2.6
.68 3,26 .57
Prescription*' 0
Meds Today 1.8 1.2 1.8 1.9 3.73 7 OC
.02
Non-R^ Meds Today:
Pain* Remedy
(e.g.
,
aspi rin)
1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0
.64 3,26 .59
Stomach Remedy*
(e.g.
, Maalox)
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Laxatives* 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Stimulants*
'e.g.
, No-Doz)
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
"Tranquilizers"*
(e.g.
,
Compoz)
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Antihistamines* 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 .64 3,26 .59
a
In A/A, one S never married, one S was divorced; all 28 other Ss were married.
l=yes; 2=no
C
B/B fewer meds than B/A, t*2.3, p= .03; A/B fewer meds than B/A, t = 2.4, p- . 02;
pooled A/B + A/A fewer meds than pooled B/A + B/B, t = 2 8. p- .01.
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medications (F=3.73, df=3,26, £=.02). Six subjects were taking
diuretics and/or sympatholytic drugs, presumably for treatment of
hypertension, and two others were using dermatological preparations.
The skin cremes are not known to have any cardiovascular effects, but
the other medications are specifically aimed at producing such effects.
The most common diuretic used was hydrochlorothiazide; the others have
similar antihypertensive effects ( Physician's Desk Reference . 1981).
The beta-blocker used by four subjects was propranolol; reserpine was
used by a fifth person. Four out of these five subjects were also
taking a diuretic. It seems quite clear that the sympatholytics were
being administered for their antihypertensive effect. Propranolol can
also decrease heart rate and general sympathetic tone. It is possible,
therefore, that in the six subjects in question these medications may
have inhibited the reactivity observable in terms of blood pressure or
heart rate. Five of these subjects were Type B's (three in B/A, two in
B/B), and one was Type A (in A/A).
However, even though these medications may have inhibited the
cardiovascular reactivity of these subjects, inspection of the data
reveals that this subgroup actually had larger increases from hook-up
to mean task values on all three physiological measures than did all 30
subjects taken together. Mean hook-up values for all 30 subjects were
131.2 mmHg SBP, 79.1 mmHG DBP, and 76.3 bpm HR. For these six sub-
jects, mean hook-up values were 131.2 mmHg SBP, 84.0 mmHg DBP, and 64.2
bpm HR. Hook-up values were comparable on all measures. On the other
hand, average increases from hook-up to task average for the medicated
subjects were 31.0 mmHg SBP, 20.8 mmHg DBP, and 12.5 bpm HR. All 30
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subjects combined, meanwhile, only had increases of 21.8 mmHg SBP, 12.5
mmHg DBP, and 7.3 bpm HR.
It is interesting to note that while the majority of those sub-
jects taking antihypertensive medications were Type B according to the
SI, this balance was reversed if one classified subjects as Type A or B
relative to the median percentage of Type A behavior they exhibited
during the task. Four of the subjects taking these drugs were above
the median, and only two were below.
Baseline physiology. The four groups were found to be equivalent in
terms of baseline physiology (see Table 4). At hook-up, there were no
differences in SBP (£=.30, df-3,20, £=.82), DBP (F-1.07, df-3.20,
£=.39), or HR (£=.85, df-3,20. £=.48). Hook-up data were missing in
six cases: in five because of observer error and in one because of
mechanical failure. These six cases were spread across the four groups
with two in B/B, two in B/A, one in A/B, and one in A/A.
The last two observations during the post-instructional rest
period were averaged to provide the pre- task value on each physio-
logical parameter (cf. Dembroski, et al_., 1979a). There were no
significant differences among the four groups in pre-task SBP (£=.24,
df-3,25, £=.87), pre-task DBP (£=.21, df=3,25, £=.89), or pre-task
HR (£=.93, df=3,26, £=.44). Pre-task SBP and DBP were missing for one
subject in the B/A group because of mechanical failure.
Verbal response categories
.
Hypothesis 1 focused on a comparison of
the different groups of subjects in terms of the particular Verbal
Response Categories of HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION (hereafter referred to as
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Table 4
SI xsi
Physiological Observations from Hook-up to Recovery
GROUP
PHYSIOLOGICAL
MEASURE
B/B
n=10
B/A
n=5
A/B
n=5
A/
A
n=10
F df P
Hook-up SBP
DBP
HR
**
130.5
**
79.5
**
69.4
**
132.7
**
79.0
**
75.3
124.3*
73.0*
77.0
134.4*
81.3*
82.3*
.30
1.07
.85
3,20
3,20
3,20
.82
.39
.48
Pre-task SBP 137.4 136.5* 130.8 137.9
.24 3,25 .87
DBP 83.0 86.3* 84.6 87.2
.21 3,25 .89
HR 74.5 79.8 75.4 84.8
.93 3,26 .44
Task Mean SBP 150.9 155.0* 146.8 153.6
.27 3,25 .85
DBP 90.5 94.0* 87.8 93.0 .26 3,25 .85
HR 78.4 83.0 81.4 86.4
.53 3,26 .67
Latter Recovery11
SBP 136.8 139.0* 130.4 132.2
.39 3,25 .76
DBP 83.6 89.5* 83.2 84.6 .43 3,25 .73
HR 70.3 73.6 71.0 73.7 .16 3,26 .92
a
Latter Recovery observations were the mean of the second and third recovery
period observations.
*
One subject missing
**
Two subjects missing
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HOSTILITY), COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, and CONFIRMATION.
DISCONFI RMATION was observed among the responses of only 5 of the 30
subjects, and in each of those cases it accounted for less than half of
1 percent of responses. Because of this rarity of occurrence, it was
dropped from all further analyses.
Reliability coefficients were computed between two observers who
independently coded each of the interactions. As detailed in Appendix
G, these coefficients were calculated by dividing the total number of
agreements between the observers by the total number of agreements plus
disagreements. Reliabilities were thus determined for the entire
interaction and on an epoch-by-epoch basis. Over the entire
interaction, the average coefficient of agreement across all 30
subjects was .817. The average epochal reliability coefficient across
all epochs and all subjects was .923.
It was hypothesized that the percentage of HOSTILITY, COMPETITION,
and MANIPULATION would be higher in the A/A group than in all other
groups. Analyses of variance found no significant differences among
the four groups in either HOSTILITY (F=.61, df=3,26, £=.62),
COMPETITION (F=.42, df=3,26, £=.74), or MANIPULATION (£=.67, df=3,26,
£=.58) (see Table 5). Nevertheless, if one inspects the group means,
one finds some patterns which are in the predicted directions, and
others which are contrary to previous findings.
In the case of HOSTILITY, A/A subjects and A/B subjects both had
higher proportions of this behavior than either of the Type B groups.
A/B subjects evidenced even higher proportions of HOSTILITY than A/A
subjects, which was contrary to the prediction. A/B subjects also
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Table 5
SI xSI
Mean Behavioral Scores on F.A.N.T.
BEHAVIORAL GR0UP
MEASURE
Proportion of own
B/B B/A A/B A/A
df
n=10 n=5 n=5 n=10
Talk that is Type A
.65
.77 .81
.71
.73 3,26 .54
Proportion of Total
Interaction Time
that is:
Hostility
.02
.03 .07 .05
.61 3,26 .62
Competition
.30
.31 .38
.31 .42 3,26 .74
Manipulation
.13 .16 .22 .17 .67 3,26 .58
Cooperation
.06 .03 .04 .10
.75 3,26 .53
Neutral Problem
Description
.07 .05 .04 .04 1.17 3,26 .34
Other Responses
.04 .02 .02.
.01 2.25 3,26 .11
Type A
.32 .33 .45 .35 .91 3,26 .45
Non-Type A
.17 .10 .10 .15 .53 3,26 .66
Proportion of Task
Time spent Talking
.49 .43 .56 .50 .83 3,26 .49
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engaged in more COMPETITION and MANIPULATION than all other groups,
while A/A subjects also engaged in more MANIPULATION than B/B subjects.
Summarized another way, on these three putative Type A response catego-
ries, A/B subjects always had higher proportions of the respective
behaviors than their B/A opponents. A/A subjects showed more HOSTILITY
and MANIPULATION than their B/B counterparts (see Table 5).
Additional intergroup comparisons were done on other Verbal
Response Categories or their derivatives. In no case were there
statistically significant group differences (see Table 5), but some
surprising patterns emerged. Consistent with the results described
above, a higher proportion of their own talk was Type A among A/B
subjects than among B/A subjects, and among A/A subjects than B/B
subjects. However, the verbal behavior of B/A subjects was more
densely packed with Type A responses than that of A/A subjects.
Inspection of the proportion of task time, rather than one's own
talk time, spent engaged in Type A responses found A/A and A/B subjects
with higher percentages of Type A responses than B/B and B/A subjects,
again with A/B subjects showing the highest percentages.
If one considers the proportion of task time spent talking,
regardless of type of response, as a measure of dominance during the
interaction task, it is interesting to note that the A/B subjects
clearly dominated their interaction with the B/A subjects, holding the
floor 56 percent of the time, vs. 43 percent for their partners. Tak-
ing the subject from each A/A dyad who spent the greater proportion of
his own talk time engaged in Type A responses, one finds that the mean
percentage of interaction talk time controlled by these subjects was 55
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percent. Likewise, the same procedure applied to B/B subjects revealed
identical results: the partners who spent the greater proportion of
their own talk time engaged in Type A responses held the floor an
average of 55 percent of the time. Of course, this comparison is based
on a different measure than the SI classification utilized in the com-
parison of A/B subjects with B/A subjects cited above. Nevertheless, a
re-examination of the Type A-Type B dyads in terms of the partners who
engaged in the greater proportion of Type A responses during their own
talk time showed a similar pattern of dominance, with the subjects with
greater proportions of Type A responses talking an average of 53
percent of the interaction time.
Somewhat more surprising patterns are observed across the groups
with regard to the non-Type A response categories. Most salient among
these is the observation that A/A subjects averaged more COOPERATION
than any other subjects, including B/B subjects. In turn, B/B subjects
averaged more COOPERATION than either B/A or A/B subjects, who were
about equal. Overall, COOPERATION accounted for a very small part of
the total response picture during the interaction, at most comprising
10 percent of interaction time among the A/A's. Non-Type A responses
were most frequent among B/B subjects at 17 percent of interaction
time, but this group was very closely followed by A/A subjects, who
spent 15 percent of their interaction in non-Type A behaviors. B/A and
A/B subjects spent the least amount of their time in non-A responses,
averaging 10 percent each.
Physiological responses . The second hypothesis compared groups along
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the lines of pre-task-to-interaction increases in SBP, DBP, and HR,
predicting that the increases among A/A subjects would be the greatest.
The observed data revealed a mixed pattern (see Table 6). As Table 6
indicates, in some cases one subject's data were missing from a group;
this was because of equipment failure.
Increases from the pre-task period to the interaction were
examined in two ways: via the changes from pre-task to the first
physiological reading during the task-at approximately one minute into
the task-and via the changes from pre-task to the average reading
across the entire task. There were no significant differences among
groups on any of these changes on any measure.
Systolic blood pressure increases from pre-task to the first task
reading were greatest among A/A subjects, at 17.6 mmHg on the average,
and least among B/B subjects, averaging 11.3 mmHg— as predicted. The
greater increase among B/A subjects of 15.3 mmHg as compared with their
A/B opponents, who averaged 13.0 mmHg increases, was slightly sur-
prising (slightly because the difference was slight!). Much more
surprising was the pattern of SBP increases from pre-task to the task
average. All groups were practically equal at approximately 16 mmHg,
except the B/A group, which was higher than all others at 18.5 mmHg.
Of course, these patterns may mean little given both the small number
of subjects in the B/A group (only 4 in this case) and given the lack
of statistical significance characterizing these inter-group
differences.
On DBP changes there were no significant differences among groups,
but the observed pattern was just counter to what had been expected.
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Table 6
SI xSI
Changes-From-Pre-Task Values on Physiological Measures
PHYSIOLOGICAL GROUP
TlLMiUKt
B/B B/A A/B A/A
F df tr
n- i u n-o n=b n=10
Pre-Task to First Task
Reading:
SBP 11.3
*
15.3 13.0 17.6 .36 3,24 .78
DBP 5.7
*
1.0 - 1.2 1.7 1.63 3,24 .21
HR 9.9 5.8 12.2 8.2 .39 3,26 .76
Pre-Task to Mean Task
Reading:
SBP 16.2 18.5* 16.0 15.7 .10 3,25 .90
DBP 7.5
*
7.8 3.2 5.8 .48 3,25 .70
HR 3.9 3.2 6.0 1.6 .33 3,26 .80
Last Task Reading to
First Recovery Reading:
SBP
*
- 6.2 -20.5* -11.0 -12.0 1.81 3,24 .17
DBP
*
- 6.3 - 8.3 -11.8 - 9.2 .78 3,24 .52
HR - 4.5 - 4.0* - 6.6 - 8.3 .55 3,25 .65
Last Two Task Readings
to Last Two Recovery
Readings
:
SBP -11.7 -18.0* -15.4 -20.8 2.01 3,25 .14
DBP - 5.7
*
- 5.0 -10.4 10.0 .84 3,25 .49
HR - 5.7 - 7.2 - 8.4 10.6 .92 3,26 .45
*
One subject missing
From pre-task to first task readings, B/B subjects evidenced the
greatest increase, while both Type A groups actually showed a decrease,
with the A/A group showing the greater decrease at -1.7 mmHg. Incre-
ments over pre-task levels balanced out somewhat across groups as the
interaction progressed, given that the A/A task average was consider-
ably higher than the first task reading, while the B/B task average was
only slightly higher than the average first task reading (see Table
6). Thus, the pre-task-to-task average change in DBP was 7.5 mmHg for
B/B, 7.8 mmHg for B/A, 3.2 mmHg for A/B, and 5.8 mmHg for A/A.
Heart rate changes were not consistent with the hypothesis,
either. The greatest increases over pre-task levels occurred in the
A/B group, both at the first task reading and the task average. At the
first task reading, the increases were 9.9 for B/B, 5.8 for B/A, 12.2
for A/B, and 8.2 for A/A. At this point, the B/B and A/A groups were
comparable, while the A/B subjects showed much greater increases than
their B/A opponents. Over the task as a whole, changes from pre-task
averaged 3.8 for B/B, 3.2 for B/A, 6.0 for A/B, and 1.6 for A/A. All
these figures are in beats per minute.
It was thought potentially useful to examine the trend lines of
the physiological changes from pre-task across the epochs of the
interaction. Slopes of the line connecting epoch readings for the
first six epochs of each interaction were computed for each
physiological parameter, according to the following algorithm:
Slope^ = (-5xp
1
- 3xp
2
- p 3
+ p4
+ 3p
5
+ 5p
6 )
/ 35
,
where $ is the physiological parameter (i.e., SBP, DBP, or HR) and p
i
is the value of that parameter for the i th epoch. In this case, the
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values of p. were the changes from pre-task levels to each epoch. An
interval of six epochs was chosen for slope computations since the
number of epochs per interaction ranged from six to eight; and for the
sake of comparison, it was determined to equalize the number of epochs
considered across all subjects. Slope values for all four groups were
compared, and the results are displayed in Table 7.
On SBP, the trend among Type B subjects was to increase over the
course of the interaction, especially among B/A subjects; among B/B's,
the mean SBP slope was .44; and among B/A's, it was 1.26. On the other
hand, among Type A subjects the trend was to remain fairly level or to
decrease across epochs: the slope for A/B subjects was -.06, and for
A/A's,
-.87. These intergroup differences were not statistically
significant (£=1.04, df=3,23, £=.39).
Diastolic blood pressure showed average trends to increase in all
groups; again, the steepest positive slope was in the B/A group.
Observed values were 1.37 for B/B, 2.05 for B/A, 1.18 for A/B, and 1.28
for A/A (£=.22, df=3,23, £=.88).
Uniform mean trends to decrease during the interaction were
observed in all groups in terms of heart rate. HR decreased most
rapidly on the average among the A/A's. Mean values were -1.21 in B/B,
-1.44 in B/A, -1.59 in A/B, and -2.05 in A/A (£=.50, df=3,24, £=.68).
Finally, a look was taken at the physiological recovery pattern
after the task was over. Although one might have predicted the A/A
group to show the slowest recovery, this was not observed. The
greatest decrement from the last task reading to the first recovery
period reading on SBP was found among the B/A subjects, who averaged
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Table 7
si xSI
Slopes of Physiological Changes Across Six Epochs
PHYSIOLOGICAL GROUP
VARIABLE ~T~n ~ P dfB/B B/A A/B A/A
n=10 n=4 n=5 n=10
SBP
*
.44 1.26* -
.06 - .87 1.04 3,23 .39
DSP
*
1.37 2.05* 1.18 1.28 .22 3.23 .88
HR
-1.21
-1.44
-1.59 -2.05*
.50 3.24
.68
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-20.5 mmHg. Also on SBP, B/B subjects showed a change of -6.2 mmHg,
A/B's showed one of -11.0 mmHg, and A/A's showed
-12.0 mmHg. In order
to get a more stable picture of changes from the end of the interaction
task to recovery, changes were also calculated from the last two epochs
of the interaction to the last two readings of the recovery period. In
this respect, A/A's showed the greatest SBP decrease, with mean changes
of
-20.8 mmHg. Other changes were -15.4 mmHg for the A/B's,
-18.0 mmHg
for the B/A's, and
-11.7 mmHg for the B/B's. These decrements were not
significantly different from each other (£=2.01, df=3,25, £=.14).
Diastolic blood pressure showed larger decreases from the last
task reading to the first recovery reading among the A's than the B's,
though not significantly so: B/B had mean DBP changes of -6.3 mmHg:
B/A had mean changes of -8.3 mmHg; A/B had mean changes of -11.8; A/A
had mean changes of -9.2 (£=.78, df=3,24, £=.52). Looking at DBP
decrements from the last two task epochs to the last two recovery
readings, one sees that the A's experienced approximately twice the
decrease as did the B's: for B/B's, -5.7 mmHg; for B/A's, -5.0 mmHg;
for A/B's, -10.4 mmHg; for A/A's, -10.0 mmHg (£=.84, df=3,25, £=.49).
The pattern of progressively larger decrements from B/B's to A/A's
was replicated on heart rate measures of recovery changes. From the
last task reading to the first recovery reading, HR changes were -4.5
bpm for B/B, -4.0 bpm for B/A, -6.6 bpm for A/B, and -8.3 bpm for A/A
(£=.55, df=3,25, £=.65). Likewise, this pattern was observed when exa-
mining changes from the last two task readings to the last two recovery
readings. For B/B's, the mean change was -5.7 bpm; for B/A's, -7.2
bpm; for A/B's, -8.4 bpm; for A/A's, -10.6 bpm (£=.92, df=3,26, £=.45).
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Of potential relevance to the pattern of physiological recovery is
the relationship observed among these subjects between recovery changes
and the slopes during the task of DBP and MR. On these two physiologi-
cal parameters, the ranking of the recovery decrements in terms of
their magnitude-especial ly when calculated from the last two task
readings to the last two recovery readings-is directly related to the
ranking of their task slope when it is negative, and inversely related
when it is positive.
Consider heart rate, for example. The task slopes for HR are all
negative, and get progressively larger as one considers the groups in
order from B/B to A/A (see Table 7). In like manner, the decrements
from the last two task readings to the last two recovery readings get
progressively larger in order from B/B to A/A (see Table 6). It is as
though the more HR tended to decrease during the task, the more it
decreased during recovery. On the other hand, the task slopes of DBP
are all positive. The order of ranking from smallest slope to largest
is A/B, A/A, B/B, B/A. The rank ordering of recovery decrements on DBP
is just the inverse: B/A, B/B, A/A, A/B, going from smallest to
largest decrease. It is as though the more DBP tended to increase
during the task, the less it tended to drop during recovery.
There is no obvious simple relationship between task slope and
magnitude of recovery on SBP. The two largest recovery decreases
occurred in the groups with the largest positive and largest negative
slopes.
Behavior-physiology relationships . The third major area of interest in
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the investigation was the relationship, on a moment-to-moment basis,
between overt behavior and physiological responses. In order to study
this relationship, a measure of association over the course of the
interaction task was computed between behavioral measures and physio-
logical measures. The formula for this measure was based on the
algorithm for computing a simple product-moment correlation coeffi-
cient:
6 6
Ev,-/:
i = l (5-)
-beh-phys
p*1 PifIX)r\ >i]L 6 6
where
Ibeh-phys is the correlation between a particular verbal response
category or derivative measure (such as total behavior score) and a
particular physiological parameter (SBP, DBP, or HR), computed over the
first six epochs of the interaction; b. is a behavioral score for the
1* h
i epoch (e.g., HOSTILITY, COMPETITION, etc.); p. is the value of a
physiological parameter change score for the i th epoch (e.g., epoch SBP
- pre-task SBP)
Hypothesis 3 was that Ib eh_phys f° r the A/ A group is higher than
for the B/B group for HOSTILITY, COMPETITION , and MANIPULATION. An
examination of Table 8 reveals this to have been true in seven out of
nine cases, though in only one case to a statistically significant
degree, namely, the association between HOSTILITY and systolic blood
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Table 8
SI xSI
Mean Correlations Across Six Epochs Between
Behavior and Physiological Changes
BEHAVIORAL
MEASURE
PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHANGE MEASURE
GROUP
df
P
B/B A/
A
t (1-tailed)
Total Behavior and SBP
.41(9) a 35(10) - .29 17 .39
DBP
.26(9) 30(10) .17 17 .44
HR
-.12(10) 09(9) 1.10 17 .14
Hostility and SBP
-.38(3) 41(4) 2.27 5 .04
DBP
.12(3) 49(4) 1.14 5
.17
HR
-.31(3) - 07(4) .56 5 .30
Competi ti on and SBP
.22(9) 03(10) - .81
.21
DBP
.14(9) 14(10) .03
.47
HR
-.14(10) .06(9) .82
.21
Manipulation and SBP
.22(9) .18(10) - .17
.43
DBP
.00(9) 10(10) .42 .34
HR
.02(10) .22(9) .87
.20
Cooperation and SBP
.17(7) - •03(9) - .98 14
.17
DBP
.36(7) .07(9) -1 .37 14 .09
HR
-.22(8) - .20(8) .10 14 .46
Numbers in parentheses indicate number of cases in group.
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pressure (t-2.27, £=.04). However, in this case the degree of associa-
tion between HOSTILITY and SBP was actually about the same in terms of
magnitude; the difference lay in the direction of the association.
Among A/A's, there was on the average a positive HOSTILITY-SBP
relationship: the greater the HOSTILITY score for a given epoch, the
greater the increase in SBP over pre-task levels for that epoch. For
those few B/B subjects who engaged in HOSTILITY, the relationship was
reversed, as expressed by a negative r^.^. In other words, when a
B/B subject engaged in HOSTILITY, the higher the epoch HOSTILITY
score, the lower the epoch change in SBP. For A/A's,
rn 0s-SBP
=
' 41 ' and
for B/B's,
IhoS-SBP
= "' 38, lt is difficult to know how close this
sample mean is to the true mean for B/B's; for this sample, the 95
percent confidence interval was -1.36 to .61. Of course, the true mean
could not be less than -1.00, and it is quite possible that the true
measure of association is a positive one, even though all the observed
values in this sample were negative. There is some support for this in
the fact that most behavior-physiology correlations on Table 8 that
involve SBP were positive.
Further inspection of the data summarized in Table 8 yielded the
following findings. For HOSTILITY, the behavior-physiology correlation
with DBP was higher for the A/A's than the B/B's, as predicted, though
not significantly so (t=1.14, £=.17); with HR, the A/A's were also
higher in an absolute sense (l^QS-HR ^or ^/A's 1S "-07, for B/B's is
-.31), but the degree of association was actually greater for the
B/B's, though in a negative direction (again, at .56, t is not
significant at the .05 level). For COMPETITION, the behavior-
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physiology correlation with SBP was higher for the B/B's than A/A's;
with DBP it was apparently equal for both groups; with HR, it was
negligible for the A/A's and slightly negative for the B/B's, as in the
case of HOSTILITY and HR. In none of the behavior-physiology correla-
tions involving COMPETITION was the A/A-B/B difference statistically
significant. Finally, for MANIPULATION, the behavior-physiology
correlation with SBP was approximately equal for A/A's and B/B's; with
DBP, A/A's were slightly higher than B/B's, though for both the
association was minimal; with HR, the A/A's also had a higher mean
behavior-physiology correlation than the B/B's, who demonstrated
essentially no such correlation. Again, none of the between-group
differences observed were statistically significant.
It was thought it may be valuable to consider some behavior-
physiology correlations in addition to those involving just the Type A
interpersonal responses, so these correlations were computed for
COOPERATION responses and for the TOTAL BEHAVIOR scores of the partici-
pants in the study. For COOPERATION, the mean Iben _ phys with SBP was
higher for the B/B group (.17) than the A/A group (-.03). Similarly,
IcoOP-DBP was hi 9 ner for the B / B
'
s (« 36 ) than the A/A's (-07). On the
other hand, with HR the behavior-physiology correlation was approxi-
mately the same for both groups: it was -.22 for the B/B's and -.20
for the A/A's. The t-tests for all three of these correlations did not
reach significance, though one could say there was a trend toward
significance on the C00PERATI0N-DBP correlations, with the B/B group
having a higher degree of association between this behavior and this
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Physiological parameter than the A/A's, who demonstrated essentially no
such relationship (see Table 8).
When TOTAL BEHAVIOR scores were computed for each epoch and corre-
lated with the physiological parameter values for each epoch, there was
no significant difference between the values for the A/A and B/B group.
For both groups, the highest observed correlations were between TOTAL
BEHAVIOR and SBP; for the B/B group, it averaged
.41, and for the A/A
group it averaged
.35 (see Table 8). The next highest observed
correlations were with DBP; B/B's averaged .26 and A/A's averaged
.30.
With HR, the correlations were negligible, averaging -.12 in the B/B
group and .09 in the A/A group.
The interaction. There were certain characteristics of the interaction
itself deemed worthy of consideration. Some of these characteristics
have to do with the nature of the task; others are tied in with the
interpersonal transactions that occurred during the task.
One of the characteristics of the task was the amount of time
spent talking. Time was measured in seconds during the task, and the
average task length for all dyads combined was 645 seconds (10.75
minutes). The average time spent talking by both subjects was 639
seconds—on the whole, there was little time spent in silent contempla-
tion! With these figures in mind, one can consider one aspect of the
"balance of power" in the task as the relative equality of talk time
between the two subjects in a dyad; did they share the floor fairly
equally, or did one dominate speaking over the other? "Balance," then,
was defined as the difference between the talk times of the subjects in
each dyad. As can be seen in Table 9, the subjects in the Type A -
Type B dyads shared the floor on the average fairly equally, while
there was a significantly greater disparity, or imbalance, between the
subjects in the A/A and B/B groups.
Another task characteristic had to do with the negotiation of
fixed asset dollars. Most typically, at some point during the first
several minutes of the task, one or the other subject would verbalize a
specific dollar amount which he stated was his need or goal in the
negotiation or which he proposed as a basis for the division of the
limited funds. It is interesting to note that there were five subjects
who never mentioned specific money figures during the entire
interaction: one dyad in the A/A group and one dyad plus one subject
from a second dyad from the B/B group. All of these subjects were more
oriented toward negotiating for power in the sense of arguing that they
had a worthier cause or more inherent right to the funds, than they
were toward the nitty-gritty of dollars and cents. In a statistical
sense, there were no significant differences between the groups in
terms of the specific dollar amounts first mentioned in the bargaining
or in terms of the time at which they first brought these figures into
the discussion (see Table 9). Nevertheless, one can see that the B/B's
aimed higher in first dollar figures than the A/A's in this sample, and
they spoke of money sooner.
Some measures which, taken together, gave a slightly less static
picture of the interaction than those presented thus far were the
percentages of both the first two epochs and the sixth epoch spent
engaged in the Type A Verbal Response Categories (see Table 9). Note
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Table 9
SI xSI
Miscellaneous Interaction Characteristics
B/B B/A A/B A/
A
F df P
n=10 n=5 n=5 n=10
Balance^ 151 .6 81.8 81 .8 185.2 6.06 3,26 .003
First Amount
Requested in
$ Millions: 1.86c 1 .65 1.70 1.64d .69 3,21 .57
Time of First
Dollar Request,
in Seconds from
Start: 153° 289 337 281 d .91 3,21 .45
% of Fi rst Two
Epochs in Type
A:
.38 .18 .25 .35 1.09 3,26 .37
% of Sixth Epoch
in Type A:
.35 .37 .40 .24 .72 3,26 .55
Balance is the absolute value of the difference in total talk times between
the two members of a subject pair. The lower this value is, the more equal,
or "balanced," the respective partner's share of talk time in the interaction.
The values for B/A and A/B must be the same since they represent members of
the same dyads.
fc
B/B > B/A, t - 2.3, p = .03; A/A > A/B , t - 3.4, p = .002; A/A > all others combined,
t* 3.7, p= .001
n=7
d o
n=8
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that the figures for the B/A and A/B groups are not exactly comparable
to those for the B/B and A/A groups. In the latter groups, the figures
are in effect averaged over both members of the dyads, whereas in the
B/A and A/B groups, data are taken only from one-half of each dyad in
the Type A
- Type B group. Data for the A/B and B/A groups should be
averaged to get an idea of how the Type A - Type B dyads compared with
the B/B and A/A dyads. In any case, there was not a statistically
significant difference among the groups, though the Type A - B dyads
tended to begin their bargaining with less Type A behavior, and the A/A
dyads seemed to wind down their bargaining with a little less Type A
behavior, as compared to the other groups.
These last data provide two points with which to draw a slope
representing the rate of change in Type A responses over the course of
the interaction. However, since behavior is a phenomenon more variable
than can be adequately represented by points at the beginning and end
of an interaction, the slopes of Type A codes and other Verbal Response
categories were computed over six epochs of the interaction (see Table
10). It can be seen from an inspection of Table 10 that the slopes
over six points tend to validate, but on a mitigated scale, the
tendencies observed between the beginning and sixth epochs described
above. For all groups, the best straight line connecting points of
Percent Type A for six epochs over the interaction is essentially flat,
that is, it has zero slope. On the average, then, the density of Type
A responses considered together tended to remain fairly constant over
the interaction. There was a slight tendency to increase Type A
responses as the negotiation proceeded in the Type A - B groups, and an
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Table 10
SI xSI
Slopes of Behavior Scores Across Six Epochs
BEHAVIOR GROUP
B/B B/A A
n=10 n=5 n=5 n=10
SCORE f df
/B A/A
Hostility
.70 .53 3 44 .07 1 72 3,26 .19
Competition
.73 3.77 2 41 .36 55 3,26 .65
Manipul ation
-1.74 3.71 2 16 -1.19 2 68 3,26 .07
Cooperation 2.23 -1.13 -1 93 1 .47 5 23 3,26 .01
Percent-A
.00 .05 06 - .01 1 .90 3,26 .15
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even slighter tendency to decrease Type A responses in the A/A group.
More obvious differences were noted on some of the more specific
behavioral categories. On three behavioral variables-COMPETITION,
MANIPULATION, and COOPERATION-there were dramatic (though not always
statistically significant) differences between the mean slopes in the
homogeneously-typed dyads (i.e., A/A and B/B) and the mixed dyads
(i.e., Type A-B). It seemed possible that this was because of the
greater variability possible in the groups with larger numbers, but a
comparison of variances revealed this to be the case only with MANIPU-
LATION (Cochran's C=.62, £=.008), where the standard error was roughly
three times greater in the B/A group than in any of the other groups.
More specifically, the slope of COMPETITION was positive in the
B/A and A/B groups; for example, on the average in the B/A group, the
COMPETITION score in the first epoch increased by over 18 seconds by
the time the sixth epoch was reached, which is 21 percent of the
maximum possible score in any epoch and an even greater percentage of
the actual first-epoch score. On the other hand, the average slope of
COMPETITION in the B/B and A/A groups was fairly flat. Examination of
individual subjects' data in these groups reveals a predominance of
either flat or slightly positive or slightly negative slopes. Despite
these observed differences among the four groups, £ was not significant
(see Table 10).
For MANIPULATION, the differences in slope across groups were even
larger and strongly tended toward significance (£=2.68, df=3,26,
p_=.07). Again, the B/A and A/B groups tended to increase their MANIPU-
LATION responses during the interaction. In fact, their slopes are so
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close to the slopes for COMPETITION as to suggest that MANIPULATION
accounted for a fairly constant percentage of COMPETITION on an epoch-
by-epoch basis in these groups. In contrast, the slopes in B/B and A/A
are distinctly negative, suggesting that MANIPULATION on the average
tended to account for progressively smaller portions of competitive
responses in these groups as the task went on. A review of indivi-
duals' data showed that, in fact, competitive responses were much more
direct and open in later epochs than in earlier epochs in these groups.
Using separate variance estimates, the only contrast that was signifi-
cant was between A/A and A/B groups (t=2.44, df-12.4, £=.03, 2-tailed).
Slopes of COOPERATION showed just the opposite pattern as those
for MANIPULATION. The A/B and B/A groups evidenced less and less
COOPERATION as the task went on, while the A/A and B/B groups evidenced
more, significant contrasts were between the B/B and B/A groups
(t=2.71, df=10, £=.02, 2-tailed) and the A/A and A/B groups (t=2.74,
df=13, £=.02, 2-tailed) (see Table 10).
The slopes described above tell much more about the patterns of
the interactions over their course than do means of behavior averaged
over the entire interaction. Another way to consider the interactional
aspects of the behavior that occurred during the FANT is to look at how
one person's behavior affected the other's during the interaction. Van
Egeren (1979b) used conditional probabilities to analyze the nature of
interpersonal influence from one trial to the next in his mixed-motive
game. In the present study, conditional probabilities were used with
an analogous intent.
The FANCS coding sheets were examined for each interaction at
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those points when the control of the speaking role shifted from one
person to the other, i.e., when one person stopped talking and the
other started. These points were labeled transactions; the speakers
exchanged the floor, so to speak. At each transaction point, one could
say there was a first and a second speaker. The first speaker was he
who had been speaking, and the second was he who began to speak. Of
course, the actual subjects exchanged these roles at each successive
transaction.
The present analysis was intended to get an idea of whether the
type of response the first speaker (SI) was engaged in would influence
the type of response the second speaker (S2) engaged in. Rather than
looking at trials as did Van Egeren, in an unstructured interaction one
can look at transactions. Given the complexity of the data, the
present analysis was kept simple; all Verbal Response Categories were
considered simply in terms of whether they were Type A or Type B (i.e.,
non-A codes). The fourth hypothesis of the present project was that
the conditional probability of a Type A response initiated by S2, given
an immediately antecedent Type A response by SI, is higher in the A/A
group than the B/B group.
Since the number of transactions varied considerably from dyad to
dyad within groups, probabilities and conditional probabilities were
calculated on the basis of the transactions occurring within groups
(see Table 11). Since it seemed worthwhile to examine not just what
individual subjects did but also how a dyad interacted, probabilities
were calculated for Type A - Type A dyads (group A/A), Type B - Type B
dyads (group B/B), Type A - Type B dyads (A/B and B/A combined), and
Table 11
SI xsi
Probabilities and Conditional Probabilities
of Beginning a Response with Type A or B Behavior
GROUP
PARAMETER B/B B/A A/B A/A
n=10 n=5 n=5 n=10
p (begin A)
a
.52
.74
.81
.71
p (begin B)
.48
.26
.19
.29
p (end A)
b
.54
'
.87
.81
.72
p (end B)
.46
.13
.19 .28
p (A/A)
c
.62 .79
.86 .86
p (A/B)
.42 .42
.60 .31
p (B/B)
.58
.58 .40
.69
p (B/A)
.38
.21 .14
.14
p (begin A) = probability of beginning a response with a Type A
response category. ,H
b
p (end A) = probability of ending a response with a Type A response
category.
p (A/A) = conditional probability of beainning a response with a
Type A response category, given that the opponent's inmediately
preceding response ended with a Type A response category.
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for Type A's interacting with Type B's (A/B's) and Type B's interacti
with Type A's(B/A's). Thus, in the Type A - B dyads, one can break
down the probabilities and discuss how the B's and the A's acted
(though they cannot be assumed to be independent). Unfortunately, the
F-tests used by Van Egeren (1979b) to compare probabilities were inap-
propriate. The Z statistics one might normally use to compare probabi-
lities were also inappropriate because the computation of the standard
errors of the probabilities would be inaccurate if there is an
autocorrelation within an individual subject's data-which was presumed
likely in the present case. In other words, it is realistic to assume
that what a person does at time t+k in an interaction is at least in
part dependent on what he did at time t. Such autodependence violates
the assumptions of standard statistical tests for comparing measures of
association such as conditional probabilities, and Allison and Liker
(1982) have shown that the results of such violations can be drasti-
cally misleading. Since the alternative procedures known to be
available (see Allison and Liker, 1982) are not applicable to the kind
of data yielded by the FANCS, the probabilities are simply presented
here in tabular form for inspection and for their heuristic value.
Inspection of Table 11 shows that, as predicted, £(A|A)--i.e.
, the
conditional probability of initiating a statement with a Type A
response given an immediately preceding Type A response-was higher in
the A/A group than in the B/B group. It would appear that the Type A -
B dyads have a £(A|A) falling between that for the A/A and B/B groups,
with the A/B subjects in those dyads apparently acting similarly to the
A/A's.
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The probabilities of initiating a Type A response given an
diately preceding Type B response - p( A | B) - were unexpectedly ranked
across groups. The lowest probability of emitting a Type A response
following a Type B response was in the A/A group, and the highest in
the Type A-B dyads, especially among the A/B's. It appears that Type
A's interacting with each other behaved quite differently from Type A's
interacting with Type B's. Type B 1 s
, on the other hand
, demonstrated a
p(A|B) that was consistent whether they were interacting with other
Type B's or with Type A's.
It might be argued that a high p(A | A) , such as was observed in the
A/A group, was not a reflection of any behavioral influence exerted by
the antecedent response of SI on the subsequent response of S2, but was
rather a function of a high probability of beginning a statement with a
Type A response -- pjbegi n A) --on the part of S2. In the present sample,
the A/A group did indeed evidence a relatively high pjbegin A) of .71,
as compared with its p(A|A) of .86. Gottman (1980) has advocated the
use of a z statistic to test the hypothesis that a conditional proba-
bility such as p_(A|A) is the same as an unconditional probability such
as p_( begin A)
z =
p(A|A) - p (begin a)
p (begin A)[l - p(begin A)] [(l - p(end a))]
n [p(end a)]
where p_(end A) is the probability of SI ending his statement with a
Type A response, and n is the total number of transactions. It should
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be noted that this is a specific application of an equation used by
Gottman (1980) and Allison and Liker (1982) as appropriate for the
present situation.
Unfortunately, this statistic requires an assumption of auto-
independence, which has previously been noted to be inappropriate in
the present analyses. Nevertheless, since no other test is known which
could be used, this z statistic is computed for its heuristic value.
Under appropriate circumstances, z values greater than or equal to 1.96
would be significant at the .05 level.
For group A/A, the computed z statistic is 6.82. Under the normal
assumptions for this test, this would be highly significant and
strongly indicate a contingency between Si's ending his statement with
a Type A response and S2 beginning the next with a Type A response. In
this group, one would say that ending a statement with a Type A
response has an influence on whether the other person's subsequent
statement begins with a Type A response, over and above the
unconditional probability of his beginning that statement with a Type A
response.
Group B/B also had a z statistic in the significant range of 2.78.
Similarly, the z for the Type A - B dyads was 2.80. When these latter
dyads were broken down, the B/A's had a z = 2.00; the A/B's, z = 3.32.
Even if these statistics were a valid indication of an association
between Si's Type A response and S2's, they would not be a measure of
the strength of that association, especially between groups. One could
not say necessarily that because group A/A had the largest z_ value that
the dependence of Type A^ on Type A^ in group A/A was significantly
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stronger than the corresponding association in the other groups. Under
conditions of a zero autocorrelation in S2's behavior (i.e., if S2's
behavior were not dependent on his own behavior at an earlier time),
one could use another z statistic to test whether the statistics
derived above were significantly different from each other. For the
sake of speculation, these z^.
ff statistics will be calculated for the
present sample (see Allison & Liker, 1982, for detailed explication).
Hypothesis 4 predicted that £(A A) for group A/A is greater than for
group B/B. The for groups A/A and B/B was 3.51, indicating that
under the appropriate assumptions, one could infer that £(A|A) for
group A/A was greater than for group B/B; in other words, the strength
of the association between S2's Type A response and Si's Type A
response was greater in group A/A.
Analogous calculations for other inter-group comparisons yield the
following results: between the A/A dyads and the Type A - B dyads,
z^
iff was 1.77, which would not quite have been significant at the .05
level (assuming a 2-tailed significance test); between groups A/A and
A/ B > !<jiff
= T- 40
'
wni ch would not have been significant; between
groups B/A and A/B, z^.
ff
=
.18; between group B/A and group B/B,
z diff
= .87.
The actual rank-ordering of the groups in terms of the strength of
the association reflected in £(A|A) can be done in terms of a statistic
(}, such that
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u
+ 1
where
B = log
e
£(A A) / [l - £(A A)]
£ varies from -1 to + 1
,
so its interpretation as a measure of the
strength of an association can be analogous to that of a correlation
coefficient. The values of g for each group, ordered from highest to
lowest, were: for A/A dyads, Q = .86; for B/A's. £ = .66; for the Type
A
-
B dyads and for the A/B's, £ = .60; for the B/B dyads, Q = .39.
Reclassification of subjects
. Since the results of the analyses dis-
cussed thus far did not overwhelmingly support the hypotheses, and
since it must be acknowledged that the SI may not be adequate at
capturing all factors relevant to the construct of Type A behavior, it
was decided to conduct some of these analyses on groups restructured
according to observed interactional behavior rather than SI classifica-
tion. Specifically, the percentage of the interaction in which each
subject engaged in Type A responses on the FANCS was determined
(Percent-A), the median Percent-A for all 30 subjects was identified,
and then subjects were divided at the median: those falling above the
median were labeled Type A R
,
and those falling below the median were
labeled Type B
.
On this basis, the same three types of dyads were
observed: those in which both subjects' Percent-A scores were below
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the median (group B/B R
, n = 8), those in which both were above the
median (group A/AR
,
n = 8), and those in which one subject was above
and one below the median (groups B/AR and A/B R
, n = 7 each). The
distribution of subjects among these newly formed groups in terms of
their Si-based classification was fairly even: B/B R had four SI Type
B's and four SI Type A*s; A/AR also had four SI B's and four SI A's;
B/AR had four SI B's and 3 A's; A/B R had two SI B's and 5 A's.
Interestingly, in a re-analysis of the preliminary comparability
of the four newly defined groups, it was once again the case that only
on prescription medications did the groups differ significantly prior
to the task (see Table 12). However, whereas the bulk of medications
had been taken by Type B's according to the SI classification, in the
present case medication consumption was distributed more heavily among
R Rthe Type A 's. Twice as many Type A*' s— according to the Percent-A
classification—were taking antihypertensive medications as were Type
R R R R
B 's; the B/B
,
B/A
,
and A/B groups had one person each on these
D
drugs, while the A/A group had three, plus two other subjects using
dermatological preparations.
Since the revised subject groupings were based on the distribution
of Type A responses, it would have been inappropriate to analyze the
Verbal Response Category data on individual subjects, as was done for
the SI groupings. Consequently, analyses on the revised groups focused
on three major areas: physiological responses, intra-subject
relationships between task behavior and physiological changes, and the
interaction itself. Of course, baseline physiology was considered
first. Since the same types of analyses have already been presented on
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Table 12
Percent-A x Percent-A
Pre-Task Questionnaire Responses
VARIABLE GROUP
B/B B/A A/B A/A
t
°-f P
n=R n = 7 n- / n=8
Marital Status 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.0
.80 3,26 .51
Education Level 4.8 5.3 5.3 4.3 2.45 3,26 .09
Job Satisfaction 3.5 3.1 2.9 3.1 1.29 3,26 .30
# Cigarettes Today 2.4 0.0 1.4 3.8 1 .30 3,26 .30
Cups Coffee Today 2.4 1.6 2.1 2.0
.25 3,26 .86
Prescription Medsa
Today 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.4 2.72 3,26 .06
Non-Rj^ Meds Today:
Pain Remedya 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 .91 3,26 .45
Stomach Remedy*2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Laxatives0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Stimulants'2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
"Tranqui 1 izers "a 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Antihistamines 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 .91 3,26 .45
a
l=yes, 2=no.
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the SI groupings, their description below will be more brief and
summary in nature. Tabular presentations in the forthcoming sections
are parallel to the tables previously referred to under these headings.
Baseline physiology. The four groups were found to be equivalent in
terms of baseline physiology (see Table 13). At hook-up, there were no
differences in SBP (£=.85, df-3,20, £=.48), DBP (£-.98. df-3.20.
£=.42), or HR (F=.12, df-3.20, £=.95). Missing data were spread across
three groups, with two cases missing in every group except A/B R
.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences among the four
groups in pre-task SBP (£=.48, df-3,25, £=.70), DBP (£-.48, df-3.25,
£=.70), or HR (£-.54, df=3,26, £=.66).
Physiological responses. The data on physiological changes during and
after the task were mixed and, in many cases, seemed to follow a
different pattern from the Si-typed groups (see Table 13).
On pre-task-to-first-task-reading changes, the highest and lowest
groups were A/B R and B/AR
,
respectively, instead of A/A and B/B,
respectively. The observed ranges were very similar. Also similar was
the fact that on these and all other physiological changes, there were
no statistically significant differences among groups. When SBP
changes were calculated between the pre-task and mean task readings,
the changes were uniform across all groups, at approximately 16 mmHg.
(Among the SI groups, the B/A group was the one with higher readings
than the others at 18.5 mmHg.)
Diastolic blood pressure changes from pre-task to the first task
reading were on the average practically nonexistent, except perhaps in
Table 13
Percent-A x Percent-A
Hook-Up, Pre-Task, and Change-From-Pre-Task Values
on Physiological Measures
PHYSIOLOGICAL
MEASURE B/B
n»8
GROUP
B/A
n»7
A/B
n*7
A/A
n=8
df
Hook-up: SBP 131.7 120.8
DBP 83.3** 79.0*'
** *
HR 78.2 74.4
Pre-Task: SBP 133.3 131.3
DBP 87.8 81.4
HR 81.9 82.1
Pre-Task to
First Task Reading:
136.7
78.4
78.3
140.3
83.6
78.6
133.0
75.7*'
*1
73.5
137.0*
87.6*
73.6
.85
.98
.12
.48
.48
.54
Last Task Reading
to First Recovery
Reading:
3,20
3,20
3,20
3,25
3,25
3,26
.48
.42
.95
.70
.70
.66
SBP 13.0* 11.7 18.4 14.6* .32 3.24 .81
DBP 0.7* 3.0 0 0.9* .17 3,24 .92
HR 10.6 7.0 13.1 5.6 .92 3,26 .44
Pre-Task to Mean
Task Reading:
SBP 16.8 16.0 15.7 16.7* .14 3,25 .93
OBP 3.8 8.9 6.4
*
6.1 .78 3,25 .51
HR 2.0 0.0 7.9 3.8 .91 3.26 .45
SBP -10.3* - 8.7 -18.9 - 6.9* 1.80 3.24 .16
OBP - 7.9* -11.4 - 5.0 -10.1* 1 .40 3,24 .27
HR
, #
- 7.5 - 4.7 - 9.4 - 2.6* 1.20 3.25 .32
Last Two Task Readings
to Last Two Recovery
Readi ngs
:
SBP -13.8 -16.6 -21.4 -14.0* 1 .20 3,25 .34
OBP - 5.1 -12.7 - 6.0 - 8.1* 1.40 3,25 .26
HR - 7.0 - 7.7 -11.6 0 6.3 .90 3,26 .45
**
One subject missing Two subjects missing
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the B/A R 's group, which averaged a 3.0 mmHg increase in DBP. From
pre-task to the average task values, changes were fairly uniform at
approximately 6.0 mmHg among the Type A R 's, while the B/B R and B/AR
groups were a bit more split around that same figure, with the B/B R 's
averaging 3.8 and the B/AR 's averaging 8.9 mmHg increases.
As with the SI groupings, HR changes were more pronounced at the
first task reading than they were on the average over the whole task.
In the Percent-A groupings, too, the two highest increases at the first
task reading were observed among those subjects interacting with Type
B
R|
s, namely the B/B R and A/B R groups. Magnitudes of the changes
averaged very much the same as they did in the previous groupings.
Relative to the task average, changes over pre-task levels of HR also
followed the same pattern among the revised groupings as they had in
the original groupings, with the A/B R group standing out with the
largest increase, of 7.9 bpm, as compared with a 0.0 increase for their
opponents, the B/A R, s (see Table 13).
Although the magnitudes differed slightly, the pattern across
groups of the physiological data's slopes during the interaction was
almost identical to that observed among the SI groupings. In the
Percent-A groupings, slopes of SBP were negligible, being slightly
negative in all groups except the B/A R group, where it was .74 mmHg per
epoch. All DBP slopes were positive, and somewhat more evenly distri-
buted in magnitude across groups, though again with the steepest slope
being observed in the B/AR group (1.69 mmHg/epoch). Likewise, HR
slopes were all negative, though the trend was reversed in the revised
groups: Type B 's had the steeper slopes, rather than the Type A R 's,
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and the A/A R 's had the most shallow slope, instead of the B/B R 's (see
Table 14).
Looking at recovery changes among the revised groupings, the A/B R
group stands out a bit more consistently than any group did based on
the SI, in that the A/B R group had the largest decreases in both SBP
and HR, whether computed from the last task reading to the first
recovery reading, or from the last two task readings to the last two
recovery readings, averaging an approximately 20 mmHg decrement. This
was a 30 to 100 percent greater decrease than the other three groups
(see Table 13). Still, there were no differences among the four groups
at the .05 level on any of the three parameters at either recovery
interval. Overall, the magnitudes of the recovery changes were very
similar to those observed among the Si-based groups. Finally, it
should be noted that there was no orderly relationship observed between
the slopes of the physiological changes during the task and the
recovery decrements, as there had been among the SI groupings.
Behavior-physiology relationships
. It was hypothesized that the
behavior-physiology correlations for Type A's interacting with A's
would be higher than for B's interacting with B's on HOSTILITY,
COMPETITION, and MANIPULATION. Looking at the data for the revised
groups in Table 15, one can see mixed results. On HOSTILITY, there
D
were no such correlations for the B/B group, since HOSTILITY was not
observed in that group. In the A/A group, the observed
r^eh- hys
W1
'
th
SBP was negative (-.11), while it had been positive in the A/A group
(.41). Of course, both of these observed correlations may not have
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Table 14
Percent-A x Percent-A
Slopes of Physiological Changes Across Six Epochs
PHYSIOLOGICAL
.
_
VARIABLE B / B B/A A/B A/A F df J?
.
n= 8 n=7 n =7 n=8
SBP
*
-
.02
.74 -
.32 - .68*
.32 3,24 .81
DBP
*
1.19 1.69 1.34 1.26*
.17 3,24 .92
HR
-1 .69
-1.89
-1.65
-1.09
.92 3,26 .44
*
One subject missing
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Table 15
Percent-A x Percent-A
Mean Correlations Across Six Epochs Between
Behavior and Physiological Changes
BEHAVIORAL
MEASURE
PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHANGE MEASURE
GROUP
B/B' A/A' df (1-tailed)
Total Behavior and SBP
.32(7)a .23(6) -.40 12 .35
DBP
.23(7) .15(6) -.34 12 .37
HR
-.08(7)
-.07(7) .03 13 .49
Hostility and SBP
-.11(4)
DBP
-.02(4)
HR
-.34(5)
Competition and SBP
-•12(7) .08(6) .70 12 .25
DBP
-.07(7) •27(6) 1 .19 12 .12
HR
.07(7) •12(7) .41 13 .34
Manipulation and SBP
-.15(7) -.15(5) .36 11 .36
DBP
-.20(7) .09(5) 1 .02 11 .16
HR
-.00(7) -.01(6) -.03 12 .49
Cooperation and SBP .08(7) .14(4) .26 10 .40
DBP •20(7) -.08(4) -.86 10 .20
HR -.38(7) -.15(5) .89 11 .19
a
Numbers in parentheses indicate number of cases in group.
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been significantly different from 0.0. There was essentially no
correlation between HOSTILITY and DBP in the A/AR group (-.02), though
there had been a positive one in the A/A group (.49). The negative
H0STILITY-HR correlation among the A/AR 's (-.34) was in contrast to the
lack of such a correlation among the A/A's (-.07).
For COMPETITION, the with SBP was somewhat stronger
among the B/B R subjects, though in a negative direction (-.12), than it
was among the A/AR subjects, where there was essentially no correlation
(.08). With DBP, it was higher among the A/A R s (.27) than the B/B R| s.
And for HR, it was also higher in the A/A R group, though it was very
small (.12 vs. .01 for the B/B R group). The values of these
correlations were very similar to those observed among the A/A's on all
the physiological parameters where COMPETITION was concerned (see
Table 8). However, they were quite different in the B/B R group, as
compared with B/B's.
For MANIPULATION, the behavior-physiology correlations with SBP
paralleled those for COMPETITION: -.15 in the B/B R group and -.05 in
the A/AR group. With DBP, the Ibeh _ phys for B/B
R
subjects was -.20;
for A/A R, s it was .09. There was no observed correlation between
MANIPULATION and HR in either group: 0 in the B/B R group and -.01 in
the A/AR group.
For COOPERATION, the pattern of behavior-physiology correlations
was mixed, too. With SBP, it was .08 for the B/B R, s and .14 for the
A/AR, s. With DBP, it was reversed being .20 for the B/B R 's and -.08
D
for the A/A 's. For HR, both correlations were negative: -.38 among
B/B R, s and -.15 among A/A R, s.
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Finally, for TOTAL BEHAVIOR, there were positive correlations in
both groups with SBP (.32 for B/B R| s and .23 for A/A R 's) and with DBP
(.23 for B/B R 's and .15 for A/AR 's). There was no correlation with HR
in either group (-.08 for B/B R, s and -.07 for A/AR, s).
The interaction in the revised groups . An examination of some of the
summary characteristics of the interaction itself found some
differences as compared to the original SI groupings. Among the
Percent-A groupings, the A/A R, s had the lowest mean Balance score,
which means they shared the floor fairly equally on the average. There
was a statistically significant difference among the groups on this
variable, with the Type AR - B R and B/B R dyads showing much more
disparity in talk times between the two subjects in a given dyad (see
Table 16).
In terms of the specific dollar amounts first mentioned by
subjects in their bargaining, the groups were fairly equal, with the
D
A/A group initially asking for slightly (though not significantly)
R R
more than the B/B group. However, the B/B subjects asked for those
specific dollar amounts much sooner than did the A/AR subjects, or any
other subjects, for that matter. This pattern was similar to that in
the SI groupings, though more pronounced here, with the B/B group
mentioning money on the average only 74 seconds into the interaction,
as compared with 153 seconds in the Sl-based B/B group (see Table 16).
On the percentage of Type A behavior during the first two epochs,
there was a trend toward statistical significance in the differences
between groups. However, this difference was chiefly observed between
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Table 16
Percent-Ax Percent-A
Miscellaneous Interaction Characteristics
VARIABLE GROUP
B/B B/A A/B A/A
n=8 n=7 n=7 n=8
Balance 174.5 162.9 162.9 63.8
df
First Amount
Requested, in
$ Millions: 1-75 1.76
.00
1
-73
.24 3,21
.87
Time of First
Dollar Request,
in Seconds from
Start: 7/1**
->nn* *
• 74 300 283 350 2.74 3,21
.07
% of First Two
Epochs in Type
,29
'
16
-
46
-34 2.39 3,26
.09
% of Sixth Epoch
in Type A: 13 o fi onJ
-
36
-
39
-44 4.20 3,26
.02
One subject missing **Tw0 subjects missing
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the VA« and A/B R groups which, it must be revered, represented the
two halves of the same dyads-unllke the A/AR and B/B« groups which
were comprised of intact dyads. It can be seen that if the A/B R and
B/B data are averaged to get dyad data, the average is quite compar-
able to those of the other dyads (see Table ,6). Furthermore, this
difference between the A/B R and B/AR subjects may largely be due to the
selection criterion-i
.e.
,
these groups were formed on the basis of
rank relative to the median percentage of Type A behavior during the
interaction. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that,
despite this selection criterion, the A/B R and B/AR groups were
practically equal in the percentage of Type A behavior observed during
the sixth epoch.
The differences between the first two and the sixth epochs in
Percent-A are summarized by the slopes of Percent-A across all six
epochs, as presented in Table 17. For the B/B R subjects, the slope
decreased slightly; for the B/A R 's, it increased very slightly. For
all groups, though, it is really doubtful that the slopes were signifi-
cantly different from zero. Averaging over the epoch-to-epoch vari-
ability, the slopes in all groups were essentially flat. In contrast,
slopes on some of the other behavioral measures were quite different,
and somewhat steep. This was particularly true for HOSTILITY and
cooperation. For HOSTILITY, there was no slope in the B/B R group
because there were no HOSTILITY responses. The slope was steepest in
the A/A group, especially if one averages the slopes only for those
subjects who actually engaged in measurable HOSTILITY. Somewhat
surprisingly, B/A R subjects tended to get a little bit more hostile as
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Table 17
Percent-A x Percent-A
Slopes of Behavior Scores Across Six Epochs
BEHAVIOR GROUP
SCORE B/B B/A A/B A/A
F df P
n=8 n=7 n=7 n=8
Hostility 0.0
.60 -
.74 3.56 4 48 3,26 .01
Cotnpeti tion
-1.15 3.64 3.83 -
.18 1 94 3,26 .15
Manipulation
-1.98 3.13 -
.31 - .50 1 .86 3,26 .16
Cooperation 3.2 .90 - .20
-1.10 5 .57 3,26 .00
Percent-A
-
.03
.05 .01 .03 2 .24 3,26 .11
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the interaction went on, while their opponents, the A/B R 's, got a
little less so (see Table 17). The A/A R subjects unquestionably
engaged in more HOSTILITY responses as the interaction continued, if
they engaged in any HOSTILITY responses at all.
The slope pattern for COOPERATION was the reverse: the steepest
positive slope was observed among B/B R subjects, while a slightly
negative slope was seen among the A/AR 's. The B/B R dyads seemed to get
more cooperative as the interaction proceeded, while the A/A R inter-
actions were characterized by progressively more HOSTILITY. These
inter-group differences were in fact statistically significant.
On COMPETITION, the homogeneous groups behaved somewhat
differently from the mixed dyads. The A/B R and B/A R groups had roughly
equal positive slopes that were fairly steep. The A/A R and B/B R
groups, on the other hand, had negative slopes that were slight and, in
fact, were basically flat in practical terms.
On MANIPULATION, only the B/A R subjects had a positive slope,
which was again fairly steep. The slope in the B/B R group was negative
and moderate, and in both Type A R groups the slope was practically flat
(see Table 17).
Regarding the impact of the behavior of one subject on that of the
other in each interaction, the observed £(A|A) in the A/AR dyads was
higher than in the B/B R group (see Table 18). In other words, the
conditional probability of initiating a statement with a Type A
response given an immediately preceding Type A response was higher when
R D
two Type A subjects were interacting together than when two Type B
Table 18
Percent-A x Percent-A
Probabilities and Conditional Probabil ities
of Beginning a Response with Type A or B Behavior
GROUP
PARAMFTFD
B/B B/A A/B A/A
n=8 n=7 n=7 n=8
p (begin kf
.43
.69
.84
.75
p (begin B)
.57
.31
.16
.25
p (end A)
b
.41
.87
.72
.83
p (end B)
.59
.13
.28
.17
p (A/A)° .68
.74
.91
.77
p (A/B) .26
.38
.63
.67
p (B/B)
.74 .62
.37
.33
p (B/A) .32 .26
.09
.23
p (begin A) = probability of beginning a response with a Type A
response category. J
p (end A) = probability of ending a response with a Type A response
category.
°p (A/A) = conditional probability of beginning a response with a
Type A response category, given that the opponent's immediately
preceding response ended with a Type A response category
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subjects were. Surprisingly, the Type A R - R R Hv.Hc l ai B dyads had an even higher
£(A|A). This seems to have been the case especially because of the
very high p_(A|A) in the A/B R half of these dyads.
The ranking across groups of £(a|b) was much more what one would
have expected among the Percent-A groupings than it was among the
Si-based groupings. The A/A R dyads were much more likely to initiate
with a Type A response given a preceding Type A response than the B/B R
dyads. The A/B R and B/A R subjects were analogously ranked within their
dyads, the former having the higher £(A|B). Therefore, the overall
£(A|B) for the Type AR - B R dyads was between that of the A/A R and B/B R
dyads.
As was done for the Si-based groupings, various z and £ statistics
were calculated, in spite of the presumed violation of the assumption
of no autocorrelations in the data.
In a mock test of whether the conditional probability of beginning
a statement with a Type A response given a preceding Type A response
was different from the unconditional probability of beginning a
statement with a Type A response, z statistics were computed for each
grouping. For group A/A R
,
z=1.05, which is not in the significant
range (i.e., not greater than or equal to 1.96). However, for the B/B R
dyads, z=5.00, and for the Type A R - B R dyads, z=4.00; both of these
latter z values would be significant under normal conditions. Within
the Type A
R
- B
R
group, the B/A R subjects had a z=2.80, and the A/B R
subjects had a z_=3.02.
Tests of the inter-group differences in the strength of the £(A|A)
association were also done, computing a z^
iff between groups. Under
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conditions of zero autocorrelation, a significant would mean ,
significant difference in this associative measure. As it happened,
none of the confuted computed quite reached the range of
significance. Between A/AR and B/B R 2 - 1 H7. hoc ,,.R
'
• idiff-1-87, between A/A and the
Type A
-
B dyads, z^-1.12; between A/AR and A/B R
, z^-1.63.
Between the two subjects in the AR
- B
R
dyads, z^.41, and between
the B/A and B/B R groups, z...
f
=.40.
Finally, an actual measure of the strength of the association
between Si's Type A response and S2's in each grouping was computed.
For the A/A R dyads, fl = .25; for B/B R 's, fl . .71; for A
R
- B
R
dyads,
a =-57; for B/A
R,
s, fl = .63; and for A/B R 's, fl = .73.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The present study was designed to explore the behavior and physio-
logical responses of Type A and Type B subjects in interaction with one
another and to develop a methodology for this type of investigation A
competitive interpersonal task that was germane to a managerial working
context was constructed, and a behavioral coding system was developed
to code the responses observed during this task along dimensions
thought to be relevant to the Type A construct. Hypotheses were formed
around four major foci, though because of known limitations in the
design of the study these hypotheses were used more to organize an
exploration into new territory than to test rigorously the conclusions
of previous investigators. Indeed, due to the large amount of variabi-
lity in the data and the small number of subjects, hypotheses generally
were not confirmed in terms of conventional levels of statistical pro-
bability. Nevertheless, the patterns observed among the data are in
many cases consistent with the hypotheses, and in others suggest
provocative hypotheses for future testing. Because of the lack of
observed statistical significance, it is understood that the present
data may not be reliable; but it seems most useful to make this initial
apology and proceed with a discussion of the data as they were actually
observed herein.
This discussion is organized as follows. First, the data are
discussed in terms of the four major foci: individual behaviors,
physiological responses, behavior-physiology correlations, and the
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interpersonal interaction. Subsequently, the methodology is consi-
dered, specifically the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task (FANT) and the
Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System (FANCS), and suggestions for
improvements are made.
Type A Sociophysininqy
Individual behaviors
.
The behavior of each participant was coded with
the FANCS, and data were analyzed in terms of the major Verbal Response
Categories and some derived measures. The first hypothesis stated that
the behavior of Type A's interacting with other Type A's is character-
ized by higher percentages of HOSTILITY, COMPETITION, and MANIPULATION
than the behavior of Type A's with Type B's or Type B's with Type B's.
Though this hypothesis was not reliably confirmed, there was partial
corroboration in the pattern of group means actually observed; i.e.,
Type A's with Type A's (A/A's) spent a higher proportion of this task
engaged in HOSTILITY and MANIPULATION than Type B's with Type B's
(B/B's), but somewhat less on both these measures than the Type A's
with Type B's (A/B's). There was little difference among group means
on COMPETITION, with the exception that the A/B's were observed to have
higher scores than all other groups. In terms of the percentage of
task time spent engaged in all Type A behaviors combined, the Type A
subjects had higher mean scores than the Type B subjects, again with
A/B's having the highest scores. On all of the above behaviors, Type
A - Type B differences were consistently, and most dramatically,
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observed in the m ixed dyads, with the Type A subjects always having
engaged in more of the respective Type A behavior.
There is some consistency between these data and those observed by
other investigators. In similar pairings of subjects, Van Egeren
(1979b) found that Type A's punished more, expressed angry feelings
more, and expressed antisocial intentions more than Type B's, similar
to the present findings on HOSTILITY. On two of these three measures,
Van Egeren's A/A's had higher scores than the A/B's, but these
differences were not significant.
A more recent unpublished study by Wolf and Holroyd (1980) paired
Type A and B college students against cooperative and competitive con-
federates in a bargaining task. Type A's were observed to be more
manipulative than Type B's, as indicated by being less truthful while
bargaining, especially against competitive opponents. These data are
consistent with the present findings of more MANIPULATION among Type
A's, where manipulation was conceptualized as an indirect, even
deceptive, form of competition.
Surprisingly, the present data revealed that non-Type A behaviors
were, overall, quite evenly balanced among A's and B's, even in the A -
B dyads. But this balance was not evenly distributed among all the
Verbal Response Categories, since the Type A's-primarily the A/A's-
engaged in more COOPERATION while the B' s-primarily the B/B ' s-engaged
in more NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION and miscellaneous OTHER RESPONSES.
In general, this particular sample of Type A's engaged in many
more Type A responses than non-Type A responses. Their greater percen-
tage of COOPERATION as compared with Type B's suggests a stronger
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orientation toward proceeding with the task than the B's, who spent
relatively more time in less
"action-oriented" or
"progress-oriented"
behaviors li ke problem description or other miscellaneous counts
TMs pattern is consistent with that observed in other research in
which Type A's focused m0 re than B's on central tasks and less on peri-
pheral tasks in achievement situations (Matthews & Brunson, 1979-
Weidner
» Matthews, 1978). In other words, in an achievement-oriented
context such as the FANT, A's seemed to stay more engaged in moving the
task along toward some outcome, even when that movement required coope-
ration. This makes some sense in light of the fact that the task was
defined such that a compromised result was better than no agreement
whatsoever-in fact, no agreement resulted in a potential loss of
control over the decision regarding funding allocations. Such a loss
of control has been shown to be aversive to Type A's (Chesney, Ward,
Black, Swan, Chadwick, & Rosenman, 1979; Glass, 1977).
Physiological reactivity. Physiological changes over pre-task levels
of systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate
were measured at six points during the interaction, evenly spaced about
90 seconds apart. These data presented a complex picture which did not
confirm the straightforward predictions of the second hypothesis. It
was predicted that the average pre-task-to-interaction increases in
SBP, DBP, and HR would be greater for the A/A group than any other.
This was not confirmed, even suggestively. If anything, the B's had,
on average, slightly greater increases than the A's on all measures.
Basically, though, the pattern of arousal from pre-task to the mean
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interaction reading was the same for the B's (B/B's and B/A's) and the
A's (A/A's and A/B's, though A/B's had somewhat lesser DBP and somewhat
greater HR changes than the A/A's).
If one looks at the interaction as a whole, however, starting with
the initial reading at the beginning of the task and following the
trend of the physiological parameters over the duration of the task,
some interesting differences emerge. These can be discussed most'
readily by considering the average data for all Type B's (B/B's and
B/A's) and for all Type A's (A/A's and A/B's).
At the first task reading, SBP increases were greater among the
A's than B's. On SBP, the A's increased much more quickly initially,
and then tended to decrease slightly over the task, while the B's
increased more slowly at first but continued to increase more steadily
throughout the task. These different patterns account for the equality
between A's and B's at the task average.
On DBP, the increases at the first task reading were greater among
the B's; in fact, the A's decreased initially on DBP. As the task
progressed, both groups tended to increase on DBP fairly evenly.
On HR, both A's and B's increased at the beginning of the task,
and then they tended to decrease over the course of the interaction.
These patterns are depicted graphically in Figure 1.
It should be noted that these reactivity patterns were similar
when the groups were reorganized in terms of the percentage of Type A
behavior occurring during the interaction, though on DBP the magnitude
of changes was smaller and the Type A's did not decrease at the initial
reading (they practically stayed even with pre-task levels).
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Figure 1. General patterns of physiological changes from pre-task
levels during the interaction task.
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Needless to say, extreme caution must be used in speculations
about these results since the amount of variability within 9 roups
precluded the verification of statistically significant differences
between groups. When using various laboratory stressors, researchers
have observed some variety in the particular physiological parameters
on which Type A
- Type B differences were found, for example, out of
22 different cases reviewed by Ward (1981) in which Type A and B sub-
jects (as defined by the Structured Interview) were compared for
cardiovascular responsiveness to a particular task, 45 percent showed
SBP differences, 14 percent showed DBP differences, and 19 percent
showed HR differences. All of these differences showed Type A's having
the greater cardiovascular response, but obviously there were many
cases in which no differences were observed. This collection of data
may simply demonstrate that there are different patterns of cardiovas-
cular response to different stimuli, a fact which has been demonstrated
in much research on cardiovascular psychophysiology (e.g., Cacioppo 8
Petty, 1982) outside of the Type A literature. Quite possibly the
present task (i.e., the FANT) is just a particular task on which no A -
B differences in cardiovascular response exist. However, the multipli-
city of task behaviors in the present study was different from the
unitary dimensions of response typically possible in laboratory stress
tasks, so it is more conceivable that with many more subjects some of
the within-group behavioral— and, therefore, physiological— variability
may be reduced. Consequently, with extreme caution, some speculations
about the physiological data observed here will be ventured.
Let us, for the sake of speculation, assume that the physiological
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change patterns observed in the present sample are reliable. It would
see., then, that there are different phenomena occurring not only
between subjects, but within subjects at different points of measure-
ment. Lacey (1959) first introduced the concept of "directional frac-
tionation," that is, different parts of the total somatic response
pattern can respond in different directions. Obrist (1982) has
.ore
recently pointed out that such fractionation can occur within both the
sympathetic and cardiovascular systems. Note also that the major para-
sympathetic innervation of the heart is through the vagus, with an
increase in vagal stimulation resulting in , decrease in HR, and vice
versa. Sympathetic nervous system effects on the heart and on blood
pressure predominantly occur through a-adrenergic and b-adrenergic
stimulation. A-adrenergic effects are primarily on the vasculature;
this kind of stimulation increases blood pressure by increasing peri-
pheral resistance, primarily through vasoconstriction. Therefore, this
kind of effect usually would result in increases in both SBP and DBP.
On the other hand, b-adrenergic receptors are primarily found in the
myocardium and in certain arterial walls, such that simulation leads to
myocardial excitation and vasodilation. Increased myocardial activity
could be reflected in increased heart rate and, through its effect on
cardiac output, increased SBP. But the vasodilatory effects may serve
to maintain or even decrease DBP. Keeping all these points in mind,
consider first the patterns observed across the three physiological
measures at the initiation of the task, the first task reading.
Among Type A's at the beginning of the task, SBP and HR were up;
DBP was down. This is consistent with b-adrenergic stimulation
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exerting a strong influence on the myocardium and, through its vasodi-
late^ effects, mitigating the effects of a-adrenergic stimulation on
DBP. There could also be a decrease in vagal activity coincident with
this. This picture is very mu ch like that observed at the onset of
shock avoidance (Obrist, 1982).
On the other hand, among Type B's the pattern of a somewhat
smaller SBP increase, coupled with a DBP and HR increase, suggests
minimal b-adrenergic influence on the myocardium as compared to a
stronger a-adrenergic influence on the vasculature, along with
decreased vagal stimulation. In this case, the increased peripheral
resistance due to a-adrenergic stimulation would cause both blood
pressures to increase, and the decrease in vagal stimulation would lead
to the HR increasing. We can speculate that the Type A's added extra
b-adrenergic stimulation on top of this picture to get the larger
effects on SBP and the mitigated effects on DBP. This type of pattern
as was observed among the B's is more consistent with that observed in
response to stressors such as a cold pressor or erotic film (Obrist,
1982). Of relevance to the cardiovascular risk inherent in Type A
behavior is the fact that b-adrenergic stimulation is particularly
focused on the myocardium, which over time may be excessively stressed
by this focus.
Interestingly, if one thinks about the nature of the tasks men-
tioned above which are accompanied by different cardiovascular response
patterns, one can see that preparation for shock avoidance trials
(i.e., one avoids shock if one reacts quickly enough on a reaction time
task) is preparation for active coping, while the experience of holding
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one's hand in cold water or watching a fi, m 1s qu1te^
I" other words, the initial response patterns of Type A subjects, as
they had progressed about one minute into the task, were consonant with
those seen in active coping situations. This is certainly a very Type
A-like stance to take. In contrast, the physiological patterns
passive coping situations. Such a stance is much like that which Type
B's report themselves most comfortable with (Chesney, et al., ,979).
In a recent study by Glass, Krakoff, Contrada, Hilton, Kehoe,
Mannucci, Collins, and Snow (1980) thprp u,ac *«m«v'^ou;, mere was some corroboration of the
present pattern of results. Tvdp A'q anH r'c , .lype and B s engaged in a competitive
game of »Pong»~a video game-with a confederate. In half of the
cases, the confederate remained silent and simply played the game. In
the remaining cases, the confederate made planned comments throughout
the task intended to "harass" the subject. Type A's in the "harass"
condition showed, on average, greater SBP and HR elevations, but not
DBP elevations, than all the other groups. The harassment may have led
to more active coping of some sort on the part of the Type A subjects
exposed to it, with a concomitant increase in b-adrenergic stimulation
of the myocardium as compared to all other groups.
Next, let us consider what happens for the remainder of the inter-
action. Among Type A's, we see a slight decrease in SBP, an increase
in DBP, and a decrease in HR. One explanation for this could be a
shift away from the heavily myocardial influence on blood pressure
toward a more vascular influence, coupled with increasing vagal inhibi-
tion of HR. In other words, the b-adrenergic component of Type A's
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sympathetic arousal diminishes as they get involved with the task and
get used to it, perhaps slightly habituating to it, with the result
that the myocardial boost to SBP is diminished and the relative
a-adrenergic impact on DBP, through vascular constriction, is
increased. At the same time, parasympathetic stimulation of the heart
via the vagal nerve may increase, leading to a decrease in heart rate.
It is worth noting that in animal studies of prolonged exposure to
shock avoidance tasks, this type of shift from myocardial to vascular
influence on blood pressure has been observed (Forsyth, 1971).
As the Type B's get involved in and oriented toward the task, it
would seem that the a-adrenergic stimulation postulated to occur
initially continues to rise, but that parasympathetic vagal stimulation
also rises, leading to a continued increase in SBP and DBP, and a
gradual decrease in HR. In sum, the addition of heavy myocardial
stimulation through b-adrenergic pathways at the beginning of the task
among Type A's, and the diminution of this stimulation as the task pro-
ceeded, could have accounted for the differences in response patterns
depicted in Figure 1. The patterns of sympathetic and parasympathetic
stimulation hypothesized here are summarized in Table 19.
Behavior-physiology correlations
. The exploration of correlations
between different Verbal Response Categories and the physiological
parameters proved to be the most problematic in this study. There was
tremendous variability among all the various correlations on the
different behaviors and physiological measures in all the groups. Even
just taking the A/A's and B/B's, it was very difficult to discern
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Table 19
Postulated Patterns of Neurologic Stimulation of
Cardiovascular Functioning During the
Interaction Task
Beginning
of task
Continuation
of task
TYPE B
TYPE A
Stimulation Result Stimulation Result
a_-adrenergi c +
vagal +
SBP t
DBP +
HR +
a-adrenergic + ) ( SBP t
b-adrenergic t
j | ( DBP +
vagal I ( HR +
^-adrenergic +
vagal t
SBP t
DBP t
HR +
a-adrenergi c t
b-adrenergi c +
vagal +
SBP +
DBP +
HR +
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meaningful patterns among the array of numbers (see Table 8). Perhaps
the most interesting observations here are that the highest pair of
correlations among Type A/A's was for SBP and DBP with HOSTILITY, and
among B/B's it was for SBP and DBP with COOPERATION.
It is not known what these data mean, and little can be said on
their basis. Even reclassifying subjects on the basis of Percent-A did
not shed any new light; similar variability and inconsistencies were
found. Obrist (1982) has pointed out that different laboratory tasks
have led to different physical response patterns, and the same may
prove true for different interpersonal behaviors such as those in the
Verbal Response Categories. Such a possibility would tremendously
complicate the study of such correlations. Nevertheless, it may be
worth examining these behavior-physiology relationships more rigor-
ously, as long as there are substantially more observations used as a
basis for computing the correlations within subjects, and substantially
more subjects across whom to compare these correlations.
The interaction. A few general words can be said about the interac-
tions in the three types of dyads observed in this investigation.
First, interactions in which a Type A subject participated (i.e., A-A
dyads and A-B dyads) were characterized by more HOSTILITY than those
without a Type A participant. This is especially noteworthy since
previous research has suggested that hostility is one of the most
pathogenic of Type A behaviors (Dembroski, et al., 1979a; Matthews, et
al., 1977). Second, interactions between A's and B's had the most
COMPETITION and the least COOPERATION of all interactions. In fact,
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these mixed dyads evidenced more Type A resnnn^cyp m ponses in general and fewer
non-Type A responses than any of the other dyads.
If these differences proved to be reliable, they would be in
contrast to the results observed by Van Egeren (1979b), who noted
similarities between A-B and B-B dyads on "compete" responses and more
competitive responses among A-A dyads. Such a contrast in findings
could be due to differences in subject populations (adult managers vs.
young adult students), the tasks (face-to-face negotiation vs. remote
mixed motive game), and/or the response definitions (broad class of
interpersonal behaviors vs. limited-choice, pre-labeled button
pushing). In the present study, subjects had many visual cues about
their opponents which could have influenced their behavior and led to
interactions quite different from those conducted remotely and
impersonally through a computer keyboard (as in Van Egeren 's work).
Actually, some factors in the history of the present sample could
have mitigated the amount of extreme Type A behaviors, especially
hostility, over and above the factor of face-to-face contact. Many of
these managers informally reported having been to several workshops on
effective interpersonal communication and negotiation. These work-
shops were usually designed to teach, among other things, control over
such extreme antisocial behaviors as hostility; managers learned how
to act as though they were carefully listening to others, paraphrasing
their responses, acknowledging the positions taken by others, present-
ing their own positions diplomatically, etc. Such skills may have
masked some of the more extreme Type A behaviors that could be observed
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in a more naive group. Perhaps the college students in Van Egeren's
(1979b) study were just such a more naive population.
Furthermore, the response options in Van Egeren's paradigm did not
allow for much subtlety: one could either reward or punish, cooperate
or compete, or withdraw. In the present study, on the other hand, the
Verbal Response Category of MANIPULATION was derived because of the
need to describe subtle competitive behaviors that occurred with great
frequency in FANT interactions. The limited forced-choice options in
Van Egeren's task may have partially accounted for the magnitude of the
differences between the A-A and B-B dyads on competitive responses.
Given that the more naturalistic response category of MANIPULATION was
more diffuse and subtle than the behavioral options in the mixed-motive
game, it is noteworthy that there were any inter-group differences at
all on this measure.
The linear trends of behaviors during the interaction differed
across response categories, subject groups, and method of defining sub-
ject groups (though again, not reliably at the .05 level). Among the
dyads formed on the basis of the Structured Interview, there was a
varying tendency for HOSTILITY to increase over the course of the
interaction: B-B dyads increased slightly, A-B dyads increased quite a
bit—especially the Type A members of those dyads—and the A-A dyads
remained fairly consistent in their levels of HOSTILITY throughout the
interaction. The A-B dyads also tended to increase on the other Type A
responses, that is, COMPETITION and MANIPULATION, as opposed to the A-A
and B-B dyads, who stayed constant or decreased. Conversely, the A-B
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dyads exhibited less and less COOPERATION over the interaction, while
the A-A and B-B dyads showed more and more.
It is at first unclear how these results can be explained should
they be demonstrated to be reliable. But if one takes into account the
trend data for the revised groupings, which were based on the percen-
tage of Type A responses engaged in during the interaction, it becomes
easier to make some sense of these observations.
For example, the A-A dyads were comprised of seven subjects who
were reclassified as Type B R according to their Percent-A data. This
group composition may have something to do with why the slope for
HOSTILITY was so low among those dyads. In contrast, the Type A
subjects in the A-B dyads were all reclassified as AR on the basis of
Percent-A, and these subjects showed the steepest increase during the
task for HOSTILITY.
Indeed, when the dyads were regrouped according to the Percent-A
classification, the linear trends of behaviors evidence different
patterns from those seen in the Structured Interview-based groupings.
For instance, the AR-A R dyads had the steepest positive slope on
HOSTILITY, rather than the flattest, and the AR subjects in the AR-B R
dyads had the greatest negative slope, rather than the steepest
positive one. Furthermore, there were no HOSTILITY responses at all
R R
among the B -B dyads. It seems that when subjects who engaged in a
relatively high percentage of Type A responses were interacting with
others who behaved similarly (AR-AR dyads), the amount of overt
behavioral HOSTILITY escalated dramatically during the interaction.
Yet when these high-frequency-A' s were negotiating with opponents who
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engaged in relatively less Type A behavior overall (A R subjects in
A
-B dyads), they tended to de-escalate on HOSTILITY, even while their
opponents escalated. Summarized in a slightly different way, whenever
anyone was paired with a high-frequency-A subject, his HOSTILITY esca-
lated, especially if he was a high-frequency-A himself. In contrast,
if Paired with a low-frequency-A opponent, the high-frequency-A subject
seemed to ease up on his HOSTILITY more and more over the interaction.
These findings suggest that Type A behaviors can stimulate HOSTILITY in
anyone, especially high-probability Type A responders, and that people
who are low-probability Type A responders can promote decreases in
HOSTILITY even among those situational^ most likely to engage in it.
The trends among the Percent-A-based groupings on COMPETITION and
MANIPULATION were very similar to those among the Si-based groupings,
with the mixed dyads escalating these behaviors and the homogeneous
dyads remaining fairly constant or decreasing slightly during the task.
It is not clear what these patterns mean. Some clue to understanding
them may lie in how the A R-B R dyads began their interactions. During
the first two epochs, the A R members of these dyads engaged in three
times the amount of Type A behaviors that their B R opponents did. As
far as HOSTILITY is concerned, subjects may have reciprocated with what
they initially perceived in their opponent's behavior. But this dis-
crepancy may have furthered the tendency to compete on the part of both
participants, perhaps for different reasons on the part of each parti-
cipant. Before extensive unparsimonious speculation is indulged in
regarding this particular phenomenon, more data should be gathered to
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see if there truly is a difference in slope on COMPETITION and
MANIPULATION among these groups.
On COOPERATION, as on HOSTILITY, the patterns among Percent-A
groupings were different from those among Si-based groupings. Also as
in the case of HOSTILITY among Percent-A groups, there were significant
inter-group differences on COOPERATION. In the Percent-A groupings,
the pattern across groups suggests that in interactions in which people
have a relatively low probability of emitting Type A responses, they
will accelerate their COOPERATION if interacting with another low-
frequency-A responder. Conversely, in interactions in which one has a
relatively high probability of emitting Type A responses, he will tend
to decrease his COOPERATION slightly over the course of these interac-
tions if talking to another high-frequency-A responder. In mixed
interactions, it is possible that these patterns are replicated on a
much more modest scale, with low-A responders gradually increasing and
high-A responders gradually decreasing their COOPERATION-but in the
present sample the slopes were essentially flat; most probably in mixed
interactions the level of COOPERATION remains fairly constant.
Overall, it seems that the linear behavioral trends during the
interaction were more a function of the situational density of Type A
behaviors in the interaction than they were of one's Type A or B
classification according to the Structured Interview. Based on the
slope data for the Percent-A groupings, one can speculate as follows:
Negotiating dyads of low-frequency-A responders (B R-B R dyads) engage
in less COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, and Type A behavior in general,
and more COOPERATION, as they continue to interact; dyads of
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high-frequency-A responders (AR-A R dyads) will interject increasing
amounts of HOSTILITY into their bargaining; in mixed dyads, the low-
frequency-A responder will generally increase his frequency of Type A
behaviors in a competitive negotiation, while his high-A opponent will
take some of the hostile edge out of his behavior but continue to
escalate his competition as his opponent does.
The interactions in this study were also examined in terms of a
factor of interpersonal influence. The relationship between how one
person ended his statements and his opponent began his was examined in
a heuristic rather than rigorous way. Considering subjects on a group-
by-group basis according to the Structured Interview, there was evi-
dence of varying degrees of dependency between subjects' responses at
this first degree lag. The evidence was considered suggestive because
there were no known statistical procedures available to suit the exact
structure of the data here. However, if one is willing to suspend
judgment about the rigorousness of the statistics, some interesting
hypotheses can be generated. It seems especially worthwhile to
generate such hypotheses here since there are no known data available
which have been examined in this light.
We can consider whether a person's initiating a statement with a
Type A response depends on whether his partner just finished hj_s
statement with a Type A response. If we say this dependency is strong,
we mean that there is a strong discriminative interpersonal influence;
that is, one person's ending his statement with a Type A response is a
strong discriminative stimulus for the other person to begin his next
statement with a Type A response. Based on the heuristic statistical
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operations employed in the present analysis, it can be said that there
my be some measure of dependency, or discriminative control, in each
type of dyad, and that this dependency is strongest in the A-A dyads
and weakest in the B-B dyads. When the dyads were regrouped according
to the density of Type A behavior in the interaction (Percent-A), the
ranking of the groups was reversed in terms of the strength of this
dependency, but there was no evidence to suggest that the differences
between groups were reliable. Thus, there is suggestive evidence
confirming the fourth hypothesis of this study, which can be restated
as follows: in competitive interactions between two Type A subjects,
there is a greater likelihood that one subject will initiate a Type A
response if his opponent has just emitted a Type A response than there
is in interactions between two Type B's. This hypothesis can be
elaborated to predict that in mixed dyads, the discriminative control
of one person's Type A behavior over the other's is intermediate
between that in A-A and B-B dyads.
Although these results are tentative, it is exciting to note that
they are consistent with what Van Egeren (1979b) observed among his
subjects: namely, that Type A's interacting with Type A's were more
likely to get caught in negative spirals than were Type B's with Type
B's. In other words, there was a stronger tendency to follow competi-
tion with competition in the A-A dyads than there was in the B-B dyads.
Interaction Task Methodology
The Fixed Asset Negotiation Task was designed to be a competitive
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bargaining task with some of the stilus properties of the natural
work environs of white collar employees. It was intended to be
challenging, with a strong demand for competition, but with cooperation
possible. Based on physiological data and subject reports, the task
was a challenging stressor and was representative of situations which
were not only important to white collar subjects but also likely to be
encountered on their job. Judging by subjects' reports, this task also
elicited responses that were valid representations of subjects' normal
behavior in their work environment. It is likely that the responses to
this task give a better picture of the variety of behaviors occurring
in the natural environment than do many laboratory tasks, although this
variety is problematic when trying to analyze data from small subject
samples.
There are several suggestions for modification of this task which
may add to its utility for subsequent investigations. First, it is
possible that Type A - Type B differences may better be observed if the
task was even more challenging, perhaps with an external incentive to
promote more competition between subjects. For example, subjects could
be told that they will be earning points which will be fed back to them
at the end of the task so they may compare their performances. These
points might even be accumulated in competition for a prize of some
sort, such as a bottle of wine (cf. Friedman et al_.
, 1975).
The task could also be elongated in order to obtain larger samples
of behavior, to provide more epochs over which to observe behavioral
and physiological trends and their correlations, and to provide more
transactions at which to examine the discriminative control of one
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subject's behavior over that of the other. Longer interactions might
be more realistic and allow more opportunities to observe negotiated
solutions to the problem of distributing the fixed asset funds des-
cribed in the task. Examination of the styles with which subjects
completed these negotiations could add another dimension to the
understanding of Type A and B functioning in interpersonal contexts.
Other external stimuli could be added to the task, perhaps in the
form of some preprogrammed harassment. Glass and his colleagues (1980)
have shown differences in physiological reactivity among Type A's and
B's in competitive interactions primarily when harassment was added.
Furthermore, such additional stimuli could help maintain subjects'
involvement in the task over a longer period of time, which would be
particularly important if the duration was extended. Habituation to
the interaction could also be reduced by such means.
Finally, much valuable information might be obtained if this task
was used with a confederate as one of the participants. Pre-programming
and carefully rehearsing different negotiation strategies-e.g.
,
cooperative vs. competi tive-would add a measure of control to the
situation that is impossible to achieve with free interaction between
two subjects. Presumably, this could reduce some of the variability
that may have obscured significant group differences in the present
study. Of course, reducing this variability is crucial to rigorous
hypothesis testing.
The Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System (Appendix G) was
developed specifically to categorize the behaviors elicited by the
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Fixed Asset Negotiation Task in terms relevant to the Type A construct
The FANCS proved to be a reliable and comprehensive assessment tool
with only 4.6 percent of all task responses falling into the residual
scoring category of OTHER RESPONSES. However, some changes in the
FANCS may make it better suited for future applications.
One major revision in the FANCS which would be very useful would
be to provide for the sjMtaneous coding of the behavior of both par-
ticipants. This could probably be done fairly easily by adding some
nonverbal response categories which describe what one subject is doing
while the other one speaks. To be sure, this would make an already
complicated scoring protocol even more difficult to apply, but it would
yield the distinct advantage of making FANCS data amenable to statisti-
cal time series tests of dependency which control for the problem of
autodependence discussed earlier in this paper (cf. Allison & Liker,
1982). This facility would open new vistas for exploration into the
nature of Type A - Type B interaction patterns.
Of course, additional samples of data collected on the FANCS may
point to the deletion of several of the individual subcategories which
occur with extreme rarity. At present, there is only justification for
dropping DISCONFIRMATION from the list. In effect, though, an
investigator could short-cut much of the effort in using the FANCS by
coding only the major response categories, such as were analyzed in
this report, rather than coding on all individual subcategories and
then collapsing into the major categories. Furthermore, the Behavior
Ratings (which were not utilized in the present investigation) do not
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see. to the author to offer muoh pro.ise of useless, and mig ht well
be dropped from the manual
.
If only the major Verbal Response Categories are analyzed, one
might add two other types of measure to the FANCS without excessive
coding burden. One would be some measure of "ego involvement," which
Scherwitz and coworkers (1978) have found related to the physiological
responsivity of Type A's. Other psychophysiological researchers have
found "self-involvement" to be a very important factor in general in
studies of physiological reactivity (see review by Singer, 1974). One
possibility would be simply to count the number of first-person
personal pronouns used by subjects. Other ways of measuring this
factor doubtless could be devised.
The other additional type of measure which may offer promise and
which could be gathered from the behavioral responses to the FANT would
be speech stylistics, such as latency, explosive articulation, accele-
ration, and the like. Dembroski and his associates (1978) have found
ratings of such stylistics to be associated with the physiological
reactivity of their subjects, and inclusion of such measures in the
FANCS may increase its value in discerning behavior-physiology
relationships.
Summary and Conclusions
The present investigation was an exploratory effort to develop a
methodology for the quasi-naturalistic sociophysiological study of Type
A and Type B persons in interaction. A competitive interaction task
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was developed in the hope of providing an opportunity to observe the
free interaction of subjects engaged in behaviors relevant to their
lives and to the Type A construct while measuring cardiovascular
responses. Although some hypotheses were formulated, this project was
viewed more as a hypothesis-generating than hypothesis-testing effort
Based on the data collected, it was concluded that the Fixed Asset
Negotiation Task and the Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System could
be, with some revisions, useful in the pursuit of new insights into the
sociophysiology of the Type A behavior pattern. Furthermore, the
following hypotheses were formed and are presented as provocative and
potentially promising avenues for future research:
1. In naturalistic competitive situations, Type A's will average
in general more hostility than Type B's, but they will not
necessarily demonstrate more competition as they do in some
more simplistic laboratory tasks. Furthermore, Type A's
interacting with other Type A's will demonstrate stronger
discriminative control over each other's Type A behavior than
other kinds of dyads.
2. In naturalistic competitive situations, high-frequency-Type A
responders paired with each other will escalate hostile
behaviors, regardless of the Structured Interview-based A/B
classification. Low-frequency-Type A responders paired with
each other will cooperate more and more, and decrease their
Type A responses during their interactions. Low-frequency-A
responders interacting with high-frequency-A responders will
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3.
tend to increase their Type A behaviors generally, while
their high-frequency-A opponents decrease their hostility.
In ti.e-li.ited competitive interactions where compromise is
possible but very difficult, Type B's will evidence an
initial pattern of increasing a-adrenergic stimulation with a
decrease in vagal stimulation, followed by continued
increases in a-adrenergic stimulation with increases in vagal
stimulation. Type A"s will demonstrate this same basic
pattern, but with a pattern superimposed on it of initially
increasing b-adrenergic stimulation followed by a decrease in
b-adrenergic stimulation. In general, these patterns will be
coincident with a passive coping style on the part of Type
B's and an active coping style on the part of Type A's.
It is hoped that inquiry along the lines described here will not
only refine the description of Type A behavior and Type A physiology in
their social context, but ultimately will suggest avenues for
interventions aimed at the reduction of cardiopathy risk.
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APPENDIX A
BEHAVIOR PATTERN INTERVIEW
INTRODUCTION:
"I would aDDreriatP * +
questions to the best of yCur ability Your*?
anSWer the fo11owin9
the strictest confidence Most of th« tfSWerS wil1 be keP* In
your superficial habits and none of thlrn^rI SS ^ C°nCerned withtaping now.) nem Wl11 embarrass you." (Begin
Your code number is
. (Name?)
1
•
May I ask your age?
2. Why did you volunteer for this study?
3. What is your occupation:
(a) How long have you been in this type of work?
4. Are you SATISFIED with your job level? (Why not?)
5. Does your job carry HEAVY responsibility?
PRESSURE?
6
^ ^'^ y° U f6el Particul ^ly RUSHED or under
(b) When you are under PRESSURE does it both you?
6. Would you describe yourself as a HARD-DRIVING, AMBITIOUS tvoe of
Q ?CKLVa
C
";P
oVsibi
n
e
g
ft ™W y° U T l > 9^t?n thin els
rlf^ as a
(a) Are you married?
(b)
amrtt?omc
y° Ur WlF
f
describe you-as HARD-DRIVING andAMBITIOUS or as relaxed and easy-going?
(c) Has she ever asked you to slow down in your work? NEVER?How would^HE put it— in HER OWN words?
7. When you get ANGRY or UPSET, do people around you know about it?How do you show it?
8. Do you think you drive HARDER to ACCOMPLISH things than most ofyour associates?
9. Do you take work home with you? How often?
10. Do you have children? When they were around the ages of 6 and 8,did you play competitive games with them, like cards, checkers,
Monopoly?
(a) Did you ALWAYS allow them to win on PURPOSE?
(b) Why (or, why NOT)?
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11. When you play games with people YOUR own »„„ h-
FUN of it, or are you in there to WIN?
9
' °
y°" pUy for the
12. Is there any COMPETITION in your job? Do you enjoy this?(a) Are you competitive off the job-sports for'example?
anyone riding with yo'u k£[that"ou Z^Zum??^ 1 W°M
ordinarily uh-uh-lfke-to>-ut?-get
-up?
uh -" hat
-t"»«'-uh-do you-uh,
"'
|fte
yr» in the
16.
17.
Jo,nH
U
Hn
e
?t
S
r
e
?
ne d
°i
n
?
3 j0b rather SL0WLY and you KNOW that vou
to'watch hi,?
3
'" b6tter y°UrSelf
>
does « ,ake you REsM
(a) Would you STEP IN AND DO IT yourself?
ySfwork?
1™" y° U m° St ab°Ut y° Ur work
'
or the Pe°P le wi th whom
18. Do you eat RAPIDLY? Do you WALK rapidly? After you've FINISHED
19
- o^jer^j^ii^tAH^^N^^^" 1^^^ 3:?!^:^^ 9"
20. How do you feel about WAITING in lines: (pause) bank lines, or
super-market lines?
21. Do you ALWAYS feel anxious to GET GOING and FINISH whatever vouhave to do? J
22. Do you have the feeling that TIME is passing too RAPIDLY for you
to ACCOMPLISH all the things you'd like to GET DONE in one day?
(a) Do you OFTEN feel a sense of TIME URGENCY?
23. Do you HURRY in doing most things?
All right, that completes the interview. Thank you very much.
Interviewers: State: "This completes the interview of Subject
(give code numbers).
"
APPENDIX B
^^-^^J^ DISEASE RISK :
SPECIAL STUDY ON WORkj^JTFPA^M
May 1980
Dear Study Participant:
hearth MS Z Zl\%Zs"XVn\Z,lW ° fsituations At present, we would 1« ?n 1t to continue yolrparticipation in a new aspect of the studv beeau« th. i,fl
have
a
g1ven to date provides the opt?n£«^^
asslcSInrp
6
t
W
h
(
i
rk
;
rela
5
e(
l
b* hi
!
viors that we have examined with yourista ce, the Type A behavior pattern first identified bv DrsFriedman and Rosenman has emerged as the behavior most closely relatedto heart disease both in our research and in the investigations of
nltV± h
Unf°^nately the specific characteristics of this behaviorpat ern which become salient as people interact in the work setting are
TtJ
et
T
SUf
I
1C
K
le
.
ntly underst00d to Permit the design of technique^ to
5WtlfeJ^ehlV,°r/ JhJ S conti ^ation of the ongoing study sdirected at identifying the specific Type A characteristics in workinteractions that are related to heart disease, and at the mechanismsby which they exert their effects. nom
Benefits accrue for all of us from this study. As members of
various occupations and professions, only you can provide us with the
subject material that is directly relevant to the study of the Type Abehavior pattern. The data generated from your participation in this
study will aid in the development of more sophisticated evaluation
procedures for studies on the relationship of Type A to health, and
will furnish information which ultimately will help health care provi-ders change Type A behavior. With regard to your specific benefits,
this study will give you the opportunity to obtain more information on
your behavioral and physiological responses to work stress and to
develop an understanding of just how you fit into the picture of this
Type A - Type B classification scheme.
We know that you have invested considerable time and effort in
this study to date and may be hesitant to continue. However, we would
like to emphasize that your involvement in this continuation phase
would be limited to approximately one and a quarter hours of your time,
and should prove to be quite interesting.
If you decide to participate, a few short assessment instruments
will be mailed to you for subsequent return to SRI. A total of about
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Late",
1
," you
5
wVVe ^ed Vengagf ^other participant. This tas will inv„i, Ctlon task w1th one
hypothetical monetary resources in a w rk ettinoT'l 0 " °.Veranalysis possible, this interaction win k. IS' Tc make subsequent
aspect of behavior style U PhtslolSalo.l «. vldeota Ped - Since one
of cardiovascular response fblood °resslr ^K.K"6^' measuresrecorded while participants engage f thl task h?K* rate) w111 beinvolve any invasive techniques or discomfort Th«Se .measur" do ™tharm. This task will be completed
I In prTvacv at I S^r ^
S
"° Chan(
;
e of
hours, and you will be Given » rhzr.nl S k Y* LMSC durlr>9 working
time required to colpitis t«kTs y° Ur t1me '
"
The total
risk fa^torf^Of'eou'rs e VrticToation \Spf ts of the ^ A
tary, and any participa'ntTay withdraw at 1'tiXV"}^ volun-to continue. All information on inriY.o-H.l! ^ IT*, 1f he does not wi sh
this study will be kept Strictly cSnflden? .f^01 ???18 obtained from
ible to anyone outside the SRI Lw tf.A it WVI not be access "
c*nHw
In
°
rder
, *°u
c °ntinue y°ur Participation in this new aspect of our
inc^^fopl. T?£^^^^^nt'^ e^^l at the tob °f «" Consent^ ^ SSSn,
for your assistance and look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely yours,
Margaret Chesney, Ph.D.
Director, Behavioral Medicine Lab
John Peters, M.S.
Investigator
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SPECIAL STUDY ON l^QRKjyN]|RACT^
Consent Form
the abive"3ct \o\TL2lZ\VXr^nt t0 partici P"e in
Research Institute) wUh the cSopera^on nf , n ^""j""3 ' (Stanf°<-d
procedures described in the acSvfnn U?Ckhee^ a,nd t0 unde HJo the
letter and I understand that:
1 have read th1s
1
• Sesr^ure;"MS ^ N°"e ° f
description ot theUSfa^nc^^^M"c^a^^fet^r! 01" 1"^ kTOWled9e ™ as
ii
a
tL?pre1ud!ce
0
?o
ti
^e?r
rtiCiPSt,
'
0n ,n the project at a
"* «.
A report of any significant information from this proiect thatspecifically concerns me, along with a summary of The overallfindings, will be furnished to me upon completion of the study.
2.
3.
Date
(Name - print)
Signature
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APPENDIX D
SUBJECT INFORMATION
Note: This cover sheet will be removed from the rest of tM.questionnaire and filed senaratoiw lu\ 11 thls
tiality of the information^
pages may be maintained. No ident fvinS n^
e
fn
fol
l
owln9
than your subject number will be aval^M*
\
nformatlon other
handling the data
ai able to anyone
Name
Lockheed ID Number
Telephone Extension (418) 74
0r9- :
- Building:_
Date questionnaire completed:
SUBJECT NUMBER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE PROGRAM
SRI International
Menlo Park, California
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Demographic Information
What is your present marital status? (Circle one number)
Married
Widowed
2
Divorced
,
Separated
.
Never married
5
Highest diploma or degree completed (Circle one number)
Less than 8th grade
]
8th grade 2
High school or GED 3
Associate's degree 4
Bachelor's degree 5
Master's degree 5
Doctorate
7
Occupational category which best describes your iob(Circle one number)
Manager
1
Professional 2
Technician 3
Sales worker 4
Clerical or office worker 5
Craftsperson 6
Machine operator 7
Laborer 8
Service worker 9
154
Baseline Information
Not at all satisfied
]
Not too satisfied
2
Moderately satisfied 3
Very satisfied
4
5. How many of the following have you smoked today?
Cigarettes
Cigars or cigarillos
Pipesful of tobacco
How many of the following have you consumed today ?
6. Caffeinated coffee ~ number of cups:
7. Caffeinated tea number of cups:
8. Soft drinks containing caffeine* —
number of cans or bottles:
*Soft drinks which contain caffeine are: Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, RC
c°I?' J
Dr
',
Pepper
'
Tabs Diet Pe P si ' Diet Dr - PePPer and Mountain Dew.
Soft drinks which do not contain caffeine include: 7-Up, Sprite and
Orange Crush.
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For each of the followinq non-Drpsm'ntinn , j
indicate whether you take the medication A^i P^W™ drug types,
whether you have taken any toda^
° n
^J^iii-^e_a_week, and
A
- Non-Prescription Drug s
9. General pain remedies
(ex., aspirin, Tylenol)
10.
n.
12.
13.
14.
Stomach upset or heartburn remedies
(ex., Rolaids, Maalox)
Laxatives (ex., Exlax, Milk of Magnesia).
Medication to "pep you up"
(ex.
, No-Doz, Vivarin)
Medications to "calm you down"
(ex., Compoz, Quiet-World)
Antihistamines for colds and allergies
(see examples below)
At least
once
a week
-yes-
-no-
Any
today ?
-yes-
-no-
Examples of antihistamines are: Actifed, Allerest, Chlor-TrimPtnn
B. Prescription Drugs
(Name those you are taking)
15.
16.
17.
(Name of drug)
(Name of drug)
(Name of drug)
At least
once
a week
-yes-
-no-
1 2
1 2
Any
today?
-yes-
-no-
1 2
1
APPENDIX E
MATERIALS FOR FIXED ASSET NEGOTIATION TASK
Background Information
You are a manager in a large corporation. Like other managers,
you are concerned about the optimal functioning of your department,
Department S, and you understand that its functioning depends on many
factors. With an expanding and changing workforce, there is an ongoing
need for innovative and renovative expenditures: layout changes,
building modification, additional facilities and equipment, newer and
safer tools and machinery, etc., etc. Factors such as these affect the
quality of the work environment and the motivation, morale, and
productivity of your workforce. Ultimately, they affect the bottom
line. Ultimately, the bottom line is your concern.
Recently, a pool of fixed asset funds totaling $2.25 million has
become available for disbursal according to internal discretion. While
several departments are competing for portions of this money, most of
the political clout among the different departments is wielded by you
and one other manager, from Department T. However, several managers
have been developing project proposals in order to secure significant
funds for their departments, and you realize you must do the same. If
you have a strong enough plan, chances are good you will win out over
the others.
The one possible exception, and your major obstacle, is the
manager of Department T. He, of course, wants the money for his
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department, and he is the most potent other contender for it.
Vpu are going to meet with him now. You know that you may be able
to solve this problem for yourself by convincing him tp subordinate his
proposal to yours, or by somehow beating him in this proposal game, or
by getting information from him, or by working together, or by some
other strategy you can think of.
You know that your people are depending on you in this situation
to represent them, to solve this problem, to bargain as best you can.
The quality of their jobs and hence their productivity are at stake.
The course of your own advancement may be involved.
You need some kind of proposal or strategy to start with. It may
be novel or familiar. You may or may not want to change it as you go
along, to suit your own purposes. One thing is certain: you need as
much money as you can get, no matter what. If you do not reach some
agreement, it is possible that someone else may decide for you.
You are in a powerful position in terms of your personal influence
in the company; you are able to keep the promises you make, if you
choose to do so. You may or may not need to use your power. However,
a good outcome here will make you look very good.
We want to see how you solve this problem. You will have only 10
minutes, so you must think and act quickly. It is up to you to
represent yourself in this task as best you can. Later, we will
compare your performance with that of others who complete this same
task.
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FACT SHEET
CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING KEY FACTS :
1.
^^o^fr/Vong^e: 0 °thiP S ° UrCeS ° f funds these
1nc?LTng.
r1Sln9 Sharply
'
and a11 your ex Penses ^ be
The^ther manager is anxious to strengthen his department at any
If
u
n0t obtain the necessary funds, your department will
lole yoir jo
e
b
mer9ed ^ 3 Str°nger ° ne
'
and ^u are likely
!LWh° Uld, be alm° st impossible for anyone to do much of anythingworth noticing for less than $1.4 million.
In monetary terms, the best anyone has been able to negotiate inthis task is $1.55 million.
*******************
Now, take just 2 minutes to develop your initial strategy/proposal
Then write a brief statement of what it is here:
What specifically do you want to get from the other person (can be
something other than money)?
As far as money is concerned, what is your specific target figure for
this session?
What is the minimum figure with which you will be satisfied?
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What do you think the other manager's specific target figure is?
manager ft,t'SufSd?^^ ^ tMnk the ° th-
NOTE:
160
PROPOSED FIXED ASSFT ALLOCATIONS
Department S and Department T agree and propose that
$2.25 million of available fixed asset funds be allo-
cated between these two departments as follows:
Allocation for Department S: $__
Allocation for Department T: $
Specific terms:
Signatures
Manager ot Department S Manager of Department T
APPENDIX F
DEBRIEFING QUESTIONNAIRE
Subject number
DIRECTIONS: Please respond to each of the following questions by
for you
9 Ch° 1Ce WhiGh beSt answers the question
to cJWSS ^^rfitZtf -s an opportunity for you
skills. To what extent did you find that thlJ ff?k SP*
challenged you, i.e., prompted?' cSmpe'teJ' (Ci'rcle'one)
6^^
^r nonT
6
.
SOmeWhat a fai> amount very much
2. How much did your partner challenge you?
^r nonT
6
*
fai> amount ve^ ™ch
B
*
Ibso^teVbyTt?^ Peally inV° 1Ved 1n the interaction, or
VG
o
r
r llm*
SOmewhat a fair amoun t very much
\. How much did you challenge your partner?
very little somewhat a fair amount very much
or none y
i. How likely are you in your work actually to encounter a situation
in which you have to engage in a problem-solving or negotiation
process like this one, even though the content of the situation
may be different?
hardly likely somewhat fairly likely very likely
likely
In general terms, how relevant is this kind of interaction to vour
work life?
hardly relevant somewhat fairly relevant very relevant
relevant
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Page 2 _
Subject number
7
-
very little somewhat a fair amount
8. How much did your partner cooperate with you?
very little somewhat a fair amount
9. How much did your partner compete with you?
very little somewhat a fair amount
10. How involved in the task was your partner?
very little somewhat a fair amount
11. To what extent were you pressured for time?
very little somewhat a fair amount
12. To what extent was your partner trying to win?
very little somewhat a fair amount very much
13. Mark a slash across the line below to indicate the extent to vouyou were in control of this interaction:
You Your Partner
14. To what extent did you get what you wanted?
None at all Everything
very much
very much
very much
very much
very much
15. What is your job title?
Please give a brief description of your job:
Thank you very much for your participation; your help is invaluable!
APPENDIX G
FIXED ASSET NEGOTIATION CODING SYSTEM - FANCS
The Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System (FANCS) has been devel-
oped specifically to record objectively the interpersonal behaviors
that occur during the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task (FANT), with primary
focus on those interpersonal responses that are germane to the Type A
behavior construct of Friedman and Rosenman (1974). The FANT is a
competitive bargaining task in which two subjects are asked to assume
roles of managers within the same company trying to negotiate the
division of a limited pool of fixed asset funds. The interactions are
videotape-recorded for the purpose of coding at a later time by raters
who may replay the tape as often as necessary for accurate and reliable
coding.
The FANCS is divided into three parts: (1) Verbal Response
Categories, (2) Behavior Ratings, and (3) Monetary Proposals. The most
complex of these is the first, and its development will be described in
detail
.
Verbal Response Categories
Development
. The first section of the FANCS, Verbal Response
Categories, consists of 24 discrete behavior codes which are used to
describe every verbal response of each subject on a time line that runs
the duration of the interaction. This part of the coding system, and
several specific codes, were based in part on the 1975 version of the
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Marital Interaction Coding System (MICS) (Hops, Wills, Patterson, &
Weiss, 1972) published by the Marital Studies Center of the University
of Oregon and the Oregon Research Institute. The codes were selected
on the basis of their relevance to the Type A behavior construct, to a
few previous studies on Type A subjects in interaction, and to the
behavior elicited by the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task itself.
Type A behavior, when elicited, is behavior purported to be hos-
tile, competitive, and impatient (Friedman, 1969). Therefore, these
three constructs- hostility, competition, and impatience-were the con-
ceptual foundation on which the Verbal Response Categories were built.
In addition, there was a limited body of research on the interactive
behavior of Type A and B subjects (Van Egeren, 1 979a, 1979b; Wolf &
Holroyd, 1980) in which task paradigms permitted the observation of
cooperative versus competitive as well as manipulative responses. For
the sake of comparison with this research, cooperation and manipulation
were added to the basic list of behavior constructs to be considered
among the Verbal Response Categories.
After the format of the Fixed Asset Negotiation Task was
finalized, five pairs of pilot subjects were recruited from the same
managerial population which was the pool for a large series of epidemi-
ological studies on Type A behavior at Lockheed Missiles and Space
Corporation in Sunnyvale, California (e.g., Chesney, Black, Chadwick, &
Rosenman, in press). These subjects completed the FANT, and their
video-taped responses were examined by a team of four psychologists and
psychology graduate students. Three of these four had no previous
exposure to the literature on Type A behavior nor to the specific
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P-poses of the present study. This tea, observed each videotaped
Pilot interaction and noted as .any behaviors of interest as possible
that is, whatever behavior was salient and could be used objectively to
describe the interaction. In other words, they simply described the
interactions as objectively as possible, keeping in mind the impact of
each subject's behavior on the other. Fro. the written descriptions
thus obtained, a list of response categories was derived and added to
the five constructs mentioned above. This combined list formed the
basis of the first draft of the Verbal Response Categories.
Subsequently, definitions for each of these draft codes were
composed. Six definitions were based on similar codes in the 1975 MICS
(PUT DOWN, CRITICISM, INTERRUPTION, REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT, AGREEMENT/
CONFIRMATION, and NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION)
, and one on a code writ-
ten by Ericson and Rogers (1974) (DISCONFIRMATION)
. Other definitions
were based on those found in Webster's Third International nirtinn,,.,
(HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION, INTIMIDATION, COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, and
COOPERATION). All other code definitions were based solely on
descriptions of the behavior samples observed from the FANT.
Drafts of code definitions were then used in attempts to code the
pilot FANT interactions. On the basis of these attempts, definitions
were refined and certain codes were dropped to eliminate overlap,
redundancy, and codes which seemed to occur too rarely to warrant their
inclusion. IMPATIENCE was dropped from this part of the coding system
since there were almost no discrete verbal responses that could be
described satisfactorily by this construct. The final list of codes in
this section can be found in Table 20.
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Table 20
s in the Fixed Asset Negotiation Coding System (FANCS)
I- VERBAL RESPONSE CATEGORIES
A.O. HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION
A.l. INTIMIDATION
A. 2. PUT DOWN
A. 3. CRITICISM
B. O. COMPETITION
B.l. MANIPULATION
B.l.a. I NEED TO HELP YOU
B.l .b. POOR ME
B.l.c. YES, BUT
B.l .d. MANIPULATIVE QUESTION
B.l.e. SELF-AGGRANDIZEMENT
B.2. COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION
B.2.a. MORE MONEY
B.2.b. ME NOW
, YOU LATER
B.3. INTERRUPTION
B.4. REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT
CO. DISCONFI RMATI0N
D.O. COOPERATION
D.l. AGREEMENT/CONFIRMATION
D.2. COOPERATIVE SUGGESTION
D.2.a. NEGOTIATE COOPERATIVELY
D. 2.b. SPLIT MONEY
E. O. NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
F. O. OTHER RESPONSES
II. BEHAVIOR RATINGS : 4 3 2 1
A. TIME URGENT (IMPATIENT) — NOT TIME URGENT (PATIENT)
B. DEFENSIVE --- NOT DEFENSIVE
C. AGGRESSIVE — NOT AGGRESSIVE
D. RELAXED —
- NOT RELAXED (TENSE)
E. SUBMISSIVE — NOT SUBMISSIVE
F. DEPRESSED — NOT DEPRESSED
III
.
MONETARY PROPOSALS
A. FIRST DOLLAR FIGURE ASKED BY EACH
B. LAST DOLLAR FIGURE ASKED BY EACH
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The result of this developmental work is a group of 24 codes
divided into Type A and non-Type A groups. Seventeen of the codes are
in the Type A group, reflecting the heavy demand for competition in the
FANT. There are six major response categories: HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION,
COMPETITION, and DISCONFIRMATION fall within the Type A group, while'
COOPERATION, NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, and OTHER RESPONSES are in
the non-Type A group. The remaining codes fall under these major
categories.
Coding procedure
.
In applying this coding system to observed interac-
tional behavior, the rater must make decisions about the basic unit of
measurement. As in the MICS and other systems, the basic unit here is
defined as a verbal response "which is homogeneous in content (or
Mclion), without regard for its duration or its arbitrary syntactical
properties, such as division into. .. .sentences" (Marital Studies Cen-
ter, 1975, p. 18; underscored words mine). This homogeneity is deter-
mined with regard to the definitions of the 24 codes discussed herein.
Typically, but not necessarily, the unit will consist of one or several
sentences; sometimes, it will consist of a phrase within a sentence.
A special coding sheet is used for recording the coded behavior
from the FANT (Figure 2). This sheet is arranged as a time-line graph,
with units of time measured along the abscissa, while the codes are
arranged along the ordinate. Thus, the occurrence of each response
code is recorded on a different horizontal row. Colored pencils are
used to record the behavior, red for the subject on the right in the
visual field of the videotape, and blue for the subject on the left.
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Figure 2. Sample of FANCS coding sheet. This illustration includes
the first 3 minutes of a sheet which extended similarly to 11
mi nutes
.
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Two-ended drafting pencils with red on one end and blue on the other
are used for convenience.
Since the passage of minutes and seconds is recorded on a digital
dock in the visual field of the videotape, it is simple to anchor any
<nven response in the interaction in tern, of tin* from the beginning
of the task. When a code has been determined for a given behavior
"nit, a line is penciled along the row for that code, beginning at that
point corresponding to the time at which the behavior unit began, and
ending at the point corresponding to the moment when the behavior unit
ended. Thus, the length of the pencil line reflects directly the
duration of the behavior unit, the color of the line (red or blue)
indicates which subject was speaking, and the row along which the line
is drawn indicates what kind of response was made. Since the response
codes are arranged hierarchically along the ordinate of the coding
sheet (see below), with the Type A codes at the top and the non-type A
codes at the bottom, a quick glance at the sheet can reveal to the
trained reader quite a bit about the general flow of the interaction:
whether Type A or non-Type A-or a mixture-responses were exchanged,
who dominated the interaction in terms of talk-time, whether long or
short responses characterized the conversation, whether the nature of
the responses changed over the course of the interaction (e.g., got
shorter and more rapid-fire as the time-limit approached), whether
there were long pauses, frequent interruptions, neutral or non-neutral
responses, and the like.
There are several conventions that govern the use of the Verbal
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Response Categories of the FANCS which are not described in the
detailed code definitions. These conventions are outlined below.
Hierarchical coding
.
The six major Verbal Response Categories-
HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION, COMPETITION,
^CONFIRMATION, COOPERATION,
NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, and OTHER RESPONSES-are arranged in
hierarchical order, with those categories or codes at the top of the
list having precedence over those lower on the list. Thus, for
example, if a response has elements of competition but is also clearly
hostile, it would be scored as HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION because this
category has ascendancy in the hierarchy.
Several of the major response categories also have sub-codes
within them. These sub-codes are mutually exclusive but are not
hierarchically arranged within the major category. They are intended
to denote the most common specific forms that the major response
categories may take. However, they are not exhaustive. Thus, there
are, for example, some kinds of competitive responses whose specific
form is not included among the sub-categories under COMPETITION. A
response is given a major category code only if it meets the criteria
for that major code and does not meet the criteria for any existing
sub-category codes.
Double coding. In some cases, there is a discrepancy between the con-
tent and the function of a response. The function of the response has
priority for the purposes of analysis. However, some valuable
information can be lost if there is no record of the form or content of
the response used by the subject. Therefore, in cases where the
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content of the response is cooperative or neutral but the function
belongs in one of the categories further up the hierarchy, both codes
will be scored for the relevant part of the response.
For example, sometimes one subject will set up a situation to be
extremely competitive, as by asking for the entire sum of fixed asset
funds. In such a context, it may be impossible for the opponent to
make a functionally cooperative or neutral response. If the opponent
suggests cooperation, but cooperation is not what the first subject has
already indicated he wants, then the suggestion has a competitive
function, by definition. In this case, then, the suggestion for
cooperation would be double-coded as NEGOTIATE COOPERATIVELY and
COMPETITION. The cooperative code serves to distinguish the form of
this competitive response from other forms.
In sum, double coding is used when the content of a response is
either COOPERATION (including its sub-categories) or NEUTRAL PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION, but the function is more hostile or competitive in nature.
Only the following function codes are used in double coding:
HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION, COMPETITION, MANIPULATION, REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT,
and DISCONFI RMATION
.
When recoding double codes on the coding sheet, the rater connects
the two horizontal code lines with a vertical line of the same color to
make the double code obvious to anyone inspecting the code sheet. It
has also been found helpful to draw a green line parallel to the
content-code line to reduce further the chances of mistakenly adding
that content-code into the total score tallied for that response
category. See the example in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Example of double coding. The function of the response
was competitive, the content was a COOPERATIVE SUGGESTION.
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°fconventions. There are three other conventions used in this
section of the FANCS which are not spoiled out among the code defini-
tions. The first of these concerns very brief responses, such as a
simple
..Ves" or "No," which are two seconds or less in duration. Such
responses are coded in the appropriate category with a slash(/) across
the time line at the moment at which they begin.
The second convention relates to pauses in the speech of the
subjects. If a pause of less than three seconds occurs within a
response, the response is assumed to be continuous over that duration;
there is no break in the time line indicated on the record sheet. If a
pause of less than three seconds occurs between responses, the response
before the pause is recorded as occurring right up to the moment at
which the response after the pause begins. Only pauses greater than or
equal to three seconds are indicated on the record sheet by a break in
the time line.
The third convention relates to verbal "corrections" in the inter-
action. Periodically in the course of these interactions one subject
will correct a statement made by his opponent. Since the function of
these corrections in the interaction varies, it has not been deemed
appropriate to employ a separate category for "corrections," but rather
to score them according to how they are used in the interaction.
A correction of the other person's statement which just corrects
information in a neutral fashion (including neutral tone of voice) is
scored as NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, e.g.,
Left Subject: "So, you want $2 million."
Right Subject: "No, I only want $1.5 million." - NEUTRAL PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION
If a subject corrects a general statement by the opponent in a way
which asserts or defends his own position, the correction is scored as
COMPETITION, unless the correction is a reiteration of a specific
proposal or suggestion, in which case it is scored under COMPETITIVE
SUGGESTION. For example,
"No, that's not what I meant; I think we need better data
management systems (which is what I want the money for)."
COMPETITION
"I said I want $1.5 million to set up a data management
system in our department."
- MORE MONEY (subcategory under
COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION)
A correction delivered in a hostile way, which appears to attack,
reduce, or belittle the opponent, is scored in the appropriate category
or subcategory under HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION.
Reliability
.
The most simple and straightforward method for computing
the reliability of recorded codes is based on the procedure of calcu-
lating percentage agreement by dividing the total number of agreements
between two observers by the total number of agreements plus disagree-
ments. The following system has been employed to determine agreements
and disagreements.
When there are two observers, or coders, one must be designated
the Master Coder. This designation may be done on the basis of the
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relative amount of experience with the coding system, the more
experienced coder being assigned as Master Coder. Alternatively one
of two observers may be chosen arbitrarily (e.g., on the basis of
random selection) to be the Master Coder. The record of the Master
Coder is used as the basis for determining the number of agreements and
disagreements; it is simply the reference for computational purposes.
The coding sheet of the Master Coder is examined on a moment-by-
moment basis and compared to that of the other coder. The sequence of
codes is noted for both observers, the number of codes on the second
observer's sheet which correspond to the Master Coder's record is
tallied as is the number of codes which do not correspond to the Master
Coder's record. This is done for each minute of the interaction, with
total agreements and total disagreements summed across all these
intervals. Total agreements are divided by total agreements plus
disagreements to yield the reliability coefficient between those
observers for that particular dyad.
For example, suppose that for two minutes of a particular
interaction two observers had recorded the sequences shown in Figure 4.
These records would be read as follows:
Master Coder:
Left Subject: COMPETITION, COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION, MANIPULATION
Right Subject: REFUSAL, CRITICISM, COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION
Second Coder:
Left Subject: COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION, MANIPULATION
Right Subject: REFUSAL, HOSTILITY, COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION, ME
NOW, YOU LATER
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MASTER CODER
HOSTILITY
CRITICISM
COMPETITION
MANIPULATION
COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION
ME NOW, YOU LATER
REFUSAL
Figure 4. Example of reliability coding. The Master Coder's ratings
are compared with those of a second rater. Dotted lines represent the
left subject, solid lines represent the right subject.
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The second coder did not score Left's first code of COMPETITION,
so one disagreement would be tallied. There is agreement for the
'
remaining responses of Left. Both observers agree on the first code
for Right, but disagree on the second code. There is agreement on the
third code. Finally, the second observer scored an extra code at the
end of the record for Right which the Master Coder did not record,
namely, ME NOW, YOU LATER. This would be tallied as another disagree-
ment. For this interval, then, the total number of agreements is four,
and the total number of disagreements is three. Reliability for this
interval would be 4/7.
Once an entire interaction has been coded, a simple way of
quantifying a summary description of the interaction is to add up the
total number of seconds in which each subject engaged in each response
category. The record of the Master Coder would be used for this tally.
Each subject would have a score on each of the 24 Verbal Response
categories equal to the number of seconds he engaged in that category
over the entire interaction. Within a given interaction, several
categories may have scores of zero for one or both subjects.
More detail about the changing nature of the interaction over time
can be derived by dividing the interaction into epochs, and scoring
each response category for each epoch. For example, a 10-minute inter-
action might be divided into five 2-minute epochs. Each subject would
then have five sets of scores on all response categories, each set of
scores equaling the total number of seconds that each response was
observed over the respective 2-minute period.
In order to be sure of reliable scoring, one should have the
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Master Coder's record sheet scored by two people. Reliability can be
calculated in terms of the ratios of agreements to agreements plus
disagreements. Scores that do not differ by more than 2 points (i.e.,
2 seconds) are counted as agreements. Resppnse categories for which'
both observers score a zero are not counted in the reliability
computations. Thus, the total number of agreements plus disagreements
equals the total number of response categories receiving a score
greater than zero by at least one of the observers.
Behavior Rating s
was
Development
.
After the Verbal Response Categories were drafted, it
recognized that some aspects of FANT interactions could not adequately
be coded in terms of discrete verbal responses. For example, time
urgency was a quality which ostensibly would be evident in nonverbal
behavioral stylistics, such as glancing at one's watch. It was deci-
ded, then, that ratings of some of the characteristics of the inter-
action might capture additional information that would be of use in
describing and analyzing the interaction.
Six behavior rating codes were settled upon and defined as adjec-
tives on the basis of observed behavior in pilot interactions and
definitions in Webster's Third International Dictionary
. TIME URGENT
was included for its obvious relevance to the Type A construct. How
RELAXED subjects appeared to be was deemed important given that a major
focus of the exploratory study in which the FANT was first used was
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physiological reactivity, which night be manifest in some overt behav-
ioral characteristics. Previous research (Chesney, B,ac k
, Chadwick
.
Rosenman, in press) and observations of some subjects suggested that
Type A behavior m1 ght be a defensive way of coping with depression, so
DEPRESSED was added to the list. Finally, a triad of adjectives was
selected to describe the different competitive styles which might be
observed during the FANT: DEFENSIVE, AGGRESSIVE, and SUBMISSIVE. It
was hoped that Type A and Type B subjects might be differentiated in
terms of these attributes.
Codino, procedure
.
The Behavior Ratings can be applied to behavior
sampled from any portion of the interaction. In the original FANCS
exploratory study, behavior was rated at the end of each minute of
interaction. After each minute of observation, the videotape was
stopped and coders would determine ratings on the basis of their
impressions of the behavior over the entire minute. Ratings were made
on 4-point scales anchored at one end by the definition of the
respective behavior characteristic. Scores were recorded on the same
coding sheet as the Verbal Response Categories, along the appropriate
row for each code and at that point on the time line which represented
the end of the minute observed. The ratings for the subject on the
right of the video screen were recorded in red; and for the subject on
the left, in blue (see Figure 5). A special convention was adopted
such that in order for his behavior to be rated for any particular 60-
second interval, a subject had to have been speaking for a cumulative
total of at least 15 seconds during the interval. Otherwise the
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Figure 5. Sample of Behavior Ratings for the first two minutes
of interaction.
behavior sample was deemed an inadequate basis for making a judgment on
the rating scales. If a subject spoke for less than ,5 seconds, he
received a score of »0" on al, six rating dimensions.
Lastly, it should be noted that observers scored Behavior Ratings
on a different occasion than the verba, Response Categories. Observers
scored all interactions for Verbal RK„™„ r=*v o i Kesponse Categories and then went
back and reviewed the videotapes to score Behavior Ratings.
" 11ab111ty
-
Interrat6r rel1ab11
^y for the Behavior Ratings was based
on correlations of scores for each dimension for each dyad. This pro-
cedure makes sense as long as there are several coded intervals in the
interaction being rated. The FANCS exploratory study computed inter-
rater correlations as follows. In the typical interaction there were
11 scores on each rated dimension for each subject; thus, there were 22
scores on each dimension for the dyad. The 22 scores given by each
rater were correlated to give a separate reliability coefficient for
every rated dimension. Subsequently, these coefficients were averaged
across dyads to give a mean reliability for each dimension, i.e., TIME
URGENT, DEFENSIVE, etc.
Monetary Proposals
In their preparation for engaging in the FANT, subjects completed
a series of questions on their fact sheets which asked them to state
their ideal monetary target for the negotiation, the minimum amount of
money they would accept, and their estimates of their opponent's ideal
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and minimum figures. In order to compare subjects' stated goals for
the interaction with their actual behavior, two sets of observations
were made for each subject: first, the time at which he first stated a
dollar figure that he wanted, indicated by a slash at the appropriate
point on the coding sheet time line, and the amount of that first
figure written next to the slash- wmnH +h D nbidbn, second, the time and amount of the
last mentioned monetary proposal each subject made recorded in like
manner with a slash and written record of the dollar figure.
Observations of the subject on the right were recorded in red; of the
subject on the left, in blue.
Reliability was calculated in terms of percent agreement; i.e.,
the total number of agreements across all subjects divided by the total
number of agreements plus disagreements. In terms of the time of each
proposal, agreement was counted if raters' observations differed by two
seconds or less. As far as the dollar figures were concerned, only
exact correspondence between raters' observations counted as agreement.
APPENDIX H
CODING MANUAL
Verbal Response Categories
A.O HOSTILITY/AGGRFSSTON. A forceful or combative statement or
action, apparently intended to dominate or master; an antagonistic,
insulting, or injurious statement; an attack. This category may
include condescending remarks or expressions of negative judgmental
attitudes directed at the opponent; e.g.,
"You should cut your costs more."
"I've told the president he should prioritize my department's
needs over everyone else's."
"You should subordinate your funding request to mine."
As distinguished from some COMPETITION responses, HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION
has the added connotation of an attempt to reduce
, eliminate , or
subjugate the opponent. Often, there may be emphatic inflections or
gestures accompanying the response; however, the mode of expression may
also be more subtle. If a competitive response has one of these added
connotations then, according to hierarchical coding rules, it would be
scored HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION. On rare occasions it is possible that a
subject might initiate an interaction with what is ostensibly just
information-giving; however, it is delivered so forcefully and with
such immediacy that it gives the distinct impression of launching an
attack
,
as in " bombarding with information." Such a response is scored
HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION.
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The category of HOSTILITY/AGGRESSION is a genera, one and is only
used if a hostile response does not fit any of the
.ore specific
subcategories, namely, INTIMIDATION, PUT DOWN, or CRITICISM.
AJ INTIMIDATI ON. An explicit or Implicit threat; an attempt to
compel as if by threat, such as by specifying or implying conditions
winch would infringe upon the opponent's options. This category may
include a response in which the speaker describes himself or his
department in an advantageous position relative to his opponent; for
exampl e,
"I've presented my_ plan to upper management and they've
approved it."
Sometimes the observer will get a sense that the speaker is "pulling
rank" or using "oneupsmanship." If the response implies an infringe-
ment upon the opponent's power, it would be scored as INTIMIDATION;
for example,
"Without my department effectively marketing the product,
there is no sense in manufacturing it."
If the opponent is responsible for manufacturing the product, then this
would be INTIMIDATION. On the other hand, if the opponent's work had
nothing to do with manufacturing but instead consisted of, for example,
data management then this response would be scored SELF-AGGRANDIZEMENT
(refer to B.l
.e-SELF-AGGRANDIZEMENT-for comparison).
A. 2 PUT DOWN (from MICS) . A comment whose function is, in the
observer's judgment, to demean, embarrass, or Insult the opponent
,t
may be indirect and subtle, or direct and obvious; e.g.,
"You're talking about your production needs but you're almost
out of contracts."
"A good manager can motivate his employees without spending
money on an esthetic environment."
PUT DOWNS are aimed at the opponent; the second example above is a PUT
DOWN if the opponent wants money to improve his employees' work
environment. A PUT DOWN may have varying degrees of directness and
specificity, but it differs from CRITICISM in that a CRITICISM is both
direct in addressing the opponent and specific in its reference to
behavior. Examples of PUT DOWNs:
"You're wasting resources." (Doesn't specify how.)
"That's not a very good idea." (Doesn't specify why.)
"If a guy knows what he's doing, he can cut costs without
cutting personnel." (Assuming that opponent has been
arguing that he'll lose personnel without more money for
equipment or support help; this is a PUT DOWN which is
indirect and nonspecific.)
PUT DOWN can be a very intuitively scored category. However, if in
doubt, coders should use themselves as "insult detectors"; if they ask
themselves, "If that statement were directed at me, would I feel
demeaned, embarrassed, or insulted?" and the answer is "yes," then the
response is coded as a PUT DOWN.
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^-MJlCmjfro^. A statement expressing „„ambiguous dislike
or disapproval of a specif behavior of the opponent, and exP,icitl y
directed at the opponent himself. There rau st be no question that the
states is critical and that it is directed at the opponent
personally (and not, for instance, more generally directed at the
opponent's department or subordinates). The behavior being criticized
,ust be dearly defined or referred to, otherwise the state.ent would
be coded as a PUT DOWN.
CRITICISM can be distinguished from NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION in
that
(a) NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION must be delivered in a neutral
tone of voice, while CRITICISM has a hostile edge which
can be felt by the observer, and
(b) CRITICISM is aimed at the opponent and his behavior, while
NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION generally refers to a behavior
or situation and has no personal attack.
For example,
"The problem with your plan is that the company already has
sufficient data storage capacity for at least the next five
years." - CRITICISM
"The people in your department are not very efficient." - PUT
DOWN, because the comment is not aimed directly at the opponent
himself and because it is not behaviorally specific.
"The people in your department do not get their annual reports
done on time." - PUT DOWN because, although it is behaviorally
specific, it is not aimed directly at the opponent himself.
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"You have not gotten your annual reports out on time for the
last few years."
- CRITICISM since it is both aimed at
opponent personally and it is behaviorally specific.
As a general rule, if the speaker's critical remarks describe broad
attributes of the opponent rather than specific behaviors, the co«nt
*ust be scored as a PUT DOWN. Words like "lazy,"
"inefficient,"
"unmotivated,"
"nonproductive," and the like are attributes, not
behaviors.
B.O COMPETITION
.
A response in which the speaker is striving for
something he wants in opposition to the other subject; vying for
something that there is clear evidence the opponent does not want to
give. Also, a response describing the speaker's position in such a way
that makes it necessarily in opposition to the other person; for
example,
"I need $1.8 million." - MORE MONEY (q.v.)
"I see we have the same goals." - COMPETITION since the speaker
describes his position such that he also wants $1.8 million,
which is necessarily a competitive stance being much more than
one-half of the available funds.
Similarly, a competitive response may be one in which the speaker
asserts or defends his own position as opposed to that of his opponent,
or asserts the value of his own position relative to his opponent's
position.
What the speaker is vying for may be a particular portion of the
fixed asset funds, or a particular point being negotiated (such as
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whether employees should have some benefit, or how a certain resource
should be shared, or whether the company needs to follow a particular
strategy to increase profits, or whether some factor is affecting the
company in a particular way, etc.), or any other issue around which
there is some dispute or rivalry between the subjects.
The category of COMPETITION is a general one and should be used if
a competitive response does not fit any of the other particular
competitive or manipulative codes.
Any response which relates to an unequal division of resources in
favor of the speaker is considered scorable in one of the competitive
(or manipulative) codes; e.g.,
"My department's needs require $1.5 million of these fixed
asset funds." - MORE MONEY
"I believe our department should get more in the way of
environmental improvements than any other department." -
COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION
Some competitive statements may be phrased as questions. For example,
an argumentative statement put in question form, such as, "Don't you
think we need to consider this other issue (which supports my side)?"
is scored as COMPETITION. If the competitiveness of a question is
indirect or covert, it would be scored as a MANIPULATIVE QUESTION.
£J MANIPULATION . A competitive response which is devious, indirect,
or covert. Like COMPETITION, it is intended to gain advantage for
oneself, but not in a direct, explicit, or clearly confrontive way.
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Often, the content of a MANIPULATION will appear to be scorable as
something else, usually a more positive code (e.g., COOPERATION or
NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION). As with COMPETITION, what the person is
trying to get for himself may be money, information, agreement, etc.
For example, a request for cooperation which occurs in the context of a
competitive or hostile response is scored a MANIPULATION. Likewise, a
cooperative suggestion which occurs in the context of a competitive
suggestion is scored as a MANIPULATION. Flattery is another example of
MANIPULATION.
There are codes for several specific kinds of manipulation (B.l.a
through B.l.e). The coder should try to use one of these specific
codes first in scoring a manipulative response. Only if it does not
fit one of these subcategories should the manipulative response be
scored as MANIPULATION.
B
- 1 - a I NEED TO HELP YOU
.
A specific kind of manipulative response
which at first sounds almost beneficent on the part of the speaker. It
is a response in which the speaker talks about his desire or need to
help or support his opponent, but to accomplish this he must get what
he wants for his own advantage in the negotiation task. For example,
"I must improve my department's ability to transport
materials so that you can perform your vital function for
the company. In fact, I think it's crucial that I help you
do your job. Now, it will take a lot for me to be able
to do this.
.
."
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Another example may be the following suggestion:
"We can do this (specified thing) or provide this for you."
BJ
- b ME
.
A specific kind of manipulative response in which the
speaker appears to be putting himself down, but with the intention of
gaining his own ends. This may take the form of complaining about his
own disadvantage, or poor past performance, or bad luck or hard times,
or being stuck on a performance plateau and therefore requiring much
money to start improving performance again, etc. Whether the content
takes the form of whining or complaining or criticizing or the like, it
must be directed toward the speaker himself (or his depart-
ment) and presented in support of his getting what he wants in the
negotiation. For example,
"Gosh, things haven't been going too well in our department
and I'm afraid we'll be shut down or merged with another
department if we can't get things on an upward track again.
We need about $1.8 million in new equipment or we'll never
be able to do it. A lot of us might lose our jobs."
"We've been on a real plateau lately and we've got to get
our productivity up again."
B.l.c YES-BUT
.
A manipulative response in which the speaker at first
appears to be agreeing or cooperating with his opponent, but then turns
the thrust of his remarks around and makes it clear that he is actually
not agreeing or trying to cooperate with the other person. A YES-BUT
gives the listener the feeling of being set up, as though the agreeing
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first part of the response were lulling one 1nt0 complacency an(J then
the speaker slipped in his competitive remarks when one's guard was
down. For example,
"Yes, indeed I think environment is important in employee
morale, which is in turn important in increasing produc-
tion, as you say, and this would be a good thing for me,
too, though of course I think the well
-motivated employee
will chip in when things are tough no matter what the
environment is like and that it is of paramount importance
that we mount the sales campaign that my department has
put together..."
Note that a straightforward agreement followed by a straightforward
disagreement is not a YES-BUT; a subject may agree with part of his
opponent's statement and not with another part of it. For example,
"I agree with your facts but not with your conclusions."
DISAGREEMENT
The above statement is not a YES-BUT because it does not have the
characteristics of a manipulative response of being deviously
competitive. It does not give one even a mild feeling of being set up
or manipulated.
B.l.d MANIPULATIVE QUESTION
. A manipulative response put in the form
of a question (see MANIPULATION). Often, the content of the response
will appear more benign than it is, though usually the coder can infer
the manipulation by his/her own subjective sense of indirectly being
pulled or pushed by the speaker.
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One fairly common example of a manipulative question is when a
subject asks a question which appears designed to get his opponent to
91 ve the speaker some information before the speaker shows his own
hand, so to speak. Often, such questions occur early in the
interaction.
Occasionally, a statement fits the definition of a question
because of the nature of its inflection and information-gathering
function, even though its syntax is that of an assertion. For example,
"I'm wondering what your needs and plans are...?"
B.l.e SELF-AGGRAND17FMFNT
.
A response in which the speaker describes
himself and/or his department as superior in some way which does not
necessarily infringe upon his opponent's power, position, or privilege.
For example,
"My department has an excellent track record."
"I know the president of the company thinks highly of my work."
"I am a good manager."
Sometimes SELF-AGGRANDIZEMENT is difficult to distinguish from
INTIMIDATION. The key is whether or not the opponent's power is
infringed upon or negated or limited by what is expressed. For
example,
"The president has approved my plan for use of these fixed
assets."
This would be scored as INTIMIDATION because the president's approval
of the speaker's plan directly affects the negotiation being conducted
by the two subjects. On the other hand, if the president merely
approved of the speaker's work in
for him to approve of the opponent'
possible for the opponent to have
good manager (see examples above),
scored as SELF-AGGRANDIZEMENT.
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general, it would be quite possible
s work as well-just as it would be
an excellent track record or be a
in which case the response would be
B.2 COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION. A response is scored as a "suggestion"
(competitive or cooperative) only when there is a suggestion, proposal,
or plan that is specifically identifiable in the word content of the
statement. The suggestion must be explicit, although the details of
the plan need not be spelled out. Furthermore, in the present coding
system in order for a response to be scored as a suggestion, it must
refer to the behavior of the subjects relative to each other : e.g., how
to divide the fixed asset funds or other resources or even how to
conduct the negotiation.
A COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION is one in which the speaker is trying to
get something the other subject does not want to give— be it money,
information, or personnel; or a suggestion in which the speaker is
proposing something that it is already clear his opponent does not
want, e.g., how to spend the money. If the opponent has not yet
specified what he wants or is willing to give, then any proposal or
request for more than one-half of the total fixed assets or other
resources is scored as some kind of competitive suggestion. Likewise,
a suggestion which necessarily implies that the speaker should get what
he wants as opposed to his opponent is some kind of competitive
suggestion. There are two sub-types of competitive suggestion, and
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coders should check to see whether a response belongs in one of these
sub-types before using the category of COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION. For
example,
"If these funds are used to buy office equipment, I need
most of the equipment to accommodate the tremendous
increase in personnel that we've had." - COMPETITIVE
SUGGESTION.
"I believe our department should get more in the way of
environmental improvements than any other department." -
COMPETITIVE SUGGESTION
Both of the above responses imply some behavior on the part of the
opponent, namely, that he accept less than half of available resources.
The proposals for dividing the resources refer to behavior that is
transacted between the subjects.
"I plan to revamp my entire production line with automated
equipment."
This is a specific plan, but it does not refer to any transaction
between the subjects, so it would not be scored in any of the specific
suggestion categories— neither competitive nor cooperative.
Note also that any kind of suggestion, whether competitive or
cooperative, is scored only for those sentences that actually comprise
the suggestion.
B.2.a MORE MONEY
. A specific kind of competitive suggestion in
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which the speaker makes a proposal about the division of money, such
that he would get more than his opponent; for example,
"I need $1.65 million to buy the equipment I need." -
MORE MONEY
"I want $2 million to revamp my entire production line with
automated equipment." - MORE MONEY
B.2.b ME NOW, YOU LATFR. A specific form of competitive suggestion
in which the speaker asks for something that his opponent wants-or
does not want to give (usually money)-and says that he will give it to
the opponent at some time in the future. For example,
"I need all of these funds this year. However, next year
I won't need any more and I'll support your getting all
of next year's fixed assets."
"Perhaps we can work a deal: you let me have all or most of
the money this year, and you can get it next year."
B.3 INTERRUPTION (from MICS)
. Any distinguishable verbal interven-
tion made while the other subject is talking and which functions to
disrupt the conversation rather than facilitate it. Interruptions
appear to be attempts to break into the flow of speech being uttered by
the opponent. Interruptions are scored whether or not they are
successful at breaking into the speech of the other person.
Interruptions are coded with a slash at the moment when they are
attempted. If the interrupter continues speaking, the rest of his
response is given whatever code is appropriate.
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Interruptions are only coded if they occur while the other person
is speaking or if they occur during a mid-sentence pause which is less
than 3 seconds.
Note that sometimes a subject will say "uh-huh" or "mm-hmm" or the
like while his opponent is speaking. These particular responses are
not scored as INTERRUPTIONS since they are generally not attempts to
break in to the other's speech.
B.4 REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT (from MIES). A direct, straightforward
response to the opponent's statement or suggestion which rejects,
denies, expresses disagreement, or expresses noncompliance. It must be
a response to a specific statement of opinion, request, or suggestion.
Disagreement can occur after an opinion is expressed in either
question or assertion form; for example,
Left: "I think we need to increase production before
expanding our marketing efforts, don't you?"
Right: "No, I don't."
Left: "I think we need to increase production before
expanding our marketing efforts."
Right: "On the contrary, without a potential market there
is no sense in producing more goods."
Note that context must determine whether this last comment is
straightforward disagreement or INTIMIDATION (q.v.). There are no
subtleties or added connotations in REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT.
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Some questions are more vague in terms of the opinions being
expressed; for example,
"Do you think we need to increase production before
expanding our marketing efforts?"
In this case, contextual cues must be used to determine whether an
opinion has been expressed with which the opponent can agree or
disagree.
Note that simple "yes" or "no" responses to questions about points
of information are not coded as agreement or disagreement because they
provide no information about whether the parties disagree. For
example,
"Do you have enough personnel to get production up to
capacity?"
"No."
In this exchange, there is no evidence that the parties disagree.
CO DISCONFI RMATION (from Ericson & Rogers. 1974) . A response that
ignores or bypasses the request of the other person. It may take the
form of a change of topic, a comment on another point besides that
which was just articulated by the other person, or even no answer at
all.
If one subject is making a proposal, an implicit request for a
response is assumed; if there is no comment on the proposal,
DISCONFI RMATION is scored. For example,
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Left: "I think I should get $1.65 million," - MORE MONEY
Right: "What do you think of my_ getting $1.6 million?" -
DISCONFIRMATION, MORE MONEY
Left: "Here's my point..." or "What do you think of my
point?" (scored on the basis of context).
Right: "What do you think of my_ point?" - DISCONFIRMATION,
COMPETITION
as opposed to
Left: "Here's my point..."
Right: "Well, I'd rather my_ point." - REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT
DISCONFIRMATION is coded with a slash, in the same manner as
INTERRUPTIONS. Thus, a slash is made on the response record form at
the time when the response begins; then the response is also coded in
whatever category is appropriate, as indicated in the examples above.
D.O COOPERATION
.
A response in which the speaker is acting or
indicates a willingness to act for the mutual benefit of both subjects.
The speaker might be describing or trying to define common goals; might
be giving support, approval, or assistance to the opponent; might be
showing a willingness to share something at least equally with the
opponent; or might be complying with a request of the other person.
COOPERATION is a general code and should be employed only if one
of the more specific subcategories is not applicable.
—
AGREEMENT/CONFTRMAlIOjUadaBtelf^^ A verbal response
indicating that the speaker is in agreement with the opponent on a
PartiCUldr iSSUe; a res P°nse t0 the opponent's statement or suggestion
that accepts, affirms, or expresses agreement. It must be a response
to a specific statement of opinion, request, or suggestion.
Agreement can occur after an opinion is expressed in either
question or assertion form, as with disagreement. Note that simple
"yes" or "no" answers to questions about points of information are not
coded as agreement or disagreement because they do not provide
information about whether the parties agree. (See REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT
for comparison.)
Note that verbalisms denoting assent, such as "yes, yes" and
"mm-hmm," which merely indicate that the speaker might be trying to
hurry the other person's speech, are not scored as AGREEMENT. Only
"yes" which is a definite agreement on a statement of opinion or a
granting of a specific suggestion is scored as AGREEMENT. For example,
Left: "Would you be willing to let my personnel use time
on your computer?
Right: "Yes, that's fair." - AGREEMENT/CONFIRMATION
Left: "Would you be willing to timeshare on a 50-50 basis?"
Right: "Sometimes." - REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT because speaker
does not agree with the specific request of the
other person.
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Left: "Do you need to use the computer more than 15 hours
per week?"
Right: "Yes."
- would be scored on basis of context; perhaps
NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION (response to request for
clarification). This would not be scored AGREEMENT
because there is no evidence that an opinion is being
expressed or a request or suggestion being made; the
question is simply asking for information.
Right: "I think if we left some money in a common fund, we
both would be likely to have some in emergencies."
Left: "That's a great idea." - AGREEMENT/CONFIRMATION
D.2 COOPERATIVE SUGGESTION
. A response is scored as a "suggestion,"
whether cooperative or competitive, only when there is a suggestion,
proposal, or plan that is specifically identifiable in the words of the
statement. The suggestion must be explicit, although the details of
the plan need not be spelled out. Furthermore, in order for a response
to be scored as a suggestion it must refer to the behavior of the
subjects relative to each other ; e.g., how to divide the fixed asset
funds or other resources, or even how to conduct the negotiation.
Also, a suggestion is scored only for those sentences that
actually comprise the suggestion.
A COOPERATIVE SUGGESTION is one in which the speaker is trying to
share something equally with the other person— be it money, personnel,
equipment, etc. --or is trying somehow to promote a cooperative and
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mutually (equally) beneficial solution to a problem. A COOPERATIVE
SUGGESTION may also be one in which the speaker is asking for less than
half of a particular resource, depending on context. For example, if
his opponent is insisting on getting slightly more than half of the
fixed asset funds and the speaker suggests a way that this might be
accomplished, this would be a cooperative suggestion of some sort.
Note that there are two sub-types of cooperative suggestion, and
coders should check whether a response belongs in one of these
sub- types before using the category of COOPERATIVE SUGGESTION.
D.2.a NEGOTIATE COOPERATIVELY
. A specific kind of cooperative
suggestion that is, essentially, a "suggestion to cooperate." In other
words, this is a response in which the speaker is proposing somehow to
conduct the negotiation task in a cooperative way, rather than making a
specific suggestion about the division of resources. For example,
"We should look at each other's needs first and then decide
how the fixed assets should be allocated." - NEGOTIATE
COOPERATIVELY
Also, specific cooperative negotiations, such as figuring out an even
division of resources or a collaborative approach to upper management.
D.2.b SPLIT MONEY . A specific kind of cooperative suggestion in
which the speaker makes a proposal about the division of money, such
that he and his opponent would get equal shares; e.g.,
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Let's just split the money down the middle; that's the only
way either of us will get anything." - SPLIT MONEY
We could each take $1 million and put the remaining $250,00
in a fund that we could each draw on for emergencies." -
SPLIT MONEY
E.O NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION (adapted from mc.V A response in
which the speaker is describing a problematic situation in the past or
present or which he anticipates in the future; any clarifying response
to a request from the other person for clarification of an issue; also,
any simply, straightforward answer to a request for information when
the answer would not be scored further up in the hierarchy and is
neutral in tone and function. The statement may be either specific or
vague as long as it refers to a recognizable problem or to an
identifiable issue being clarified or to an identifiable request for
information.
In any case, the response must be made in a neutral tone of voice
in order to be coded as NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION. For example,
"We're going to have to put some care into studying this
situation since it is a sensitive problem."
"Right now, we're looking into how to increase our data
storage capacity, which at the moment is inadequate."
"I think the company is having a problem getting new
customers.
"
"The noise in our work environment is so high that our
employees find it difficult to concentrate."
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"If we keep headed in this direction, we may have trouble
getting new contracts."
"We have some fixed asset funds here to allocate, and we
have to find a way to do that."
All of the above examples could be coded as NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIP-
TION, depending on tone of voice and context. Context is important in
determining whether or not to code a response in a category higher up
in the hierarchy, such as REFUSAL/DISAGREEMENT or MANIPULATION, etc.
It is also important to distinguish between a problem description
and some sort of problem solution which might be scored as a suggestion
of some sort (either cooperative or competitive). The major difference
is that a NEUTRAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION has no explicit proposal for
change in it.
F.O OTHER RESPONSES. This is a residual coding category: all
responses which do not fit any of the other verbal response categories
in the hierarchy are scored as OTHER RESPONSES.
Some common examples include the pleasantries exchanged at the
beginning of an interaction-"Hel lo," "How do you do?" etc.
-and the
beginning of a statement which is incomplete and has no discernible
meaning— e.g., "Hmmm,well, I think...". Commonly, "I don't know"
responses to questions may be scored in this category, always depending
on context. Also, brief requests for clarification are scored in this
category.
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Behavior Ratings
The following six codes are to be used to rate the behavior of
each subject at the end of each minute of the interaction. In most
cases, one end of the rating scale is defined by the definition given
below for the behavior characteristic for that scale. The other end of
each scale is defined by the absence of the defined characteristic.
The one exception to this pattern is for the relaxation scale; in this
case, one end of the scale is anchored by the definition of RELAXED,
given below, and the other end is anchored by the definition of TENSE,
also given below.
Each scale has four points indicating the various degrees to which
the characteristic of the scale describes the behavior of the subject
being rated.
3 3 2 1
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NOT AT ALL
As the interaction timer reaches each minute-mark, the rater is to
stop the tape and rate each subject's behavior for the previous minute
on each rating scale. Following the convention for the verbal response
categories, ratings for the subject on the right of the viewing field
are recorded in red, and ratings for the subject on the left are
recorded in blue. Ratings are recorded on the coding sheet at the end
of each one-minute interval to which they apply.
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WLmmAmmmii. APPe.ri„g re%t^s
, emr t0 complete the
task quickly, irritated or concerned about the passage of time; making
remarks referring to the passage of time or the amount of time left.
For example,
"We'd better hurry, there are only a few minutes left."
Also, appearing to try to hurry the interaction along, as though
anxious about the passage of time. TIME URGENT is not to be confused
with AGGRESSIVE (see definition below). The observed time urgency or
impatience need not be task-related; it may appear more related to the
person's general style of behavior. It may be scored on the basis of
the content of the person's remarks or the manner (style) in which they
are made.
DEFENSIVE
-
Resisting the perceived attack or offensive moves of the
opponent or attempting to ward off or divert his attack; may seem very
competitive, but the major emphasis is on protecting oneself rather
than taking the offensive against the opponent. Defensive behavior may
appear to be an active attempt to repel or at least resist the
aggressive behavior of the other person.
AGGRESSIVE
.
Offensive action, attacking or encroaching on the other's
position; combative, militant, marked by driving, obtrusive force.
Behavior apparently aimed at domination of the other person without
regard for his rights or with only the speaker's own ends in sight.
AGGRESSIVE is not the same as Competitive; AGGRESSIVE behavior gives
the impression of dominating, of running rough-shod over the other
person.
RELAXED- Acting at ease, not marked by rigidity or tension; calm, easy
of manner, with muscles apparently loose and slack and with speech
being smooth and fluent, not rapid or pressured, nor constricted or
halting. TENSE: taut, tight, rigid; muscularly stiff; showing
nervousness, anxiety, strain; jittery. Often evidenced by clenching
teeth, tapping hand or foot, stiff posture, abrupt movements.
SUBMISSIVE
-
Yielding to the desires of the opponent; deferring to the
opponent; giving in, especially in an apparently humble way. Giving up
one's own position in a compliant rather than compromising way.
DEPRESSED. Dejected, discouraged, sad, appearing unable to bear up
under one's burdens, including the stress of the negotiation task;
appearing low in spirits, inactive or slow, sadly withdrawn.
Monetary Proposals
FIRST DOLLAR FIGURE ASKED BY EACH . In the color appropriate for each
subject, mark a slash at the moment at which the subject first
specifies a dollar figure that he would like as his share of the fixed
asset funds. Next to the slash, write in the actual figure stated by
the subject.
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LAST DOLLAR FIGURE ASKED BY EACH. In the color appropriate for each
subject, mark a slash at the moment at which each subject last
mentions a specific money figure that he would like to obtain from the
negotiation. Next to the slash, write in the actual figure stated by
the subject.

